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destroy the System. They have put a figure
head to it, and let it run—but almost en+| tirely of its own momentum, and it can not
run forever it that way.
‘
In the mean time, they have not commit-
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Bearing one anothers Burdens.

|* That our happiness and well-being are to
50 great extent put into each other's power
isa fact most significant, and furnishes one
ted themselves to it. The way is wide open of the most’ serious and important lessons
for them to destroy it, root and branch, if of life. It points so plainly to one of the
any developments shall efable them to.dare prime social duties, that it seems at first
doit. It is only a question of policy with thought strange that it should ever have
them—of which way will help them must in needed the emphasis of that beautiful Chris-
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vention, to change our State constitution,
This is to be voted on this month.
succeed

in voting

this down,

If We

the work

of

vandalism willbe stayed, and largely prevented. If it should carry, by a strong vote,
the work of change and destruction will
take plac
ot alone of the School System,
but of whateyer has marked our progress
from the stagnation and death of the past.
There may be some hope that the convention will not carry. The Republicans
will be united against it and, if the Regis-

tian injunction, “Bear ye one another's bur-

dens, and so fulfill the law of Christ.”

In-

terpreting this precept in the more general
way, it may comprehend all that sympathy
and all those acts ' of humanity by which
human suffering is relieved, human: sorrow mitigated, and the necessary or incidental burdens of life rendered more tolera- +
ble.
The natural pleasure and satisfaction

growing out. of the .consciousness
fellow being

and made

has

the

been

that a

relieved of sorrow,

recipient of a higher joy

through our direct agency, are so sure and so

great to an upright mind, that it is strange

Number

the
word of cheer, a proof of hearty sympathy, Let our readers for a moment conceive
foreigner
toa
itself
presents
which
will often work wonders, in prompting to difficulty
higher endeavors and to a more heroic en- when he encounters a master of slang;
what tribulation, what uncertainty besets
durance.
Once on a time, one of our active mis- the unhappy stranger. If the object of his
sionary agents was making a plea for the inquiry is a-political ‘* move,” he is enlightdying heathen.

We, at’ a late hour, enter-

ened to this effect:

ed the cRurch and finding.the exercises be- thing altogether.

a put-up

“ Oh! it was

Merrypebbles is an outto barney
looks; so,
owed

gun and the church full, instead of going to

and-out swindle, and wanted
our accustomed seat, slipped into a pew Dull, who isn’t such a flat as he
i
near the door,as we supposed, wholly un-| dodging the premier’

observed by the speaker.” After the servi- the question ;.and, though he looked green,

ces, he came to us and said with feeling,
—“You helped me in my lecthre to-day,
amazingly.” “But how is that?" we" rejoined, “we said nothing, did nothing, only
listened to your plea.”
‘‘Ah,” said he,

“‘that is the very thing ; it was the attention

did the fellow brown on his own dodge”—
all which must be vastly instructive to the
foreign politician. What hope has a resi-

dent Frenchman to

accomplish

the diffi-

culty of our language? While he is mastering one idiom, another and another has
appeared, to his utter discomfiture,

and

he

33

|

strength through the dominions of one vast
and unlimited monarchy. The contemplation has no limits. If we ask the number of
suns and of systems, the unassisted eye of
man can take in a thousand, and the best

telescope which the genius of man bas constructed can take in éighty millions,
why subject the dominions

But

of the pniverse

to the eye of man; or to the powers:

of

his

genius? Fancy may take its flight ‘far beyond the ken of eye or telescope. It may
expatiate in the outer regions of all that is
visible ; and shall we have the boldness to

say that there is nothing there? that the.
wonders of the Almighty
are at an end, bé-cause we can no longer trace his footsteps?

that his omnipotence is exhausted, because:
human art can no longer follow

him? that

the creative energy of God has sunk into

you gave that helped |” By all this, itis
repose, because the imagination is ennot to be understood that in these trifles we finds himself fighting against a strongly
feebled by the magnitude of its efforts, and
fulfill the whole great law.
But he who running tide of slang, which keeps him in a
can
keep no longer on the wing through
.
fails in the lesser will most likely fail in the condition of the most hopeless perplexity
those
mighty tracts, which shoot far beyond
greater.
Often, on the other hand, its ex- Is there a reason for this?
Should this be?
‘what eye hath geem, or the heart of man
action requires the giving largely of our Idleness, sooner than use a recognized vohath, conceived; which sweep endlessly
;
substance, apd the devoting. of much gelfcabulary,

invents

one

which

is spurious

sacrificing labor for the good of others. -It idleness,. ‘double-distilled,” imitates” this;
demands that we take from -slender shoul- and so, according to the space left by weak-

along, and merge into an awful 4nd myste-

rious infinity?
~~
J
that each morning the inquiry is not made
tration of the past, or even fair voting and by ourselves to ourselves,
‘‘Ilow many ders even haavy burdens upon ourselves—in ness, does the vice gain ground. Ignocounting even all of the herétofore disfran-. heart aches can we arrest to-day, in such as imitation of him who ‘himself took our rance uses slang, because ignorance copies
Events of the Week.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
chised, could be secured, there would be a are familiar with grief, and how many tears infirmities, and bore our weaknessés.”—J.F.
1. Any person who takes a Dewspaper regularly
«
synonym.
of
parent
the
is
which
idleness,
* REMOVAL OF GENERAL PLEASONTON.
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or strong prospect of sucdess. But there js no
of sorrow dry’ up, in eyes accustomed to
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
The impatience with which the country
such
assurance.
All
theprobabilities
are
on
responsible for the payment.
weep? We Cross the path of a fellow tray2.
Ifa person. orders ns
apér discontinued, he
=
Growth
of
Slang.,
~~
*
has
for some time observed General Pleas-,
rck.
Bisma
the
other
side,
and
it
will
not
do
to
be
too
x:
strange
a
bein
must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may coneler to another world, it may
;..tinue to send it until payment is made, ard collect the
we
$B,
Py
onton’s persistent, not to say insolent,’
sanguine. . But, still, a gallant fight will be land; one whose face we never saw before,
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
made; and it how looks as if some of the whose face we are never to see again.
The Court Circular thus calls attention to
Bismarck is an immensely large man. course in holding his place of revenue com.oflisg or not.
It
*'8. "The courts have decided that refusing to take
corand
rebuke
needs
more
progressive
and
enlightened
Democsorely
that
evil
he goes through one of the doors of missioner, is at last relieved by his suspenan
When
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
must be a source of never failing satisfacremoving
and leaving them uncplled for, is Rima
ThE
President at first
racy would refuse to go it blind, in the sup- tion to recollect that, during that brief and rection:
r he fills the whale spacesand sion from office.
chambe
the
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
i
port of the convention. If they do, there is solitary encounter, we checked a corroding
The growth of slang moans the decay of must stoop besides. He is tall, straight and sent him a note requestithg his resignation, .
The admission of,a nomencla- well proportioned. His broad shoulders and where upon the General presumed to send
hope. We shall seé.
9 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
care, or infused a little hope into a despair- language.
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
disregards propriety and fixes full breast bespeak an immense force. He back word that he could n't resign, and alwhich
ture
ing
soul,
which
sent
us
on
our
way
followed
THE i Tg FIGHT.
&@ We send no books out to be sold on commisirrational and inconsistent is not fat(where a German ought to be fat) so added an interpretation of-his official duobjects
upon
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
Down at the bottom: it is the same old of a hearty ‘God bless you,” from stranger
is at once a nuisance and a vice, and but his cheeks are so fat as to almost close ties, stating"in effect that he knew his businames,
contest of 1860 to 1865. To a considerable lips.
persistence in it means the inevitable de- his eyes, though since the war he seems {o ness and was bent on attending to it. The
degree—andh it ig not much disguised—it is
A company of poor = emigrants “once basing of the mother tongue,a course which
have grown a little thinner. He has a large order of suspension goon followed, Mr. J.
a personal struggle of the old time (leaders, landed at New York, who had been fortuas his temporary
the scholars of ull ages have endeavored to head, which is bald on the top (the comic W. Douglass being oh
who mostly went off into the rebellion, for nate enough to fall under the care ofa kind
successor.
The
reasons
for this act are
strenuously
were
three
efforts
their
with
him
nt
while
check,
papers invariably represe
place and power. They can not endure to and humane captain.
Not all captains of directed to refine, elevate and improve.
has a little short, well known. The internal revenue was not
sides
the
on
and
hairs),
be outs, and to see the places they once ocemigrant ships are kind and humane. Very There has been a growing tendency to in- half-gray hair, which 1s in marked contrast collected with promptness or efficiency;
cupied held by men whom they were once far from it. These poor and pitiable unfor- corporate into our already too barbarous
1871.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16,
his full white mustache. His nose is General Pleasonton has reversed the estab-accustomed to ignore or despise. If the tunates who seek our shores are by far too and incongrous language a flood of cant with
short, and his eyes imbedded under a lished rulings of his predecessors in several
moveinent succeeds, this new, loyal State often subjected on their passage to a sort of terms, American colloquialisms, gallicisms, rather
His face is almost as white as important particulars, and made decisions
brow.
heavy
Old and New.
will soon be officered and governed by rough and unfeeling usage, which is better sham classicisnfs, professional idioms, ultra‘his mustache, and is full of vigorous ex- which not only lessened the receipts but
———
Even now the du- suited to brutes than to men.
But these
quondam confederates.
of illiter- pression.
deluge
which could not be fairly sustained. He
general
a
and
montanisms,
are,
mountains
as
old
is
The truth
upon
ties of the ‘Adjutant-Generalship,
mere emigrants, men, women and children, ate slang.
Slang is of very modern date.
forward, assumed, in these and in other matters,
leans
commonly
he
sits
Its well is in the past}
he
When
whom devolves the giving out of medals to usually regarded at best only as a human There was much homeliness and no little
The truth is new; a rising star,
as if just ready to getup, and those por- act independently of his superiors, and thus
loyal soldiegs, are exercised by an ex- cargo, when taking leave of the ship, coarseness in some of the sayings of the
our
vast.
the
through
twinkling
Just
of him appear most natural which rep- created a want of harmony which would traits
confederate soldier.
:
the noble captain, and famous writers,and perhaps more facetiouscrowded around
him in this position. Hig only joint not allow the best working of the Treasury
resent
Truth was God’s word to man of old,
It is also a contest for a return to the old taking him by the hand, shed copious tears ness and significance amongst our great
to be in his loins; for his back Department. ~ In the average of cases it
seem
would
It is his word to-day,
tactics and laws of ante-rebellion times. It as at the loss of a dear friend.
humorists than will be foiyd now-a-days; and neck are always do straight. He is seems to be fortunate that the President
And still its lesson is untold,
was last winter openly said at the Capital
It will be new alway.
These new comers to our shores, as every but we see little or no tendency to slarfg. commonly in uniform, and his coat shines all holds this power of suspension.
Of course,
the propeséd constitutional convention one knows who has seen them thronging Even in the famous highwayman’s opera,
that
Mr.
Pleasonton
will
pursue
his
old
courge,
badgbrilliant
and
new
and
buttons
old
bright
with
changes;
over
"Tis mun that
would be an unexpensive affair, since they the highways toward the far West, are not Gay, who should have known his subject,
would pick and will be likely to cause all the mischief
anyone
that
man
a
is
He
es.
Belong to time alone.
{
would simply meet and adopt the old con- very high types of humanity; something gives us nothing in the conversation of his
The Infinite alone is true,
out of a crowd as a leading eharacter. he is capable of. Indeed; he has already
stitution and code of old Virginia, and at very low; but still are human, and have,
4
Eternal truth is One.
which requires a glossary ; When lie enters the chamber, every eye is preferred grave charges against Secretary
characters
lowest
once adjourn. Those who do not say just hidden under forbidding exteriors, the sen- while Dean Swift, had such a commodity as,
turned to him, and many show him special Boutwell, but the circumstances are too:
that, show in many unmistakable ways sibilities of men that - respond _ge£human slang existed, would never have omitted to
well known to give them much weight, and . 3
so that his first movements
West Virginia Corresponslence. their longing after the leeks and onions of kindness. And so that captain, who mani- garnish his works with it for tite good of marks of honor;
to politely return these signs the benefits likely to follow in the Treasury
are
entering
on
:
the past.
festly carried about with him a warm and posterity. Dictionaries of slang have been of respect, both to the- metnbers of the. | Department are such as to make the Presiv
POLITICS.
There isa strong desire on the part of the generous nature, must have ever after found published since his day, and the latest pub- Reichstag and to visitors. ‘For, as often as dent's course generally approved.
When it was found that West Virginia | ex-confederate. Democratsto return to the this reminiscence a joy. So certain and so
lication, founded on Grose's famous book, he has already appeared in the Reichstag,
THE SABBATH-KEEPERS’ MEMORIAL.
had gone Democratic, I had little inclina- old “ County Court System,” by which al- satisfactory do such reflections seem to be has attained to goodly dimensions ; for slang the general curiosity to see him has never
”
There is an old historical record made by
tion or heart to write ** Correspondence
most all local government and manage- that it is a wonder that even selfish men is on the increase, and no stand has been abated, so that everybody must look when
the Pilgrims, which states that, having arAng this feeling was all the ment was concentrated in the hands of a do not more generally study and practice made against it, because everybody, from
therefrom.
the
at
sits
Bismarck comes. He “always
more powerful, from the conviction that it few leading spirits. The present township the art of making -others happy.
When the highest to the lowest, cultivates and minister's desk, and seems to pay little at- rived at a certain island on the Sabbath,
they rested. The record runs thus:—‘ On
need not have been so. It is easy now to system is obnoxious for two reasons: 1. Be- this is not true, the evidence is unquestion- speaks it.
.
ue tentionto the debate, though he is althe Sabboth day wee rested. 20th Decemsee how the result might have been: differ- cause it is from the North, and, 2. Because able, that the finer sensibilities ‘of some
are
any
in
found
speeches
be
Words which are not to
ways ready to speak, His
ber,
1620.”
It is ascertained that the island.
more
influence
and
power
deus
ent. It was not easy then. This going 3
have been blunted, or some grosser passion standard dictionaries, and which are unau- generally short, and always go direct to the
was Clark's island in Boston harbor, and at
ong the people.
:
of
over to the Democracy seemedto betoken
cruelty
has got the mastery. Hence, the
thorized by grammatical or literary prece- point. Oneneed never wait long to know
the overtlirow of almost all that had been | - Still another pet project of this same class man towards his fellow man, ors at best his dent, are slang, and such words ‘are used what heis going to talk about, or what the meeting of the Pilgrim * society in
Plymouth last December, if was agreed to
done by the new state, and the goingback is the revival of the viva voce method of indifference to the well-being of others.
throughout the length and breadth. of the view he is going to take on the matter. institute some kind of a memorial of
this
es
power
principl
placing
and
for
,
engine
methods
other
spirit,
voting—an
again to the
Again, ‘how easy the compliance with land by all degrees of men indiscriminately. His speeches sparkle with strong, bold faithful Sabbath-keepthg.
Consequently
of
of the old Virginia regime. The prospect in the hands of a few. Under the plea
this law of Christ, and how cheap the price The use of vulgar equivalents distinguishes points, and he is always interesting. His the committee appointed for the purpose
AL independence, it is really a means of securwas anything but hopeful.
paid for the pleasure of its fulfillment. A all Englishmen, and it would weary our voice is rather high and broken, and is
defeat of the Republican party here, ing servility. Even yet, there are few of the single trifling act will often arrest a sorrow readers, and certainly not enlighten them, not very strong. He half mumbles his have chosen a monument ready built,in the .
The
shapeof a huge rock ‘under whose shelter
therefore, meant more than elsewhere, and masses that have not independence enough that has tortured a troubled soul for months. were we to treat them to a complete list, words, and, from his fast speaking, is often the Pilgrims probably worshiped. The
that
of
candidate
a
for
feeling
l
vote
and
to openly name
induced a mingled and powerfu
A solitary word or a kindly look even will corrected up to date, of the synonyms for a little indistinct. He gesticulates but litdisappointment, chagrin and discourage- is obnoxious to the old-time aristocracy, sometimes be a sunburst breaking through some of the generic words in commonest tle, and swings his body slightly. backward quaint inscription as given above has been
chiseled upon the face of the rock,.and it.
Of course, too, it carried with it, even though that candidate exactly reprement.
:
a cloud of gloom that settles on a spirit use. For money alone there gre seventeen! and forward while speaking.
will constitute a lasting memorial. of the
with
Even
sur-,
.
General
*
sentiments
reul
whilom
the
own
gents their
and out of office,
*
seemingly for a life-time. As a people, are equivalents, without counting the slang
heroism and piety of the Pilgrim fathers.
perintendent of Free Schools.” It is bard- the ballot, as at the North—here often term- we not increasingly wanting in this Chris- terms applied to the various species of
secret
the
these
THE TAMMANY SCANDAL.
ed, to cast opprobrium upon it,
ly a wonder, therefore, that, under
Wonders of the Universe.
tian grace, in the observance of this sim- coins, or the different expressions used to
"As might
'
Leet
circumstances, it was not altogether-a con ballot—many vote against their own con- ple and universal law of humanity?
Self- signify the being richor poor.
Each day’s developments only make it
amore business to talk about West, Virgin- victions at the behest of these former lead- ishness, a care for personal preferm ents, a be expected in England, the synonyms for
Here is a good specimen of the sweeping more certain that the New York city gov-ia—especially its politics.
ers. With viva voce voting, these leaders
of interest, are dis- drunkenness are plentiful, amounting to no majesty of the thought and style of Dr. ernmént has been most shamefully robbed.
isolation
to
tendency
But, Mr. Morning Star, when New would still have things pretty much accord- placing the promptings of our better na- less than thirty-two; and for -one article of | Chalmers :
The men who hold the office of mayor and
Swe
names,
Hampshire, with all her Freewill Baptists, ing to their own will.
other important positions have PAY
those
producing
lumiin
the
fruitful
rich;
heavenly
be
drink,
vast
to
these
baste
of
we.say
making
Shall
The
tures.
The strongest hope for us is our School
wheeled so suddenly into the same line, the
all | namely, “gin,” we have ten different equiv- naries that they were created’ in vain? the most unheard-of and systemafic vilrages
that
business
of
tide
rushing
case was somewhat altered. It isn’t cer- System. The masses are coming to love it,
called a cove, Were they called into existence. for no Nainy, taking of the things of others and
along our streets, the wakeful anxiety to alents. Man is liable to be
tain that it was because misery likes com- I think, better than any other of the new
The earnest call Va
article,a codger, a buffer, other purpose than to throw a tide of use- adding to their own.
an
cull,
a
chap,
a
the
currents,
passing
its
of
And the De- take advantage
accounts
treastirer’s
the
of
he
grade,
publication
his
pany. , Not that at all. But, it takes the and progressive measures.
a
to
for
immenaccording
of
and,
;”
“party
solitudes
less splendor over the
imperious demands of fashion and custom a
eurse off. If old granite New Hampshire mocracy are more chary of attacking it than are fast making us a sad and‘careworn
fifty subdivisions; according to sity? Our sun is only one of these lamina- has resulted in the preparation of a whitesome
has
peocan not stand her ground, why should it be any other. If it can be preserved a few. ple, and building walls of partition between his profession, some eighty or more. This ries, and we know that he has worlds in his washed report, which is a stronger evi,
strange that this young, wee sister, that years more it will become established bethe Times newsand our neighbors. Traverse the length
we have quoted is a mere drop in the] (rain, Why should we strip the rest of this dence of guilt than even
once had: the grasp of rebellion on her yond the reach of any-power to overturn, usand breadth of our cities, and out of the that
Why may not each paper has been able to show. If this
ocean, mere casualties, enumerated “from princely attendance?
throat, and only just escaped strangulation and it Will fit another generation for a progupon
thronging multitudes, you can couat all memory, and without the least attempt at of them be the center of his own system,and exposition of fraud has not inflicted
—no worder, I sgy, if this young West ress and development that is not possible
todifficult
is
it
true
blow,
is
better
death
It
with
its
possibly,
counteworlds?
list;
Tammany
own
any exhaustive.
give lightto his
the openly humane and cheerful
Virginia succumbed! We would a thousand now.
blow:
that
of
by
which
list
eye
the
from
the
finaugment
source
could
your
any
but
might
we
of
not,
ends
imagine
them
knowledge,
the
see
we
on
that
meet
‘nances you
times rather the granite state had not been’
But our School System is yet in its in:
Slang, how- man take its: flight into those distant re- could come.
gers. All, or nearly ‘all, bear an anxious at least double the amount:
what
of
promise
n
enables
faint
overtur
a
its
still,
only
But,
ned.
overtur
fancy —is yet
little
our
language
of
low
here;
sight
lose
concluded
say,—
not
is
to
should
ever,
it
gions,
FRANCE.
and abstracted look, which seems
us to hold up our heads a little, from our it isin the northen States. Many of even
; No. 1 is to be is not alone in its *¢ argot;” fashion has its world before it-reached the outer limits of
imperiled
interest
an
have
I
we
have
Perhaps
Seats,
making ddeent progress
confusion and our shame.
our *¢ Court Houses,” or County
So that the man vulgarity, and a good deal of it too—as our system ; the greater planets should dis- * The French are
cared foratall hazards.
of the war. M.Thiers
weren't so very blame-worthy, after all.
results
the
repairing
in
only the ordinary mixed schools of the My,
describ
had
it
unmeaning
gibberish
asanything
that
we
before
ra;
turn
their
cheerful
appear in
t
the or woman, whose face sheds a
for
and seems to
and
affairg,
of
North,
head
the
the
at
at
kept
is
districts
AFTER THE SMOKE.
county
the passers | have given hitherto, the great jest of the ed a small portion of that abyss which sepSchool diance that pours sunshine on
by his methion
satisfact
general
most part,very inferior ones at that.
giving
be
up
sun
made
arates us from the fixed stars, the
Now that the smoke of the battle has officers are generally wofully ignorant, not by,is an exception, and appears quite out of fashionable slang being that it is
find the
ed,
rejuvenat
being
is
Paris
its ods.
cleared away a little, the field may be more | alone of the scope and genius of the School place in this long retinue, that seems quite of misconstrued French idioms, which in should decline into a little spot, and all
ment. and
bombard
the
by
made
bruises
in everything ex- their English garb are sheer nonsense. splendid retinue of worlds be lost in the obaccurately surveyed.
System, but of the commonest elements of a doleful and funeral-like !
fighting will be healed as soon as ,.
th
Witness a wedding ‘‘on the fapis,” which is ‘scurity of distance ; he should, at last, shrink street
leading
our
motion
of
that
but
energy
doubt
in
no
is
cept
There
primary education—not a few of them be-,
The court-martial has at last be; the beau monde, which is rubbish ; into a small indivisible atom, and all that possible,
Democrats are destructive conservatives. ing - actually unable to write their own
What a noticeable phenomenon it would twaddle
communist leaders, which must
the
totry
gun
ent system y
They wish to destroy all the monuments of nares. Teachers and County Superintend-. be, for a business man to, arrest his neigh- the dancante, which is rigmarole ; a chape- could be seen of this magnific
relief to the leaders. The
a
be
doubtless
a
of
ng
of
glimmeri
nothing
the
should be reduced to
progress, and go back and ye-establish the ents are sometimes also - correspondingly bor on the street, and inquire,—*‘What can ron, which is foolishness ; to say
the
Germany for conquering.
paid
be
to
sum
‘the meaningless frivolities of such words as little star. Why resist any longer the
overturned ¢emples of a conquered dynasty. deficient.
A.D. W.
1 do for you to-day” as trite as that sayed,
and
part,
in
uncollect
still
is
cotintry
of
Each
*
and a grand and interesting conclusion?
e, recherche,
Really they are not conservatives at all.
ing is,with.certain shop-keepers, who mean faux pas,y messallianc falsely applied.
words
these stars may be the token of a system as: day of its full payment looks a long way off.
other
thousand
for
do
you
can
They wish to censerve—to keep, nothing.
~ Humbleness’ Exalted.
by it, however,—What
The army of occupation still remains im
and
is,
which.
what
vast and as splendid as the one Which we
They are intent on destroying
As to fashionable pronunciations
TE
me?
consequence, which is a source of chronic:
redistant
1 observe that God hath chosen the vine,
we take no inhabit. Worlds roll insthese
to build up only what is not—what is dead,
an abundant applica- in themselves mean “slang,”
finds
law
same
irritation to ‘the Frénch. France has al-This
manthe
be
must
helpless
the
upon
worlds
creeps
a low plant that
and certainly ought to be buried.
; they are fleeting ma-~ gions ; and these
find cognizance of them
uals
individ
so been obliged to pay. Switzerland 5,000,
which
in
cases
in
yon
In
patient tion also
and of intelligence.
Hence it was feared, if not expected, that wall; of all beasts, the soft and
s of terial, and change their aspect every - day. sions of life
burden
l
unusua
francs for quartering Bourbaki's army
000
the
bearing
broad
lves
guileless
the
themse
and
see
niild
of heaven we
the School System itself, as well as its Su- lamb; of all birds, the
the arrange- Criticism has its special slang, ‘which is gilded canopy universe,
are
when it ran away across the border. The
Such
.
interest
the
shining
apublic
and
each
field
the
of
where
‘rose
the
is
perintendent, would go by the board. But, dove. Christ
of co- vastly offensive, as being born of, emptiness aspect of the
to ments of society, and such the want
and--eaeh sun parties who want the throne are comparafortunately, the System has already.etaken lily of the valley. When God appeared the operation in benevolent causes, that some- andarrogance. A few technical terms con- point presents us with a‘sun,
the Divinity tively quiet at present, but how leng before
nor
where
;
it was not in the lofty-cedar,
the stock in trade -of every art with a system of worlds
" gotne root. The masses are beginning to Mosesy
interest of these seems to stitute
whole
the
times
attributes ; they will be again engaged in public, as
in
but
his
of
palm,
grandeur
spreading
the
the
all
keyin
ions
critic in England, and felloyship is the
perceive that it is their friend—that it tends sturdy oak, nor
Not
souls.
ing
struggl
few
a
his won- they are probably now in private, machina- :
on
with
abject bush. press
all where he peoples'immensity
2
to’ destroy a monopoly of culture, and ex- a bush—an humble, slender,
and labor stone of praise or-blame. /Thus through
time
of
n
devotio
of his tions, is not certain. the
ess
or.
greatn
check
mopey,
the
in
selections
s
these
runs the lode of slang. ders, and travel
society
of
stations.
tends its advantagesto the masses. ' Hence, Asif He would by
but
&'
simple
;
needed
most
even, is always
to the conceited arrogance of man.—Felthan.
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Missionary Life.

Communications.

fT

May 19.

EXTRACTS,

slander.

We |

should expect, if caught in the act of giving |

met

awaken;
humble and subdié” their

:

| as to cause them

on the

a line of Santiporeans, gnd gave us an orig.

inal

temperance

‘song.’ We

of

to confess Christ

+ Fullness of Joy."

“the

such an outragegus affiont to’ that veneragarden in the wilderness,” were prevented
ble body, to be stabbed severely with steel |
from making our temperance demonstration

pens dipped in bitter ink.
We have no wish for martyrdom.

ol
at 6,P. M.,by the storm which game up. And
We |

re

1

——

r

‘ In thy presence therg is fullness of joy »

“Fullness of joy I” Blessed thought! Nothing more to be wished! No more vain
longing for some-object in the far distance,
which the heart so vainly hoped might fill
the nameless void withing = No more agony
nl

thus ended our 5th annual picnic,
and
whether it is to be reported, or merged into
the more general school convention, still in

in terms

society

will speak of our beloved

BY MARILLA,

-

Let us change the
of hich commendation.
meod and tense of ‘the last sentence. We
embiyo, remains to be determined.
would speak magnificent praiseof the said !
society. and call men to observe its broad | 3 MAY« 23: Returned early this A. M,
plans,
its pluck, its brilliant results, its ’ rom Jellasore. The heat is terrible; not-

:

over wayward

"»

vr

»y

pret the sad, pitiful: looks that rest upon
will not come tos them, nor compreliend the ‘commiserating

friends dh

Christ that they might have life, but ‘a fullness, a completeness of joy. Shall we then
have the blessed assurance that all those
for whom we have, wept and prayed diving
b2comes a burden,
fi
:
this earth life will repent and be accepted
We liad a company of noisy boys for our through the all atoning blood of our Sayv| congregation this P. M., but one old man | jour? . Surely, the glorified soul can not
| listened and very respectfully remarked : love less than the earth-bound Sint.
That
“¢ All you say to usis true, but it is not our woman
who would
willingly
give
| fate (or fortune) to be able fo regard it.” her life, counting it a small sacrifice, if by
| Alas! stolidindifference is the monster evil this means husband or child might be
we have
to contend with. Aftgg all we can brought to Christ, will not, can not lose
do to arouse those dead in sin, it is severely these holy affections when this mortal shall
trying to be told as plainly as words and ‘have put on immortalitv. ~The grave can

furious storms almost every
present energy ‘and boundless prospects, | withstanding
%
a
I
CIA
i;
—awere-it.not that _stfch—is-the—perversity-of afternoon.
With one’s energies jy ostrated
and appetite missing, the smallest effort
public opinion among us, on this subject,
that we
shouldbe called on to imitateA.
Ward in subjoining to_ our remarks, ‘* his
38 sarkassum,”
mill-stones between which
Here are two
we seem likely, if we meddle with the

Home Mission Society at all, to get a thorough polishing. We can not criticise, we
ean not laud it.

1

a

"his seems evident enough;—that good
¥. Baptists love and defend the society in
Look at! its grand aims,
positive inaction.
having sufficient virtue in themselves to
strike

sparks’of admiration from a flint, and

to set on fire

every

when, as in this

unsordid

case,

It’s all the same to us,

deeds to |

Forty were present at the children’s meet-

Subject: —Call of the
purpeses are superadded, of what ing this evening.
be composed, who | twelve apostles. I embraced the opportu- IRS] a Freewill Baptist
Not | nity to urge the great need which still ex“falls io be profoundly impressed?
only i$ his heart . stony, but .all his bowels | ists for more laborers, and a goodly number pledged themselves to pray for more
of compassion.
=
;
laborers.
¥
When we compare the appropriations of
MAY 26. This morning, Mundra, one of
the Foreign with those of the Home Misvillage teachers, came. back
sion Society, and wonder how it is that the our Santal
former outstrips the latter, two to one, we | accompanied by two of his pupils, who are
find consolation in the. reflection that the | young men, all wishing a place in the Norpoor miserable heathen are twice as much | mal school. M. is a nephew of our late lain need of our aid as ungodly sen at home. i! mented brother® Elias Hutchins, has the
To be sure; they are twelve thousand miles | ability to become a good. teacher, has in
away, but men and their wants are the | fact-done well with the few pupils he has
Iam glad to receive him and his
sme the world over.
Benevolence takes | had.
no note of distance: So if India is heathen | two pupils, in the hope that he may qualify
and America civilized, it is very Christian | hiniself for teaching in our Normal school,
in the Home Mission Society to be content and the other two in villages.
with half the income of the Foreign Mis- | We had scarcely faken our position this

loved one will be no less dear.

EE

This cup of consolation, however, has its

dregs. . Where will funds

for work abroad

be gathered, when churches become extinet ?

OA,

And how can wg increase our

power there,

without growth here ? These settlings in
the cup of our solace leave a taste behind.

BSCE

But, as we look further,we shall, doubtless,
find some salt to neatralize this acid, and

then an end to sorrow of heart in seeing the

I

Fareign Mission

increase

and the Home

A

A

i

Mission decrease.
:
We have found additional consolation in
this matter.
If the Foreign Mission gets
more glory from energy of administration,
thediome Mission society has the enjoy‘ment of olium cum degnitale.

28.

At the close of the

S.

S.

1advised them

and

should any attempts be made by their relations to remove<them report to me at once.
I saw and conversed with the mother of one
of the girls. She is evidently strongly op-

posed to

her daughter's

breaking

Said site might become a Christian
main a Santal.
:
.

JUNE 3.

caste.
and

re.

Have had a good deal to do in

Wisely, then, the latter body refuses to

A

RR

settling school and orphan accounts, making
be provoked to jealousy.
Thus a divine out returns of road-work, &c. ‘This last is
law of compensation assuages. the sorrow ‘now happily over for the season, and we
aeccasioned by the destitution which so many are blest with a passable road, at least be¢nurches présent. Enthusiasm has wreck- tween our two stations, Jellasore and this.
P.M. Visited a number of church-mem- @d many splendid enterprises.
There is

a

blood on that rock, but not of our Home
"#ission Society.
It has never been steered,
‘so far 2s we know, into any rapids.
What-

a

A

é&

«

‘ever fanlts the jaunfliced critic "sees in its
management,—and we are told, on good
sutherity, that ¢ to err is human,”—this
fanlt can not be detected among them.
Unquestionably it is pleasanter, anchored

for doubt, no

but

| Master «has saved us

firm,

too,

no room

no room for fear,

weigh well the step they proposed taking,
to converse with and urge their mothers to
join them, and become Christians

bets. Found "several alive and zealous,
others cross and crotchety. How inconsist-

room

mingled

and

%.

A
RE

guilty of ignoring many maxims ‘proved to
by the experience

of

the world,

snd honored by the Home Mission Society,

ex-

But

other

denominations,

seized

with

a

sudden zeal of propagandism, are not copyimg our illustrious example in dealing with

their Tecble churches, and:in extending
their faith at home. Jt is a bit disheartening
We

‘tobe left in the rear by all our rivals.

"are a little folk, and growth would refresh

not

that quality,
But let us remember.

us.

.When we are out-

guantity, gives worth.
stripped in the

race, we

can say, like the

Frishmart, shat we drive ‘all things before
ws. First the pioneer, then civilization. Nil

Do angels rejoice over even one

sinner that repents; and should

not

Chris-

tians?

and

joyful

It was

an

impressive

scene, both in itself and as the earnest of
still greater things, to witness Bro. Lak-

han, in the presence of a goodly

company

of Santal men, women and children, many

of

countenance,

to

his school fellows, with a firm and joyful
Order

a good impression was made.

['was

with Christ

and decorum prevailed,
hope

water

walkglown into the

in baptism.

be buried

and I can not but

pleased to see his chum, Karu, stick to him

after the baptism, accompany him to the
early prayer-meeting, and sing with him
The ‘earth is the Lord's. from the same book. Oh, may his heart
desperandum.
|
The Home Mission Society has . not forgot-. also be turnéd to the Lord!
ten the splendid thought of Milten,—*“They
‘ago,
week
a
“Of the two girls mentioned
© also serve who-only stand and wait.” There one has, as I feared would be the case,been

for impatient Freewill Baptists in
is comfort
i.

After

brother

this, if any

envies the

soccess of rivals, if any Freewill Baptist
wowplaing, We will write him down as con-

tamacions.
od ,
i

Ah

». .
Te

ONEINTERESTED,

li

Sb

‘+. ‘When you have been sitting 1m a wellroom and are suddenly

:

called

into

the outer darkness, how black it’seems ; and
hws when a mag has dwelt in communion
ghws

‘withdrawn from the

school,

other

and~the

appears to waver under home influences !
To forsake all for Christ has a significance
here which our friends abroad can hardly
realize. . © What can” I. do? - My

mother

says I must not become a Christian.”
who rejoice to call upon the God of
fathers, think of, pity and pray for,
poor children of heathen parents, but

O ye
your
these
just

awakening from a life of sin and ignorance,

dH

amb

n.
oi Wear unbalanced by hope is desperatio

ithe desire to be

taken

away

from

here,

where their relatives are, that they may be;

come

Christians.

They

have

no

desire

As they

go

on in

years

they become acquainted. in many ways with
| the hapless

stigma that

rests

upon

them.

| Poor children how much we pity them,
| and yet how truly we admire them, if, ris| ing superior to their unfortunate - birth{ blemish,

they

live

correct

and

untainted

far ‘off

{ ing one of her pupils.
** Mayland,” she said “* was a fine

realize as vividly

from

as

we

should,

or

after in a frantic

won by truth, by gentle

saved us { him where his mother lived.

A pang went

each day brings a rihewal of anxious

care,

and every night i dreaded

for its wakeful

unrest,—turn

away

pfie moment

from the

gloomy presefit, and remember, if Christ is
your® friend], you have a home where no
toil,no care awajts you, and where rest is
sure:
;
Lonely

sufferer,

tossing on

the

couch

of

where to find her?” I again asked, as gently
as I could, and waited for a reply. After a
little, he lifted his head and looked at
with an expression of intensified shame

me
and

diderace, speaking hoarsely :
‘* My mother is not a good woman,
R.

Sheis

not a good

woman,

-a fit plate for you to go.

and

Miss

it is

Respectable

not

peo-

pain, longing for a breath from the flowers, ple don’t go there. You must not go, Miss
or a reviving taste of the sunlit air without ; | R. I will bring the money to you.” My
half wondering why this seemingly useless | heart ached so for the poor boy that I could
life is spared,—perhaps, amid the intensity | only bow, and he went out.
of pain, almost wishing you had not lived | Some months aflerward “li manifested a
beyond the care-free hours of childhood ;— spirit of rebellion which obliged me fo feel
oh, let not the light 'of faith be hidden by that he must be expelled. -But he grew so
this heavy cross. Our Saviour's ear of sym- penitent, and entreated so piteously, that I
;
:
pathy is never closed.
He will ‘never relented at once.
“ Miss R.,” he said, *if you only knew
leave nor forsake thee.”
Cast on him thy
every care, and, though thy life may be how much I suffer at home, you sould nev1
shadowed with thick darkness, by and by it er wonder that I sometimes go wrong.
will be lifted into light eternal, and fullness want to be respectable, but I don’t know as
1 ever can be.
You are the only lady that
of joy shall be thine forevermore.
has ever been kind to me.
Perhaps.you ean
Money Creek, Shin,
save me,”

i

Notes with Suggestions.

O young men! pause in your gayety

Toe HicHEST INCOME. The
highest
market value of any bank stock in Massachusetts in which the par value is 100 dollars,

is

the First

National

Bank,

Boston,

204 dollars. © The highest value of anything
under heaven of what may be possessed is
the riches Jesus

Christ givessto

his

disci-

ples, a hundred fold here and eternal life
added hereafter. No figures can estimate
this last as to value.
BENEFITS OF ConrricT. If we take a
devoted Roman Catholic as a specimen of
he “has no
He has nos

question as to his salvation. So his religious

so little is felt and done for the salvation of
the Jews.
First,
their
conversion
and
restoration
are promised. . And, second,

Paul more than intimates that their conversion will have an important influence in
extending the gospel among the gentiles.
Rom. 11: 12— 15. “O the depth of the
riches both of the wisdom and knowledge

of God.” Jews were the first who preached the gospel of, Christ. They may be
among the last to preach it.
:
GOVERNMENT OF CHILDREN.
It is important that parents and teachers never

threaten what they will not.do and have no
intention of doing, We" knew a teacher to
say in school that, if pupils did not obey,
she would just about kill them, . Another
told them if they

did

not

mind,

break every bone they had.

he

would

A parent told

his children, he would take the skin all off
from them.
Another, that he would break
their necks if they did not behave. . These

were worse than

barbarous savages

as to

(threats. The children kne® that, if they

did these things, it. would be nearly murder. They knew they would not do them;
hence they lied. They had no confidence in
such teachers or parents. There was no
government, but a mangling of the young.

public, before
him,

privately conferring

shows ‘ how

little he

regards

with

the

Saviow’s rule: * Go tell him his fault be.

:

I allowed him to remain.

and

selfishness, and answer the solemn question :
—Dare you entail disgrace and anguish
“upon your offspring ? O young ladies! you
who spurn with a light laugh the anxious
wateh care of your friends, tell me, do you
want your own child to say,—
“ My mother is not a good woman; respectable people don’t go there” ?—C. (. N

of Righteousness
Lad

feel as { ments, that nothing be lost.”

much faith as we ought to have.
It seemed
to me also, that there might be -a.limitation
to why we Could bear, © It was doubtful
whether
our minds would sustain the full

every

peril,

name shall the Sun

without

deeply, these sins and sorrows, I was sorry | Life-Boat: “We seek to save
to be obliged to tell him, but had to tell him ing."—8. S. Workman.
fhat we had neither as much love nor as

grief,

A TruE: Friexp, He who makes a
+ with ‘God, sin becomes exceeding sinful, of pollution and shame! Inow learn that
smitw darknessin Which the world lieth numbers of our school boys have expressed (Christian brothers real or supposed fault

appears like tenfold night.— Spurgeon.

tressed thereby.

were - not

for

pressed his. firm deterniination to be faithful

JuLy 4.

in-

and tangi-

arise °

with healing in his wings.”
;
Gospel Spreaders:
“Go teach all naconvigtion, sincerity, and sensibility on. the
tions,”
ie
point in question.
They built churches,
Shining Star: “The path of the just is as
hired preachers, proclaimed the gospel, met | the shining light, that shineth more and
to pray, praved in secret, sustained city more unto the perfect day.”
A
+ PerSeverance: ‘And let us not be weary
ynssionaries, scattered leaves of light and
healing, established charities, and gave, in well-doing ; for in due ‘sedison we shail
:
.
a
: reap, if we faint not.”
p
largely of time and means; to reform and |. Buds of Promise : “The fruit of the rightcomfort the erring and the suffering; and eous is a tree of life.”
.
Little Links: ‘Suffer the little children
undertook many personal and private min:
to come unto me, and forbid them not; for
istries to secure these ends,
Then I frankly coutessed that we did not of such is the kingdom of God.”
Little Gleaners: “‘Gather‘up the fragthey

with

life flows smoothly. And the contentment
that comes from his religious belief affects
to
the
end.
:
in the harbor, to fall to pieces, than to be
Energy is wanting,
“dashed and stove by rashness, on the rocks.- ~—Lakhan, a Santal youth of about 25 years, ‘his temporal affairs.
sluggishness
prevails.
On the contrary,
The race is not always to the swift. Did and for the past year a member of our
moat the torteise outstrip the hare? Either school, related his experience” and asked .an experimental Christian, who finds the
w © must let our moderation be known, or for baptism. He could say but little. flesh and spirit in conflict, who has temptaviolate the Scripture.
When the apostle That little related to his having been a tion, trials, doubts and fears, so that he has
to watch, pray, resist the adversary and
wrote,—* Awake, thou that sleepest, and
great sinner, in the dark, that now he had
arise from the dead,” he did not have in found light and joy, and, come what might, fight with the sword of truth for victory,
mind the Freewill Baptist Hothe Mission his mind was made up to be a Christian. has life in the soul, and it leads to the propBociety. No commentator, not even our The case was a clear one, and a clear vote er life and spirit in temporal matters. . So
own Dr. Butler, claims that he did.
The. of the church received him.
Several others “Godliness is profitable unto all things.”
slow and sure have had their praises rung of our young Santals are ill at ease, and | CONVERSION OF THE JEWS. We have
wherever the English tongue is spoken. would come to Jesus but for the fear of re- wondered, while witnessing the zeal and effort for the conversion of the heathen, that
Not only is the “Foreign Mission Society lations.
:
:
be sound

words,

in his own way, and given us the victory | through my heart at the terrible look of anover pain and sin, crowning us even with | guish that flushed his face, and his hesd
| drooped in silence.
¢¢ Iwish to call on your
‘‘fullness of joy.”
.
Oh ye toiling, heart-sick ones, to whom mother, Mayland ; will you please- tell me

ent some people can be!
:
Covenant meeting this evening has been
very pleasant. Aprati pleased me much by 1 onein delusion,we shall find
relating his joy in’ God, and in speaking to doubts as to his religious state.
others about their souls’ salvation,

taunting

calling on allmy patrons.
I had previously been informed that Mayland was one ‘of
have no achallowed song in our immortal home, there, that unfortunate class who
must be a strain of rejoicing that our divine rkihowledged father; and one day 1 asked

| be

this

to be

come,

There were visible

ble evidences that

scholview of the present evil of the world, and
ar, seventeen years old,” gentlemanly] in” the possible future evilin which it might
| so reverently loved, but Christ will be all manners, and exquisitely neat in’ his habits.
eventuate,.
Nor would a frenzied state of
in all. = All hopes, all loves, all the deep | At the time he- attended school the “sett2- excitement on this subject conduce to our
aspirations of the soul Will then be centered ment was new, and my school was private ; largest usefulness,
Men
would not be
| in Him, and in that “fullness” there will so at thie end of the first month I proposed ‘shatched from error and sin, by being run

P. M. two large Santal girls” came tO me
with their teacher, to inquire how they
could become Christians and be baptized,
while their mothers opposed them. They
seemed fully resolved to become Christians,
and appeared to take avery rational view
of thematter.

troubles

dicating disgrace, which they do not understand, though they are irritated and dis-

understood.

ence of those it has so tenderly cherished, or

rising storm admonished us to .retrace our
steps. This we did hastily, barely in tine
to escape a drenching. Out-of-door preaching, at this season, is very precarious.
May

No less

will the’ glorified spirit long for the pres-

.sion Society.
We have often had to walk | P. M. beside a blacksmith shop, in Bhadua,
when the
gut in the woods, to this fountain, to drink a mile and a half from home,

consolation.” We disclose its existence for
the benefit of many Freewill Baptists, disiressed like ourselves, not over the amount
given for the foreign field, but that the
Home Board take so meekly the Jaggard
position. We now seé¢ the philosophy and
religion of'it.

then

| city of the Rocky mountains, recently told
Yes, dwelleth supreme.
It nay be that | me a little incident of her school, which inItavis respectin that consisteth the fullness of jov. The | cited this train of thought.

?

Yofiy

words. that are breathed over their baby
heads. But when they leave the mother’s
side, and mingle with little playmates,

| lives.
i
.
An estimable lady teacher, from a
where- |

have no power to change the spirit
in the Father dwelleth supreme.

whether we land in heaven or hell. Who
ever thinks or troubles himself about ‘such

But | things ?”

nature.

illustrious

actions can speak,—**

Try Company: *‘Cast thy bread upon the
own heart. You may be a mystery to yourwaters; for thou shalt find it after many
self inthis matter.
ry
CL
I said to him, ** You call yourself a hu- days,”
Guiding Star: “I will instruct thee, and
mane man, I suppose !° ¢‘Oh, yes." “You teach thee in the way which thou shalt go;
see this world full of sorrow, do you not, as 1 will guide thee with mine eye.”
Lambs of Jesus: 4He shail feed his flock
clearly as any of us, whether you take any
notice of the sin or no?”
“Yes; I see that.” like a shepherd ; h# shall gather the lambs
with hisarm, and carry them in his bo“Do you ever eat anything?”
.
4
ll
4
Well, he som,”
Their very advent into life is under. cir- conléssed he had a tolerably, good appetite.
Little Branches: “I am the vine, ye(arp
“Do you ever sleep?”
And it appeared the branches.”
cumstances of shame and sorrow.
They
can not awaken in the beholder “emotions of that he vested well.
“Do you ever smile?” | Treasure Seekers: ‘They that seek, me
’,
;
joy and delight, for their simple existence ‘And he acknowledged that his face often early shall find pe.”
Star of Bethlehemx ‘For we have seen
wore that aspect. “‘ITow can you? Ought
| spedks of a great crige committed, a sacred
|
his star in the east, and are come to wor| command unheeded ;
1 the: poor little younot to be perfectly miserable in the ship him.”
ones, all innocent of themselves, are envelmisers of your fellow-men ? Do’ you forAly of the Valley: “I will/be as the dew
oped in an invisible net-work of sip and feit your claim to humanity, if you are not unto Israel; he shall grow as ‘the lily, and
cast forth his branches as Lebanon.”
pollution. “The brief period of infancy, May always in tears?"
kd
:
Little Jewels: “They shall: be mine in
pass very much like that of children “born
I suggested to him again, that very likethat day when I make up my jewels.”
in sacred wedlock, since they can not inter- ly Christians felt more, than he perceived or
Sunshine: “But unto you that fear my

tween him and thee aloné,”
He who tells
one of his virtues to his face, may be a
hearts, | friend. But he who -with kindness and
openly affection, admonishes one of his faults, is a
Rad

green, | before all men.at whatever hazard! For a
The Home Mission Society.
and the Jellasore school, 19 classes, gave
| few. - weeks past appearances have been
]
.
——
2
us their rehearsals, acquittihg themselves
favorable for a move among our sanfals,
If one should suggest, in print, that the,
well.
Short speeches wor talks, followed by
and I regard it none the less so, on account
F. JL Home Mission Society may be kin- | Nityanauda, Mrs.
Phillips
and
Hiram
of the opposition in certain quarters. »
dred to Mynheer R.V. Winkle, doubtless Whitcher.
After this, the Jellasore school
PAN
Freew ill Baptists would at once pro- | formed into a hollow square, surrounded by
toa
J.P.

* mownce it an. unpardonable

We agZain

ina

| whatever longer to remain Santals.
Oh
that God, by his word and Spirit, may so

Tater

JOURNAL

:

manner.

They

must be

entreaty,

by calm

the perish’

TEACH, TEACH, TEACH,
Teach the children. . Don’t try to move théir. hearts,
At
least, not directly.
It is a mistake to use

the emotion which you have excited
in
yourself by thought, by study, by prayer, as
the chief means of exciting emotion in your
pupils. - Emotion begets emotion, it is true ;
but it is the emotion of sympathy that is
thus begotten.
What you want is the emotion of intelligence. ‘The emotion of sympathy is transient.
It is a reflection, which
vanishes when the enjotion that produced

is withdrawn.

jt

Besides, it is net. a fruitful

It is emotion and nothing else.
persuasion, by the purity and beauty, the emotion.
It even tends to” impoverish instead of eppeace and loveliness; of a godly life.
The heart is not fed—the heart
“There were ligaitations, also, both to our | riching.
power

but

and

our

responsibility.

instruments,

force

and

We

our. reach

were circumseribed.

were

and

| exhausted by it.

On the contrary, the emo-

| tion of intelligence is as durable as emotion
our | can be or ought to be.
It does not depend

‘When we touch-

| upon the presence of other emotion in some

ed that limit, we had gone as far as we | one elseq It springs from within, and not
It is a product of thought.
could go.
After all, every. man must an- | from without.
| Therefore,
teach
the children. Feed
swer for himself before God.
Beyond this, { them with knowlédge.
Set them to thinkwe always had the religf of hope coneern- |ing. Thinking will make them féel. Con-

ing these classes—hoptjp Gods goodness | sider how you came yourself to feel as
toward them, hope in unknown influences | doin meeting your class: You had
.

.

.

you

'

used

That is sulject to your will.
be mingled | your mind.
| Your heart is. not.
You can not feel by
was the re- | willing to feel.
But you can think by
lief of-pity and of prayer
We did carry | willing to think.
And after thinking.
them on our hearts.
Tt was
a burden® with thinking, feeling comes without willand alleviations.
with their lives.

which
Then

which we bore every
petition

we

never

kingdom come, thy
as it isin heaven.”

might
there

day
failed

will

This | ing—nay, against willing even.
| Itis natural to want a straight

to Jesus.
to offer,

be done,

“Thy

in earth

the

heart.

And

the

mind

lies

road

¢e

between.

You must not seek generally to apply your
own emotion to awake emotion.
To excite
in another without first excitBut, after all my talk, I was left -with the | emotion
impression that we are too reticent about ing thought is ‘like lighting a fire withe
our Christian solicitudes.
We ought to out using kindling. Thought is “the Kindling for setting emotion in a blaze.
So aim
demonstrate more.
We should remember to lead your class through-a course of
how we are watched on’ this very point. thought similar to that by which - you ‘were . .
Not a few with whom we come in contact yourself led to feeling as You do. Teach,"
expect a more earnest expression of our brethren and sisters, teach. Again I say
feeling about them than we put forth. This teach. Christ was a teacher. For all that
appears, he was himself outwardly calm
deep concern of ours ought to come out in when he taught. He trusted to the truth.
speech and a¢t more audibly and visibly, You thust trust to the truth. Never fear
you reach the mind of your pupil with
and be our constant witness for the truth as but if
Gospel truth—Gospel truth, remember—the
it is in Jesus.—Rev, A. L. Stone.
mind in turn will reach the heart with it.
‘ Sanctify them through thy truth,” was
Christ's ‘prayer. The mind is the heart's

S. Ss. Depar

Ne

tment.

mouth.

Thrugt truth into the child’s mind.

Ifit is the bread of life to the child,

not stay in his . mind;

‘deeper.

it

It will go to his

will

heart.

it wil™

sink

And

down

the

hunger of his heart will grow by what it
leeds on. The heart will crave more and
—————
Ti
more forever. ‘‘ Blessed are they which do
We are often asked for suitable names hunger and thirst after . righteousness.”
or Sunday-schoo! classes, and we are often Why?
Because they will eventually cease
deeply sensible that some of our friends, from hungering and thirsting for righteoushave stumbled into very queer things in ness? Not at alk. That would be no blessChristian Experience.
making their selections.
:
ia
ing. It wouldbe a curse.. But because
We find in the fi of classes of the Wash- they shall be filled, and keep on hungering
Experience in the things of God tends to ington ‘Square Methodist Episcopal Church and thirsting,to be filled again and again.
strengthen the faith and increase the con- Sunday school
the
following excellent Feed the sheep. Feed the lambs. Truth is
fidence of the saint, ‘stimulating him in the names and mottoes;
we give
them for the the bread of life.
Truth is the water of life.
performance of Christian dutiés. He can benefit of those who seek hints in this di- The mind is the mouth to the heart. Put
truth into the mind. Teach, teach, teach!
profit by his experience, looking back up-. rection :
Missionary Circle: ““Go ve into all the —Journal.
on the past, and seeing wherein God has world, and preach the gospel to every creablegsed him. He can see how often he has ture.”
;
>
been delivered from the hand of the eneGospel Trumpeters: ‘I have set watchSENSITIVE
SUNDAY ScuooLn Forks.
Humen upon thy walls, O Jerusalem !”
my, and preserved from snares, into which
mility is a great comfort, For personal
Missionary
Aids:
“We
labor
for
souls.”
others have fallen and been destroyed.
Earnest
Workers:
* Whatsoever thy enjoyment it is of vast benefit, as it pre' Again, the experience of the past ena- hand findeth to do, do it with thy might.” vents the building of ‘many claims and exbles him to meet the emergencies of the fiiBeacon Light: ¢‘ People that walk in -pectations that can net be met, and does
not notice many of those omissions of spetare.
From his own experience he has darkness have seen a great light.”
Fruitful Branches: ‘Honor the Loid with cial regard which might be called slights.
learned wisdom which is profitable fo all,
The Sunday bebo | is the place where
first fruits of all thy increase,”
and which he can turn to good “account. the solden
modesty of rank and entire fraternity should
Links: ‘‘Faith, Hope Charity.”
‘When new and unexpected trials assail him,
:
Little Reapers: ‘Look on the fields; for prevail.
They have no business there who count
he is prepared to meet them, knowing they are white already to harvest.”
Cheerful Givers: ‘God loveth a cheerful it a first-place opportunity to gain notice
where to look for help; for the same arm
and take superior position.
giver.”
”
that has hitherto upheld him is now his supThose should stay away who have s
Helping hands: ‘‘We have done what we
port. He is thus shielded from danger, and could.”
little religion as to_ be very sensitive and
’
rescued from ruin.
E
;
Young Harvesters : “Thrust in. thy sic- show it constantly.
Especially should they never be officers,
Christian experience also confirms the faith kle.”
:
if their ears can not bear anything “that apYoung
Missionaries:
“Come
over
into
of the believer. ' It teaches him that reproaches criticism.
Their placé is not in
Macedonia, and help us.”
ligion is all. So, too, does the Bible: and
the
school-room
any
more
than ir a choir,
foung Soldiers: “Fight the %o0d fight of
The
cause
warts
good-natured
people,
these combined
influences remove his faith,” ¢
2
tool a
doubts, and perfect him in love—the amazThe Archers:
“We draw our bow at a who are hearty in address, noble in regard,
ready to help others, fullof the frankness
:
:
Sut
v
ing love of God.. By an eye of faith he venture.”
and love of* that child nature—which Christ
4
yesley
Boys:
“The
world
is
our
parlooks
into -futurity, and feels convinced that
d they must have who would be of His
the hope of the
Christian never fails, ish.’Rising
wt
.
,
Star: “This Jesus lath Gods] kingdom.
Particularly the chief officer of the school
Those who have been favored With many ed up, whereof we are all witnesses.”
years’ experience, should endeavor to benOlive Branch: **His branches shall spread | should be a man too brave to be over sensitive, too pious. to notice little causes of
‘efit others by the results of the same. and his beauty shall be asthe olive-tree.”
irritation, toe manly frequently to threaten
Young Disciples: . “They that seek me resignation,
Young converts, in the hour of temptation,
too loving to let people remain
early
shall
find
me.”
:
should be encouraged by older Christians.
cold toward him, too strongtg be disturbed
Rear Guard: ‘Be instant in season,"
by triflds, and so firm in nerves as not to
By this means, they may escape many triBusy Bees: “Work while the day lasts.”
als, achieve many victories and become . Little Builders: “By our aid shall the be classed with the sensitive ones.~-S. S.
Times.
wiiv
temple rise.”
bold champions for truth
B.
. Sunbeams: ‘Arise, shine, for thy light is
—

Names

forthe

Classes.

is

come.”

Anxiety for Souls.

.

Flowersby the Wayside: “The wilderTHE INFANT DEPARTMENT.
1. Separate
“| ness and the solitary place shall be glad for it as much as possible from the remainder
s
——
.
them;
and the desert
A young man who was in conversation
shail rejoice, and of the school during the time. for studying
with me the other day asked me this ques- blossom as the rose.”
the lessons.
2
Faith: “Simply to thy cross I cling.”
the surroundings pleasant, = «
tion, *‘How can you Christians, if you beCedars of wh : “The righteous shall + 2.8. Make
Use much of music teaching and eye
lieve and feel as you profess to, “bear so flourish like the palm-tree;
he shall grow tesching, The editor of the Journal tells
calmly the burden of the sin and misery of like a cedar in Lebanon.”
°
:
us of his little boy, who could not be 1nPearl Gatherers: ‘Lay up for yourselves duced to eat plain bread and Butter until
which the world is so full?” It was a mystery to him, he said, how we could eat, or treasure in_heaven.”
at length his father cut it into” blocks and
“The Morning Star: “IT am the bri ght
and built a block bread house, and then ‘down
drink, or sleep, or smile, or have one happy Mornin
g Star?
Sg
went: the house.” We must give children
hour, in looking upon such scenes. of wick- Evergreens:
“His leaf also shall not’ the bread of life in the attractive forms of
edness and wretchedness, and realizing the wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall music.and eye teaching.
y
|
future to which, according to our creed,so prosper.”
ot,
‘4. Give the little ones: a special part in

many were hastening.

~

:

Perhaps others ask you the same ques-

tion; perhaps the question is asked by your

Amaranth: “But thou art the same,
thy years shall have no end.”
Pl

‘Golden Sheaf: ‘‘Let me glean

er among .the.sheaves.”

and

and

gath-

the closing exercises of the school.

5. Give the teachers all the book helps
that can be securedto assist them in their
important work,—Journal.

;

a

ji

-

EE

THE MORNING STAR, AUG 'ST 16, 1871.

Y

~Silections.

i:

. Just a Thought.
\

|

Ce

If we never wasted our sunshine,

1

Or hung it in borrowed shrouds,
‘We might save enough most any day,”

To guild to-morrow’s clouds.

a

And even if rain came

pouring

Now and then, a chilling stream,
If garnered well, we'd have in store

For every drip a beam, .

°

|

I don’t know how it is= there "re sqmé
Can never get things right ;

But yesterday it was too dull;
To-day it’s blinding bright,

In Spring they long for Summer-time ;
In Summer sigh for Fall;

And while the Autumn forests glow,
Think Winter best of all!

———

HE The. Footsteps
of Jesus,

\
that ig, of not will only make up Jour mind to quit that |
| conscience
of
in. themselves,

. One land is ever memorable above ever
other—the land where Jesus lived and died.
To this land above all others his loving and
reverent disciples would make their pilgrimage., How many such pilgrims has it
already received ? How fnany more are
stillto follow P
Carhart
A
It is an easy matter to enter into the feelings which impel the Christian thither,
One thrills even at the very thought of
treading the gromd which Jesus trod, now
eighteen hundred years ago. To look upon
the places that once knew hint, but know
him no more—Bethlehem, Nazareth, Jerusalem; to cross the valley of the Kedron,
and climb the Mount of Olives; to wander

along the banks of the Jordan and on the
shores of the Galilean Lake; to standin the
vicinage of Gethsemane and Calvary; and
to know that, notwithstanding all the obliterating changes of the centuries, these are
the scenes which Jesus once frequented ;
to do this may well be a cherished hope; a
fond mentory ‘with all who have accom-

opposing their better self. Any thought of
personal allegiance to Christ they do not
entertain, Any affection for, him, any solicitation of his guidance, any conference
with him as to the direction of their affairs,
or the bestowment of their means, or ime,
or words, they do not for a moment entertain, They write books about him, and ney-

er ask him to help them in the composition.
They
prepare sermons, even on him, and
never implore his aid in the. preparation.
They rush into business without any consciousness

that all their success” must come

from him, They engage

and pleasures,

fn

in their professions

YE of

him by whom

ar¢ all things, and for whom onde
Beye not like unto them. Do not
gard Christ. Ye are- Christ's. Do
show it by frequent interviews with
You

Chief
tion

consult.

Partner.

of your

How much

your

You

clerks,

more of

partner;

even

consult

ask

workmen,

pig
disre: you
him?
this

informa-

servants.

your Lord and Master.

ernicious habit,
You have just succeeded
n one, why not take another step #” Well,
in the course of a week or two, you go
to 'him again and say: ‘“. You have taken
two steps, why should:you not take the
third; and clear - yourself.
You go round
the corner, and

drink

of liquors

which do

you no good, which get you into bad comany. Come now,break off these things.”
ell, he

will be

ready

about. this time.

For when a man has quit telling. obscene
stories, and using profane languaga, he has
acquired a great moral momentum, and
you can say to him now: ‘
Why not consummate the work you have begun, and
go forward, and seek forgiveness of your
sins and live a Christian life ?” There are
a great many men who may be led along in
that gradual way.— Beecher.

Shepherd and Lambs.

g

ad,

1

Q 5
L

Am with-You-Alway.
she went to

attendto some

an upper room,

A

‘Force is the

foot of ‘the stairs,

work in
called

hv

‘“ Mamma, are you there?”

“Yes, darling.’
All right, then,” and

the ¢hild went back

to its play.
By-and-by the question was repeated :
“Mamma, are you there p”

Despise a man, and
kind you would make

then;” and

the little ones,

It is only necessary

reassured of their mother’ spresence, again

come

| loneliness look

little

ones, in doubt and

up and ask,

‘‘ My Father,

art thou there ®” and when there comes
In answer the assurance of His presence,

more

indulgent.

mitted that I have not

returned to their toys,
Thus we, God's

world, and mot

you become of the
him; love him, snd

you lift him into yours,
— George

‘“ Yes.”

« All sight,

queen of the

opinion ; but opinion is that whic uses.
force.— Pascal.
a
A guilty conscience is like a whirlpool,
drawingin all to itself which would otherwise pass by —Fuller,
:
;
The road is easier after a saint like Je~
sus has trodden it; but no saint travels
whole length.— Theo, Parker.
'
Conceit is to nature what paint is to bean
ty, it is not only needless,
but impairs what.
s
it would improve.— Pope.

half hour passed quietly, and then a

out, —

—t

him,—Ovid.

hh

timid voice, at the

ering
ha

cules, shan disgraceful to be_overetmelby

A mother, one morning, gave to her two
little ones books and toys
to amuse them,
while

g

cs

|

to grow

Mac Donald.

old to. be~

[see no fault com

committed myself

“HAR TEA.

When : the shepherd went to lead his our hearts are quieted.
“Too hot!” it wilts the flowels:
barometer. How much more of him who | lambs to the pastures of the mountains, he
And something, somehow, all the time
led them ‘in a rough and stony way. And
maketh winds and weather.
©
“A lady writes: “About six months 420 my
Christ the Model Preacher.
Will cloud the sunniest hours,
plished it. These being the paths which “Ye are Christ's »" implies complete “ab- "the lambs said, ‘The way is hard and
——
rough,
and
wearisome;
lead
us,
we
pray
once
he
walked
in,
these
the
hights
vp
hair
wag coming out so badly that at every dress.
sorption’ in him. He is all in all. He is
"If sueh would keep a’'strict account
But the shepAs to his mode: of teaching, it was not
which the toiled, these the waters
over your breath, your thought, your love, your thee, in the smooth way.”
Of the goods or ills that come,
They’d always find, on footing up,
which he sailed, to go over the ground is alter ego, your other and greater self. You herd said to the lambs; ‘The smooth way systematic { and in this his example was im- ing I used to get a handful, which, not wishing
e good the heaviest sum,
to walk in his footsteps, and find his person ‘think
is thoughts, feel his feelings, live leads not to my pasture; if ye go init ye itated by the Apostles. The language and to throw away, I laid by ina box. I have used,
|
and
life
greater
réalities
than
ever.
his
life.
You are not your own.
You are will find no food, and will die; follow | form in which it was delivered were unFor every day of storm and cloud
i
:
philosophical ; that is, instead of employing two bottles of your Hair Tegs and now [ do nof
|
Let itnot be forgotten, however, ‘that a dead, and your life is hid with Christ in me.”
Three sunny ones, at least;
And as they went on, and followed the terms of science, He formed his expressions
And five soft, sunny, genial winds
| holier land than Palestine is the abode of us God. So live, so love. Then will you have
Where one is really east,
| all, and that the footsteps of Jesus are here perpetual peace and power. Then will
the sun arose high, and the heat from puseitis occurrences, and whatever ob- get enough to tie the ends of my braids, and have
Shepherd,
| was
great; and the lambs fainted, and said, jects
pened to be present to his hearers to go to the box for a few hairs for that purpese..
also for us all to follow. It is human life nothing trouble you
sbove
your
ability
to
Then bless the Lord, and cheerily
| which Jesus most truly sanctified; itis hu- easily bear. Then wil
ro forward + Lead us, we beseech thee, into the cool at the.time of his addressing them. Or else
Accept Dame Nature’s plan,
man experience through which he most cheerfully on the path of \life,. absorbing to and shady way.” But the shepherd said, He spoke in parables, or made use of that I think every lady ought to know what a remark.
Resolved to make the best of it,
| truly led the way. That far country which yourself ‘all that is good,
And better if we can.
depelling all that ¢* The shady way is dark; if ye walk in it, ancient symbolic language so often adopted
| bathes its western shore in the Mediterra- 1s bad, serene of soul, dwelling in the heav- ye can not see my face, and the wolves will br the Jewish prophets, as when he wash- ablé Hair Preserver you make.”
And, like the bees, just take the sweet
éd his disciples’ feet, and set a child in the
| nean, we are told, is a represc ntative land. ens,
All are yours, because ye are Christ's, pursue you and destroy you; follow me.”
DR. KENNEDY'S HAIR TEA, a complete Toilet
Where poison might be found ;
And when it was-ight, the lambs were midst of them. As to the matter of his
|
In
its
climate,
its
physical
features
and
its
and
Chris¢
is God's.
Hereafter, life and
And gathering honey all the year,
+ | productions, variety prevails. The same is death, time and eternity, finite and infinity, weary ; and the shepherd gathered them to- ‘teaching, his discourses aim. either at cor- Article to beautify and invigorate the Hair, is:
Go scattering it around,
and explaining
| true of him who found there his birth-place creature and ‘Creator, man, angel, devil gether, and they lay down and slept. - But recting what was perve
— Herald of Health.
| and his tomb.
Made in all. points like as even, to conquer, heaven to dwell in, hell in the morning, when they awaked, behold what ‘was obscure in the’ preceding state of sold by Druggists everywhere at $1.00 per bok PI
| we are, was the Son of man. No one of to subdue and shun, all are yours, for ‘*Ye .one of the lambs strayed away, and was not morals and religious knowledge, or else |
26teowld
Then the shepherd said to they declare truths not before revealed. tle.
y
| us treads a path where our Master has not are Christ's, and Christ is God's !"—Zion's with them.
No God.in the House.
some of the lambs, * Go, seek the lamb
With
the
several
leading
topics
which
they
gone
before.
All
around
are
the
opportuHerald.
pi Li
.
——
And they went, and sought embrace, the Christian reader is presumed to
| which is lost.”
[ nities, the responsibilities, the duties, the
te
It would not be easy to find a heathen
till they found it. And as they returned, be familiar; and it is sufficient, to observe
| trials, the dangers, the sorrows, which it’
Are now singing from the New Sabbath School Book
family without a god in the household.
In
behold the shepherd came to meet them; briefly, that of the former kind are his exorFinished and Folded Up.
flight or disaster the parents and the gods | was his to know, and the way he led |
and
he
took
the
lamb
which
had
been
lost,
tations of inward purity, as opposed
to mere
ro
——
| through them all is the way for us to fol- |
are first cared for.
But the grouble with How
and carried it inlhis bosom.
And there outward act of obedience, and complignce By W. A. Ogden. Greatest success of any book before tha
*¢ There. that is finished and folded up, was great joy in the presence of the shepvery many professedly Christian homes is
Thousands of letters received in its praise. Exwith the spirit rather than with the letter of people.
the footsteps of Jesus and [ am heartily glad,” said Bertha, as
amine it and you will use no other. Price in Board Cov-there is no God anywhere about them from | Would we walk-in
herd, over the lamb that had been lost, and the precept.
To the latter class belong the ers, $3.60 per doz., $30,00 per hundred. Single copie
|
then
?
We
may
do
so
without-leaving
counshe
took
off
her
little
silver
thirable
and
garret to cellar.
They
never recognize
i
doctrines of Atonement and Grace; of the 8b¢., post paid. Contains 176 pages.
| try oreven home.
"We may do it by sim- | laid on the table a pretty blue muslin dress was found.
Specimen Pages Free.
)
God in their everyday lives. Family prayer
And as they went up mto the mountains, Trinity in Unity ; certain points of revela|
ply
going
though
life
as
he
went.
By
copy| on which she had been busy for several the rough way became plain and smooth beW.W. WHITNEY, Publisher, Toledo, 0.
Ps
is omitted, there is not even a blessing asktion
relating
to
a
future
state;
and
whating
his
example
do
we,in
the
highest
sense,
4t23evw deow
days.
:
ed upon the daily bread. No thanks are |
with the shep- ever else may be considered as peculiar to For sale by Book Dealers generally.
his footsteps, who did no sin; | “ [sit well done, too ?” asked practical fore them. And they talked
rendered, no gatitpde eSpressed.
The chil- | ‘ follow
herd,
and
said,
¢
Why
is
the
way
now
not
the
Christian
revelation.—
Bishop
Hinds.
Ineither was guile found in his mouth;
Aunt Mabel.
:
.
dren are not taught to square their !ives to
MAY “IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
rough, but easy?’
"He answered them,
who when
he was reviled, reviled
not
+ Pretty well done for me, auntie; mqthA
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creationthe law of the Lord.
There is nothing in
« Because ye have now learned to loYe my
|again; when he suffered he
threatened | er says’ Limprove in dressmaking.”
tested
bn Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.
| way.”
Mission of Woman.
°
the conversation in the parlor, nor in the
\
Then, when the shepherd - had
quity,
By Joseph P. THOMPSON,
Pb. D., LLD,
fnot; but committed
himself to him who |
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{moring the general” work=and: the parent | for our “colleges. We can build these; and
T eity in the Union in. which Catholics apThis makes the real our work in building them will help us’ far
proach a majority, or in Which they have society altogether,
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1871.
any marked political influence, is the city ‘contributions for this cause much larger more and fret us far less than to strike for
of New York; and this city, considering it than they appear, but greatly lessens the.) several colleges, and then find the success
is a great commercial city, and one of society's funds, curtails its work, and makes.
very’ partial or the failure complete, as we
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
the great marts of the world, with a polyglob population, is, upon the whole, ‘the it unable to render aid where the calls are’ are likely to do.
This plan may be best,
most moral, orderly, and economic: ally gov- ‘most pressing.
And so,till better enlightened, we shall be
AF All communications designed for publication
though that is by no means certain. But forced to stand by the words written a few
erned
city in the Union.
letters on,
ghould be addressed to the Editor, and all
[J
"If that be not arctic satire amid équatori- they who’ decline to aid in putting funds in- weeks since, interpreted according to their
business; remittances of money, &ec., should be adal heat, it would seem to, be the climax of to the treasury.should
notcomplain
if theve- natural meaning. Meantime, -we assure
dressed | hi the Publisher,
i
audacity mounting to the sublime.
. Fay
ali
FARE
are none to be . disbursed when called for. every sincere and earnest worker in the
And yet it is not quite the climax.
That It is still hardto supply brick when straw 1s cause‘of a true snd thorough Christian edDisplays of Audacity.
| appears in the nomination of Mrs. Victoria | refused.
‘ucation, of our sy: mpathy and gratitude and
rr
C. Woodhullas a candidate for the PresiThe H. M. Board, as other Boards, nei- prayers, and promise beforehand to be
One of the orators of the Fench Revolu- dency, as a serious thing,—first by herself} ther does nor should ‘ask immunity. from among-the first to. bear testimony to his
EL

LEY

tion, who for a time seemed
.of the Assembly and- dictator

to be master
in Paris, ex-

plained his ascendency dnd unfolded his
theory of managing public affairs by the

" simple word, audacity.

He abounded in it.

He had no such conscience or modesty as
interfered with its employment.
He was

bold, unscrupulous, brutal,
denounce,

defy, hiss

and

He could sneer,
thunder

atgwill.

His s¢lf-assertion was capable of anything.
His furious speech, red-hot with simulated
or gehuine passion,
silenced opponents

“who found no difficulty in answering his
arguments, but. who dreaded or were
ashamed of the fight which he was always

and then by the

of ladies

and

VictoriaxLeague, composed

gentlemen,

fully organized,

ready for earnest work, and asking the cooperation of the press, secular and peligious, in a circular sent all over the country,
and which coolly says that her election
is expected in 1872.
Mrs. Woodhull is
well and publicly known as a ready propounder, an open advocate and a practi-

cal example of the doctrine

of Free Love,

just criticism,

and it

neéds

and

will wel-

dom wise suggestions from all its friends. |.
We know our correspondent only means to
be fair,
wisely.

and secks to
He
knows,

talk, charitably and”
as
we all know,

that fault-finding is ohe of the easiest things |
in the world, requiring the smallest amount

of courage and

wisdom;

and

that a dunce

can beget distrust toward ‘good men and
noble causes which a philosopher and a

and as the leader in the movement to induce Congress to pass a declaratory, act,
setting forth that the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to the U. S. constitu-

saint would find it hard to allay.
It is because Le has the real interest s of our Home
Mission Society and work at heart, that we

tion, as they

the careful attention, of our

now

staud,

confer

the ballot

wélcome his words

and commend

them to

reallers.

every real success.

The Slave

2

and those engaged iin the

week which puts, the Jewish and Prot:
tant opinions of observing the Sabbath jn

The General Confergneé 18 to be held at , | Father an amusing light. On Delancy
Hillsdale. Seeing that circumstances forbade Street, there is a Methodist church in close
the meeting at Chicago, it is a fitting thing proximity to a Jewish tailoring establishto, sit down in consultation in that very ment. Now the Jews do up their Worship.
| pleasant and thriving little city and educa- ing on Saturday, so that when the Metho-.
tional center. Ifits citizens meet us with dists assemble next day for ‘worship their
‘half the cordial welcome and large-hearted ears are saluted by the noisy hum of Jewhospitality of nine ‘yagrs ago, they will ish sewing machines in the next block.
more than satisfy.
Itis like them to be They bore it awhile, and then brought their
generous, catholic-spirited and enterpris- complaint into court, where it was decided’
the
ing, and the outward beauty which "nature that the. case came properly within
and art have multiplied
angong them is not meaning of the New York Sunday law, and
and can not be hid in a corner.
Of their that the Jewish sewing machines, even if
cordial hospitality we are assured already. they have kept Saturday, must keep Sunday
We hope the Conference may cheer and also. But the oddest feature of the case
quicken and bless them, that it may re- appears in a. sentence of the ruling
assure the college,. unify and vitalize the Judge's decision, which states that the Jew

|

busi-

ness attempt to give it the” appearance of
legitimacy by advertising that itis to meet

the demands of industry, and that the Chinesw are put to paid labor instead® of being
held to a wearisome servitude.

Methodists have against’ the Jew for disence is felt.
We hasten to say a practical word or turbing their Sunday worship. Cana Jew
two, which we hope may not be dgemed im- worship in New York, or in any other city,
disturbed?
pertinent.
The Conference is meant to on Saturday, without being
Will
they
take
advantage
of
this
decision
makeus better acquainted with each other
and
prosecute
all
who
interfere
‘with
their
and with our religious condition, prospects
and wants. Let each delegate study before- devotions? If so, when will prosecutions
hand the special section which he represents, cease? Of course, the Christian church
and be prepared to exhibit it in clear, brief, would not engage in the retaliatory warfare
accurate and effective statements.—It is that it would be likely to provoke, but this
meant chiefly to promote the general inter- interpretation of the law seems to accord
ests of the denominftion, and to serve local one party as much immunity from disturb-ends in this way. Let merely sectional and ance on Saturday as it does the other. from
(
personal objects be kept duly subordinated djstracting noise on Sunday.

\

-

upon the women of the country.
A large
part of the woman suffragists repel her and
Multiplying Colleges.
All this sounds well, but it isalla lie. The
But she neither
of an element that destroys confidence and her theories with disgust.
real
Coolie business is scarcely better than
She only ‘pushes the
begets disgust in thoughtful minds, which retires nor falters.
Some regret, as well as a large satisfacthe
old
African slave trade. In fact,so far as to the broader aim.—It is meant to exalt ——A RECREANT CONSUL. It was stated
harder.
Ske
went
to
Washington
last
winsimply masters the timid, and wins only the
tion, appears to be felt over®a recent artiLet
that
term
denotes a businéss, this is the Af- the truth and honor Christian charity.
some time ago that the conduct of the Amerter to urge this declaration upon Congress, cle on this topic. We do. not complain of
superficial and weak.
heated
censure,
and
biting
sarcasm,
and
the ican consul at Alexandria was by no means
The rule of audacityis not yet ended. It go hearings and endorsements, pressed the | this expressed regret, nor quarrel with any- rican slave trade, carried on largely by the pargges of pert
sprurtness be put under ban,
ubject upon the attention of the House, body for holding a different opinion. Ours same parties or their descendants, under ortreated as weaknesses to be patiently creditable. Charges were made against
isa power in. all lands,
There are few
the
same
flags,
with
perhaps
a
slight
him which disgraced his office, and of
spheres where it is wanting.
Such suc- and-secured a minority report in favor of is the result of some observation and not a
pitied and speedily outgrown, —It is meant
- «cesses as it can reach,—and they often seem. her. views, .signed by. Gen.
Butler and little thought; but we hold it ready for re- falling off in favor of the American flag, to affirm and emphasize and commission course reflected , materially upon the government which would still retain his servicShe says sheis going vision or rejection when proved unsound. ° and attended by the same piratical practic- great and just principles.
real and awaken envy,—are ‘won every day Judge Loughridge.
Let the mere es. Late dispatches state that the first
es that were a part of the trade in stolen
among us. “ft swaggers and swears in the again next winter, with a corps of representLet us be understood. We prize the
.| partisan victory thatis gained by a hasty charges were notat all over-colored, and
human bully, and keeps a sort of captain- ative women, not to argue the question, but higher education. - We see our need of it as negroes.
and heated vote; which a cool hour ora
that Mr. Butler's late career has been the
The prison horrors of the old system are
* ship. It uses polished speech and courtly to demand and insist upon the declaration. a people. We would urge it upon our
night's sleep would have made impossible, reverse of creditable. Suspectiug that the
Hundreds of victims
manners in the city rake and swindler, and And in case Congress refuses, what then? young men and women as a thing of great painfully repeated.
and which can not be recalled without
so revels in spoils. It talks confidently in We hope our readers may somehow man- consequence. ‘We must make ita vital feat- are hurrjed into the ship's hole and between apology and ' blushing, be spurned before- first charges against him were made by an
the bold speculator on the exchange, and age to dvoid fainting and screaming with ure. in our denominational policy, and decks in various Chinese ports; they are hand as an unworthy and shameful thing.— American Missionagy in the district, he proso finds a readymarket for worthless stocks. fright while they look over her own answer. endeavor to enlistin its behalf all our church- kept there in a half-naked, half-starved, It is meant to ‘aid in the formation of wider cured emissaries to chastise the suspicious
It insults the witness and browbeats the They should take a full breath, and have es in every section ofthe land. We rejoice in filthy and suffocating conditioi during a plans for Christian' service, and in girding individual, which enterprise was at once
undertaken. But it seems that the missionjury inthe court-room, and thus goes off some camphor at hand. Here it is:
what has been done to promote it. We take long ocean voyage; they are given the up the loins for heroic and believing work.
bragging over a triumph that contemns law
There is one alternative left, and we no little pride in much of our denomina- wretchedest water and the most unpalata- Let every delegate feel that he has missed ary was 80 much of a muscular Christian
As surely as one tional record in this respect during the last: ble food ; burning fevers prey upon them; nis grand opportunity and gone on a fruitless that the consular emissaries-came off secand evidénce. It lies amd swears and vili- have resolved on that.
ond best.
But this doesn’t atone for the
year
passes,
from
this
day,
and this right ig
epidemics frequently appear and go through
ifies.and blusters and prophesies in the polnot fully, frankly and unequivocally con- twenty-five years. The interest that has the whole company, killing two-thirds ‘of errand, who does not return with a deep- disgrace brotight upon a United States of"itician, and so mounts to the office from
er enthusiasm for his Master and the great
ceded, we shall proceed to call another started institutions of learning at various
which a true man has been dragged down. convention expressly to frame a new con- points fas shown generosity, enterprise and the number before it can be checked; sea- cause, and who has not done something to fice. If Consul Butler is falsely accused,
“1t parades smartness and flourishes bom- stitution and to erect a new government, public spirit worthy of gratitude and honor. sickness aggravates’ the other horrors of cheer and consecrate his fellow toilers. So then he ought to be vindicated. If the
bast in the pulpit, and so -draws a gaping complete in all its parts, and to take meas- We accord both to it. There is little danger their condition ;—and under such circum- will the Conference be a power and nota charges against him can be sustained, then
ures to maintain it as effectually as men do
the credit of the government would require
stances as these thousands are annually
crowd that had tired of the solid and godly theirs.
We. mean treason; we mean that-we shall do too much; there is more brought to our own and to South Amer- mere show, filling its forms with sub- his immediate discharge. Nothing but an
preacher. It is heard in the loud-mouthed secession, and on a thousand times
stance.
der danger that we shall do too little; and
| investigation of the case can bring out the
skeptic, denying the verities of religion and scale than was that of the South.
e are there is some danger that we shall not al- ican ports, and put td a condition that, even
One other thing.
The Y. M's and |
we will overslaugh ways do wisely. And a part of that danger if it is called by another name, is slavery in churches expect the delegates to make their || facts, and it is quite like ly that this will be
defaming both the Christian and hisdMaster, plotting revolution;
| instituted at once.
and it thereby wins an attention
and wields- this bogus republic and plant a govern- seems to us to lie in the direction of multi- a most revolting form.
Conference costs
work mean something.
ment of righteousness in its stead, which
One derives a morsel of satisfaction from time and money and strength.
an influence that are not accorded to rever- shall not only profess to derive its power plying colleges at the present time. The
It meets |
ent and modest worth though carrying from the consent of the governed, but shall grounds of this conviction must be stated|. the fact that these poor créatures some- only once in three vears. It should do real |
times revolt, get possession of the ship, ‘work, and do it thoughtfully and well, |
twice the brain and ten times the character. do so in reality,
very briefly.
|
For andacity, just because it is audacity,
Location of Conference.
The colleges at Lewiston and Hillsdale butcher and throw overboard their inhuman wasting no time, either in idleness, or hesi- |
It is hiydlygvorth while to try and define
«carries power, makes a place, defies resist- or illus
Hence, we trust
audacity after this. Mr. Tilton are doing good and creditable service. But captors, avd then make their way as best tation, or bustling haste.
The next General Conference was expectthey ‘can ‘back to. their old homes. The its members will be held accountable fcr
-ance, masters opposition, draws followers, is reported
as saying that his sense ofjus- they are only partially manned and endowed to be held in Chicago. For reasons ensatisfaction
would
be
sweeter
if
such
atand drives and pushes and brags and storms tice would not be satisfied till a negress ed. The work already done in their" behalf
punctuality in attendance, and fora con- |
its way to vietory, through excess of ego- occupied the Presidential chair; to which is large ; the anxiety they have cost can not tempts were always successful, and if, in- stant working interest that stays and toils tirely satisfactory it is not convenient for the
stead of drowning their butchered masters, without fretting and impatience till the church there to accommodate it the present
tism, lack of conscience and sheer force of Dr. Haven, of Zion's Herald, responded, be told ; the perils through which they have
they
would put them alive into the same holes whole task is thoughtfully and faithfully | season. This fact being "known, commitwill. To be sure, its power is often more that this would not centent him unless she passed are of the most serious sort ; the bur| tees in the Wisconsin and Michigan Yearseeming, than real,
its achievements are were married toa white man.
done.
Lateness in arriving, absence durBut one dens they have laid on many generous men from which they themselves had escaped,
ly Meetings both proposed to provide for
and
thus
sail
them
up
and
down
the
Pacific.
amore a disgraee than an honor, its triumphs might suppose that the election of Mrs. and women among us is hig heavy and can
ing the sessions, heedlessness or needless
it; and letters were received by the same
Would
there
ve
anything
unnatural
in
are apt to tickle satan and grieve God, and Woodhull would constitute a triumph of not often be repeated with safety ; and they
delay in service, and especidlly the clamor
mail from the churches in Warren and
. «the afterpart often ‘dimes out in the repent- audacity quite large enough to keep these have drawn support from & wider field and sticking to the old commandment of an eye for a final adjournment when the very Hillsdale, each earnestly desiring to enterfor
an
eye,
instead
of
to
the
ney
oné,in
such
«ance that tears the soul, in the horrors o “Christian ‘editors patient for four years to awakened more earnest and
general enweightiest matters are claiming attention,
tain it. Warren is said to be a good church
:
revolution and in the passages of history come. And one may well pause and ask, thusiasm than can be counted on by any extreme cases?
are things too reprehensible to he indulged in a thriving town on the prairie in Illinois,
The country has been now for ‘ sometime or left without rebuke.
other college that we may undertake to
which cardle the reader's blood.
The au- What next ?
The Conference near the Wisconsin line, and forty miles
~~
build for the next twenty years. And yet satisfied that all these horrors were actual should dissolve at the earliest hour. consistdacity of the French leaders and people
from the Mississippi river.
Hillsdale is a
bears fruit in the pitiable overthrow of the
a prompt and decided increase of funds, as it regards the traffic in Chinamen/ The ent with fidelity to its trusts; but not one
stronger church, in a larger towa ( a city
Our
Home
Mission
Society.
“
middle
passage”
cruelties
of
the
old
slavefacilities
and
forces
is
to-day
most
imperaempire and the conscienceless and destructof ifs members can properly arrange betrading system have been reproduced in forehand to travel 500 or 1000 miles and now ),300. miles neargr the center of the deive Communism of the last year.
And yet
tively called for.
nomination.
Both churches,
by
their
The half - playful
but wholly serious
it is a ‘power, wide-spread, active, pushing,
The self-denial of the founders of a ©col- these last few-years. Probably while we certainly be at home on the second Sabbath prompt. and generous offers, have shown
resolute,—a power which it i§ fot pru- critique on our second page, which find<a lege can not be transferred to all its subse- had our hundreds of thousands of regiments after its opening. Its most important busithemselves worthy of being gratified in
dent to ignore, which it is not safe tq sneer subject of remark in our Home Mission So- quent managers.
The local
enthu§iasm in the field fighting for the black bondmen,
ness should
be brought forward at the
their
wish to ‘entertain the Conference.
- at, which needs to be. ‘met, studied, gmp ciety, will be likely to get attention, though which ereets the first building will not over- these yellow ones were "being put into a earliest practicable moment, and mastered
But one must be disappointed, and, not becondition
equally
cruel
;
and
while
the
batpled with and mastered.
the reader may be puzzled to interpret it. spread the country nor keep the purses open
and disposed of by men who consciously deal
Qur country, our social poclinitio, our We insert it that it may do. good; we refer on which it first drew. The zeal which tles at Antietam, and Gettysburg, and Coal with sacred trusts and work for the fu- cause we regard the wishes of the Warren
church less, but the supposed wishes of the
government, are such-as to invite and en- toit here that it may not do injustice or brings teachers into service on half a salary Harbor, were going on, these other scenes ture, /
Conference
and. the multitude of visitors
.could
have
been
witnessed
if
one
could
only
-courage it. It abounds here. = Our nation- harm.
and sends ‘students into half finished rooms
We hope to see a Conference at Hillsdale more, it is decided, that the next General
al growth and experiences supply food for
The comparison instituted between our during the first year. or two, never lasts have directed his vision to the right places. that shall finish its task withouta spasm,
it. Jt feeds and thrives.
It marks our two Mission Societies may not be amiss, through a decade. The ideal college stead- It is really too bad that every Emancipation that shall have something in its closing Conference will be held in Hillsdale, Michi_pubfic life, It infests our social intercourse. but we think the Secretary who specidlly ily rises though the actual college remain day must be saddened by such reflections as hours to think of besides the fact that the gan, and will commence the first week in
Oct.
It taints our speech. . It makes slang seem deals with the Foreign field would hardly stationary. Public sentiment is in some these. To be sure, the business is carried | express train is -nearing the station, and
-Rev.C. O. Libby is negotiating for a rerespectable. It mars the intereourse of the like to express his satisfaction over his suc- sense content with a weak college during on largely under other flags, and notably that shall exchange its sacred farewells and
duction of fare from the east, and ‘notice of
‘under
those
of
San
Salvador,
but
it
is
not
home. It makes boys and girls blush over cess, much less to criticise - the churches for its first and perhaps during ts fourth year,
commend its work and its members to the further particulars will be given in due sea-.
their conscientiousness and delicacy of feel- an absolute or relative excess of interest but it mutters its dissatisfaction over that certain that our own is entirely unstained favor of God in a fitter mood than that
son.
L D. Stewart, Clerk.
ing. It kills filial reverence.
It givesthe and generosity in sending funds to the same weakness in the tenth year, and gives by the traffic. And likewise, {0 be sure, which the nervous restlessness and exthe
San
Salvadorian
consul
at
Hong
Kong
‘worst phases to what is known as “Young treasury. He taxes his brain for expedi- it over to contempt in the twentieth. That
haustion of am exciting midnight session is
Theological School.
America.” It strikes the value and dignity ents to find himself baffled ; he grieves over is just the experience through which Bates last winter received ordersto deprive of her wont to bring., * Let all things be done
«out of public address.
It even takes the the ineffectiveness of his strongest appeals; and Hillsdale: colleges are passing. They papers any ship from that port engaged in decently and in order.”
We invite
attention to the notice in
another column of our Theological School.
publican’s prayer out from the language of he is often at his wit's end for another must grow or perish ; advance or fall in the the traffic ; but it only produced a resort to
The experienceof the first yearih our new
repentance, and it would make the beati- measure; and the wide-spread lack of in- rear and be forgotten and counted out as subterfuges, and the traffic has gone on
Current Topics.
*
>
location enables us to speak with confidence .
tudes of the sermon on the mount virtually terest often brings sickness to his heart. stragglers and missing ; obtain more money nearly the same.
Here is a case that presents an encowyragobsolete things.
of
its condition
and prospects.——The
He is doubtless more tried over his small or become bankrupt; add strength to gheir
——THE DUBLIN RIOT. Our news column
It often assumes very ludicrous’ phages, success than our correspondentis over what Faculties or be voted incompetent and -im- -ing aspect :—Chief Justice Small, at Hong last week contained a brief account of a riot gentiment of all, students, faculty, and
even when’ one is saddened by its influence. seems to him lack of skill and efficiency in becile. That is the plain truth in a nutshell; Kong, recently delivered an opinion which in Dublin, Ireland, the Sunday previous. friends, is one of gratification and encourIn the huge humbuggery of Barnum, in the manangement of our Home Mission. and there isno wisdom in ignoring, sup- may solve the legal difficulties seemingly
With three professors in the
It seems to have ben quite a serious affair. ‘agement.
the grandiloguence of George Francis Board and the apathy of the churches. We pressing or disguising it. The managers in the way,—for it;has been supposed that Several hundred Fenian’
board
of
instruction,
and a fourth soon to
sympathizers had
Train, in the flaunted rascalities of James trust both of them have their hours of ap- of those colleges never had occasion to be before the trade could be wholly supbe added ; free access to the scientific and
assembled
in
a
Park
to
ventilate
their
opinFisk, in the state paper fights of Andrew preciation and gratitude, and never part more anxious about their future than to- pressed, a new treaty would be necessary.
ions, to claim amnesty for Fenians, and to other public lectures of the college ; a large
«Johnson, in the secession rhetoric ofA. H. with their hope.
.day, and the hard work remaining equals *Thijs Judge, on releasing a Coolie who had
and convenient seminary building; exten?
Stephens, in the literary slang of Bret
sive and choice hbraries; a well conducted
Of the Flome Mission Board and Society anything that has yet been done. And what been arrested on a charge of having murHarte and the poetical panegyrics upon prc- let us Say this word as a matter of evident is true of those colleges is equally true, and dered the - Captain and certain of the
boarding department, providing. an excelfane vice of John Hay,—in these things we justice, though we have no official con-| must be true, of others like them.
An crew of the Coolie ship Penelope, rev iewed
lent table for two dollars and a quarter per
have specimens of American audacity that nection with it. It can disburse only the officer of ¥ale college,—which has lately the British law and treatiescbearing on the
killed and wounded, ahd such serious pre week ; a provision whereby about one hunare at once adapted to make saints smile funds that are entrusted to it, for it nei- received large accessions to its funds,—has subject, and gave the opinion that the trade -portions did the riot assume, that the troops dred and fifty dollars a year are ‘bestowed
and angels weep. And fo see it widening ther coins money nor issues greenbacks, just made a sober estimate of its financial in Coolies is slave trade, and that vessels were on the point of joining the police, on students needing such aid; and all this
its domain, finding ampler tolerance and It feels the pressure for funds fearfully. condition, and shows that, to do its proper employed in it are engaged in piracy.
when the rioters fled. The meeting was a in one'of the most thrifty and enterprising
gaining in power, is something” to stir in- The appeals which it can not respond to are work and meet the public demand, it should : This admirably covers the Whole ground. good illustration of the present disturbed cities of New England, we can well ask our
Aquiry if not to beget alarm.
If the,law only makes them'pirates, they condition of Ireland. . There is bitter enmi- young men, upon whom the call of God is
tertible to bear.
It states the
wants, re-| have at once about $800,000 more.
The Catholie leaders amd somite of the states them, urges them, and
. These statements will suggest the ground are assigned their propet position at once. ty against the crown, and the gathering resting, to make this their home in preparbeseeches for
‘Woman's Suffrage mouthpieces in this coun- the means of relief, and uses the far too of our conviction. To get the needed But unfortunately we must wait for the de- of the mob was in part to express contempt ation for the work of the gospel.
try are just néw supplying striking exam- small amount that domes as wisely and im- funds for our two bona fide colleges will cision to be reviewed by,the British courts of the Prince of Wales who was then on
We réfer them not merely to-this com?
ples of ‘this audacious spirit.
Since thg partially as possible. It Has not been wont tax all pur available resources. To supply sbefore we can squarely call them pirates, the island. There is also but little regard binatidn of advantages. ‘A cry ig heard as
Ropes scepter was broken in Europe, his to pay much for agencies and special serv- properly trained men for’ them will use up and then seek the cover of the law in case for any civil authority,—when it conflicts neyer before for laboreis to enter the Masston. Puppets: have flourished their ice, because, it chose an economical ad- all the best brain we can spare for that they retaliate upon us. And the Judge with the wishes of the masses, —unless it be ter's vineyard. Many destitute churches need
ho w.
with fresh vehemence; and ministration, so that the donatichs might sphere. = Our schools are already robbing further declares that the Coalies are justified of that kind which wins its way by force. pastors, new and inviting fields are openfo gain their liber-, Probably the immediate results would have ing tous in every section of the country, to
women whose social: relations compromise | reach the needy fields undiminished. » For our pulpits. Two good, strong, vital, effi- in the use of any means
¢ them before the.publie, head the crowd and the last year and a half it has tried earnest- cient colleges will do more. for us, and ty, even if it be to .murdér their captors been better if the meeting had been undis- say nothing of the demands of our Foreign
\. lead the clamor for female suprémacy. No- ly to keep an efficient man wholly at work, through us, than half a dozen weak and and destroy their property. If this deeis- turbed, but in se far
as it was'in defiance Mission. Who shall respond to these nu“boy Bas forgotten the Catholic assault up- appealing to the churches, organizing dwindling institutions, that can not fulfill ion, which no civilized person seems dis= of existing laws, and expressive of the con- merous and urgent calls P By the untiring
‘the
n in New York; “and the. forces, and securing and applying funds, the promises they have made, that plead for posed to find fault with, can stand the test temptin which Irishmen hold the ruling exertion of many years, provision is now
res
in which the Times sets It supposed that arrangement t0 be made. the pittance that alone keeps them from dy- ‘of an English review, "and if the laws in classes, its whole tendency was evil and ‘made to meet the needs of the case, and we
ng of the
goveine. But circumstances thatcould not be con- ing, and Yhat clamor’ for the aid which alone relation to the African slave trade can be merited the summary treatment which it trust the young men will not be slow in .
trelled have interfered, the plans were nof. is to save the denomination from public hu- logically applied to this inhyan - traffic in received. Irishmen have not yet learned “availing themselves ofthe privilege. The
executed, irresolution and - doubt foltowed, miliation and shame till its heart is sick and ‘Chinamen, then its suppression is assured. to obey a disagreeable law until its defend- number of students in the school doubled
the Secretary recently resigned, a good its patience breaks down. And our mis It is the most encouraging “feature that the ers have cracked their heads, and it is the last year, with all the classes in sucoessyey le Zab in a style which temporary arrangement has been made, sion cause, Home and Foreign, which has system has presented ina long time, and doubtful if this last lesson has made a very -ful. operation.
There is room for more.
paper issued
for the completion of certain educa- our indignation at the traffic can now only Insting Smipression upon them.
Let the halls be full, and a goodly band go
makes one ask whether it can be doing any- and the whole plans await rearrangement waited
tional projects, * can not consent to be turn- be equalled by the interest with which we
a fresh vitalizing in Oct.
forth from year to year to sow the seed and
hing eles thunerying sie ful Sue tee |.andBesides,
it must be ‘said that local Home ed off with the small allowance” which our shall await England's sentence on J udge "——A CURIOUS SospAv Law Cask, A gather sheaves in the harvest of the Lord.
extravagance
of irony,
By
case came before a | New York court last —J.J.B.
-_ the startled and teveified pubic: | Mission Societies, covering'a Y. M.ora educationdl enterprises have: ‘helped to: di Small’s decision,
ready to provoke and never

taining.

tired of main-

And so he triumphed

by the use

———
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denomination, and, enlarge the hearts and has the shme redress against Methodists if
plans of Christ's friends whe
its influ- they disturb his Saturday worship, that the

Trade.

There is still enough of it done to justify
speaking of it under this head. But a majority of the victims are a shade lighter color than formerly; being yellow instead of
black, and Chinamen . instead of Africans.
It is dignified by the title of * Coolie Transportation,”

A Word about Conference.

at the

-

o
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:

THE

Atm

Eastern Maine.
“"We
had the pleasure of spendiiig a Sabbath,

not

long

since,

on exchange

Bro. Gould, the pastor of the church at E.
Dixfield. We saw some things there worthy

i

1. Or time. “Such were the members of

the church and congregation. All were in
their placés at the time appointed for divine

services,

of the Commerce, Mich., church,
}
Nov. 1.
-

places.

2. A neat

house

well

filled,

A new

no dust, or its appearance, on desk, pew,
or clothing All parts of the house evinced
order,

which

really

lent a

charm and brilliancyto thé whole church
building. What a striking contrast to some
houses of worship, where dust, smut, cob.

that many

of our,

people

will

‘Meeting at Wilton, Muscatine

Co.,

1st, at 9, A. M.

the

call.

Iowa,

Sept.

operajion in the South, adling
iLike

PAWTUCKET, R. I. The members of the Pawtucket Free Baptist church have awakened to
and greater earnestness in laboring for the salvation
Not of sinners. The Lord has heard their prayers
“and blessed their efforts, There have been ad-

here, at least, does the pastor discourse to
empty pews and empty hearts, which are

ditions by baptism ai each consecutive

commun-

two very empty things to look

fon for the last four.

united by

letter, and

from a Christian

pulpit.

in the

face

Constant attend-

Also two have

has

have

been

re-instated.

been small

have

en-

for us and look for greater manifestations

of his

favor.

word

‘ Brethren, pray for

us, that

the

————
tl

——

to

Iowa:

a people to

have

reached

News from

They
which

was built through the generosity

pastor

the means to

make the Institute a success,

and you have

Sept.

1st.

sent

to

supply

Consecrating prayer,

by

J.

C.

Walcott; Hand

of

to the

©

destitute

by

St. Church,

has maintained
readers

have

St. church

so modést a silence,

that your

its

existence.

perhaps

forgotten

our working position.

congregation has

steadily increased;

Wm. Ford; To Ellsworth, Geo. D. Garland.

the Hamilton and Frankford churches, commencing
Friday, Sept. 15th, 1871, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
C. W.CRr»*¥, Clerk.

ing on Friday, August 25th, at 2 o'clock, P.
A full delegationis desired.
W. H. SuTPHIN,

=

As P. TRACY.

BARRINGTON, ¥. H.
Having arrived
America from England in May, 1 soon after

Sa
Bishop

in
at-

tended the Belkiinp Q. M. in session at Barrington. Being informed that this people were without a pastor, and receiving an ‘invitation to supply them, I commenced my labors tht 28th of

May. The church was well filled, and the
gregations have continued to increase until
Sabbath, the 6th, the church was full, Not
has the church been well attended on the

conlast
only
Sab-

Many have to sit

out on the Piazza (not from choice). Last Sabbath we held the meeting in the school house.
Thé house was quite full, and a precious season
it was to our souls.

Our 7 o’clock Sunday morn-

. ing prayer-meetings are*well attended,
ing the distance some have

to

walk,

“|

the

This

considerLast,

Sab-

for a term of four years, instead of for life.
to

$30,000, which may be increased

$60,000, left

him by Thomas J. Duncan, of Pittsburg.
The Presbyterian church in St. Louis, of which

Dr. Brooks is pastor, pays a lady $1,000 a year

‘expenditure profitable, even in a pecuniary point
of view, the labors of the lady having greatly

That is, however, the’

strengthened the church.

least valuable result of her labors.

ly well attended;

York city have invited Rev, Dr. Taylor of England, who has been‘oceupying Dr. Storr’s church

© ly.

The weekly evening

meetings,

which

are

two, Tuesdays and Fridays, gre generally very

full and interesting. We have thought it prudent
‘to move these meetings from house to house so
that the whole neighborhood may have the gos-

pel brought te their own doors, leaving no excuse for not attending.
;
The Lord is still blessing us, The church-

members are feeling the importance of doing
their duty, The lukewarm
are coming out of their
state of lethargy;

backsliders dre returning

their Father's House and many are crying

te

Pray

for us;” we have some. exceedingly interesting
cases ; there are a few who are anxious to follow
Christ in the ordinance

is going on; we

feel

_ promise of a shower,

of "baptism.

the

drops, and

The

work

have the

:

A

number of prominent gentlemen in New

try, agreeing if he will do

80

cle up town which will accommodate 5,000 perSONS.
Cd
iy
All the way from California the good news
comes that the Central

Congregational ¢hurch of

at

P.M.

Those

coming

them to the place of the

by

to

These

meeting.

west will wait until the up train arrives.
' R. R. WALTER,

rail road

convey

Dr. Mooar,

of Oakland,

Cal., who is now in Boston, has seen the subgeription paper, upon which the first name was

down for $17,500, the next

County,

Warren

eight miles northeast of Indianola,

was clearto
$20,000, and

New York holds a service -

The Young Mews Chijstispn

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

-

P.M.

P.M.

P.M: P.M. P.M.

....

240.

1010 AM.coeannes 240. P.M.evvennss 5.45 P.M.
* Or on their arrival from the East
"
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Theological *chool of Bates College. *

Liberal proviscommon is about $2,25 per week.
General arr:
jon 18 made for those needing aid.

J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

and we hope
to the /nst. at Wilton, are members,
that as many of these and of others, as can possibly.

-

Association of

ng every Sunday

in West

academy

Andy

ot
Gun

ial,

Pa. ArGREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, Pittsburgh,
my Guns, Revolvers, &c., bought or traded for. Agents
6wil
:
.
Wanted.

lied
at.

will

1d
sh
he statistics of each Q. M. for the Register, shothd
Wat out to the first Sabbath in May, andhment
as
Establis
he sent to the Agent of the Printing
there may be no
soon thereafter as possible, that
unnecessary delay in its issue.
ministers should
of
s
addresse
O
Changes in the PP.
be made known at once, and they may be at as inlatethea
a place
them
day as it is possible to give
\

Register,

)

A.M.

Lewiston, Aug. 11, 1871.
—
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Series.
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Fireside Angel

:
Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s Series.
.
The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

150
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150 150
1350
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-

2.40
.25
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:
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WonderfulWorks of Jesus single,
do
do
ozen,

.15
1.44

0

J Jo Ques.

dozen,

single,

Cow rentary,

do
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rend

single,

960
.

Jesus

Lessons for every Subd in
the Y ear, (Ques. Buok) Bingle,

150
100

his!

3.2¢

do

do

dozen,

. Total.
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11.8
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12.52
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single,
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Thought,
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Story

150

ones, Gan

do

The Book of Worship,
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at

rupleaish old

du

5
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on the same

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep, single, 1.00
do
do
dozen, 9.60
228
do Embuss’d Morocco.single, 1.10
1 .16
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do - dozen, 10.
1986
do
32mo.
single,
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".| Butler’s Theology, .
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History,
single,
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de Paper Cov.single]
do
de
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single,
Life of Marks,
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do
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single,
Church Member’s Book,
5
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do
do +
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single,
“e
T'reatire,
do
dozen,
J5

es

Barly Choice,
Strawberry Hin,
Overcoming,
Perfeat Man,
willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian, When we were Young,
Sybil’a Way,
Rescued from Egypt,

Postage

«7
Price. Pos

5
5
a5
Ja5

Bloomeld,
Glencoe Parsonage.

\

Single and by the dozen; also

Thoughts
do

Heaven,

.

- Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.

$150

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
New Year,

sufficient t6° show that

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
+0 agents who sell 100 or more. Or-

Series.

Ad

Rainy Day

I”

braries, or 0

Forwarded,

tstown, Wis. (2)
Phillips, Wrighello,
Wis.

v A H Morrell,

proper-

fonptains. THE GEN®wuD, you have
the

Provably the lial, the most venls’ cathartic
ous preparation op the faces of the earth.

L Wiley—A D Webster.

Nature her-

medicinal

thes of the spring nimiloyed hy any of the inert and useSeltzer

éry=H Whitcher—O-Weeks—S

of

annlvsis of the Seltzer Wa-

vanufacture

self, because it contains a'l the

pocket,

sale this whole Edition will soonbe off
our hands. Price $2,00. . Postage,

Brother and Sister,

anything in nature, as
b
Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient
fs of its original, the Seltzer Spring of Germany, The

H

Prize

Luttrell,

‘Anecdotes of Animals,
The

the

others think the work a good ome and
that they appreciateit. At thisrate of

Miscellaneous

safely challenged to produce

Fifteen hundred

S. S.

of

Starlight Stories,

3w33

X

He gzett— Mary L Hollur—O
a
Miss 8

VAD

Treas.

Lesters Received.

carri

Now Ready.

.
EN

Bright Day Series.
.
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
‘Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight Series.

0. E. BAKER.

nD I

TO

Hours,
Shin
Master and Pupil,
Aa
May Bell
’
Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; op, High Life in Edgerton,

Boy’s

very
not
few.

The annual meeting of the Indigent Ministers’ Relief Association, connected with the Maiue Central
Yearly Meeting, will be holden in the Vestry of the
Colirt St. Free Baptist church, in Auburn, Thursday,
Sept. tu, at 9 o'clock, A. M.

foe

livery.
hi

Leba-

REVOLVERS,
for Price List, to

NS,
Write

printed on
roughout
choice
es

type

The Commentary onthe Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now"
ready for delivery to our customers.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Book just published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de

L. BRACKETT.

wal

can be easily

nouncement is

Superintendents

TO Q. MN. CLERKS.

Tuk IowA STATE F. B. EDUCATION SOCIETY will
hold its next annual meeting at Wilton, Muscatine
Co., commencing Thursday, Sept. 1, at 9 o'clock, , A.
M. A) who have ever contributed to the society, or
will attend. The conditions having been com
with by the people of Wilton,the transfer of the
to the kd. Soc. and the organization of the lnst.
be part of the work of this ineeting, making it a
imporéant session. We hope our brethren will
throw the responsibility ef all this upon a
|
Come this once, and lend a helpiog hand.

AND

For Sale or to Rent.
the

n form,

made’ from new

number of selected and
any roar yest 8

well adapted to use in social meetings.
single book, when bound m cloth, 40 cents; per
doz;
$3.84. Price per Single book, when bound in thick
S asteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz. $2.88.
Postage
‘(extra) on a single copy bound in pasteboard, 4 ¢ts.;
on a doz.,48 cts.; bound in cloth, § each, or, 60 “cents
per doz.
:
Address,
LR RURLINGAME,
DOVER, N.

OF CHURCHES

TO PASTORS

SPECIMEN copies of the PORTLAND TRANSCRIPTSesn
free to any address, Terms $2 a year, and subscriptionfirst-class llterary
A
taken for three or six months.
weekly, which has just been greatly enlarged and im& Co., Portland.
ELWELL, PICKARD
poved, Address
im

Me.

NEW!

WORK
ENTITLED

plates;

Ithas a
2s well as

L. R.BURLINGAME,
No. 39 Washington St.,
Dover, N. H,
:

»

9%
PHYSICIAN,”
sends his “FAMILY
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
e any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which eich person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH & SON,
1y18
.
714 Broadway, New york.

A small Farm near

Dover, N. H.

Has been revised and much improved,
stereotype

Address,

the country.

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

non,

100
*1 00
In Prese
od
“
ot
a
i
r
&

first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
and upon reasonable terms.
have been printed. This simple anof
parts
all
from
d
solicite
are
Orders

The next term and your of this Institution will
commence Aug. 24, 1871. ‘Ihe expense of board in
ments as last year.

100
100

The Sacred Melodies

kinds of Job-printing, including the
printing of cuts and printing in colors,
cah be done in good style at short notice

& Center Harbor,

Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro’

50

100

“

THE

all

that

$150
125
126
125
2700
75

Lands, ’

SOMETHING

largest cities

therefore,

1.50

Dr. Lincoln,

L. BR. BURLINGAME,

:

It is believed,

iY-

?

Milbrook,

had an experi-

of the country.

-Goinga,

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones; or, The Bad Boy,
Trifles,
.
;
Flower by the Prison
Daisy Seymour,
Torch Bearers,
Olive Loring’s Mission,
Susy’s Spectacles,

and Philadel.

of the best offices in the

.

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

ence of twelve years, and that in some

EE R. R,
June b, 1871.
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CO,

STAR

York, Boston,
«in

on

The Jadge’s Son,
Hester’s' Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
t

Boston.

course, capable

_ The Pressman has

....

140

....

545

...x

dL

ans

The Quiet Hour.

in New
phia.

TAO. ....

....

Books

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

:
of doing most excellent work
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufactures

.... 7.40

for Portland.

.... 2.40. .... 545

&

bestin use, and is, of

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
1010 AM...cuvuus 240 P.M......... 5.45 P.M.

Clerk.

. J. W. BENNUM,

Iowa.

$15,000, and so on.

The Doctor was told that the way
amount, except about
the whole

P.

5.02 5.43

HILL

t-Comings

Lute Falconer

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

& WINNIPISSEOG

SUMMER

Jie
Clerk.

SouTH RIVER Q. M. will hold its next session with
Friday before.
the Summerset church, commencing
siting brethwen
the first Sabbath in September.
“undersigned,
the
will call on Rev. D. W. Shaklee, or

000, has actually faced the business of wiping out
this enormous ‘sum.

PM.

A:M. PM.

10102085

DOVER

the

from

Boston, to which Dr. Storrs did not go, and
which has been staggering under a debt of $190,

center of the village.

Much is promised towards

22d,

to erect a tabarna-

that it was pretty sure that it would. all be rais|
fy
ed.

They are willing to build a vestry in the

at

CLEVELAND Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Chagrin Fal's church, commencing Friday, Aug,

in his absence, to.remain permantly in this coun-

My labors will close here the 20th inst.,and the
people are longing for a pastor to feed their

souls.”

AM.

for her services as city missionary, and finds the

bath this meeting was a time of special refreshing,, Our monthly conferences have been tolers-

the speaking is good and live-

AM.

1, P.M.

will be mei at the Solon station by teams

Bishop Simpson, of the M. E. church, has had

session

on the

Coafereunce

East Rochester, Aug.23.

25, at 2 o’clock.

village,

Two large rooms are used, and thésé. will not

hold the numaber who attend.

Episcopacy.”

of the

Q. M. will hold its next

NEW DURHAM

fy

even-

ing, which we have to hold in one of the breththe

LAKE GEORGE Q. M will hold its next session with
the Caldwell church, beginning Friday, Sept 1st.
There will be a ministers’ conference the day previW. H. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
ous, at 2, r. Mm.

M.

does not mean anything sanguinary, though it
sounds 80; but only the. election of the bishops

bath, but also the 5 o’clock meeting in the
ren’s houses for want of a vestry in

with

Clerk.

securing

14 miles west of

U rion Giry, Foiday be nce the 4ih Sabbuih in Sept.
Visiing bre: tren at e i viled io aticnd.
Visiting brethren ave invited (o attend.
AsA Pisce, Cork.
:

Our Methodist brethren are gravely discussing
the “‘quadrenization

~

NORTBaRN INDIANA Y. M. Will hold its next session ai Riv-evi'le, Ridgeville college.vn (ve Ra''voad

and is so feeble that he can not see his friends.
There is in'Ohio a Baptist Woman’s Education
Society, whose object is to assist the daughters
in

P.M.

bi

Short!

:

BANK,

THE MORNING

Lewiston, Me.; Aug. 4, 1871.

~
General.
Simpson is stopping at Clifton Springs,

of Baptist ministers and others
education they desire.

es

|"

RooT RIVER Q. M. will hold its next session with

running from Columbis 0 Chicago

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

kindness from his people, and we thang God and
look onward with increasing hope.

We were favored

AM.

vies 10.10 10.35

WENTWORTH Q. M. will hold its next session With

session

last

AM.

Trains leave Dover

tember 9, 1871, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
L. ADKINSON, Clerk,

its

AM.

5.50% 8.00 11.10%

Vt.

Esq,

Child Life in Many

June 5, 1871.

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. PM,

Next session with the Capae church, commenc-

missions: the society has seen one of the easiest
financial years it ever knew, the pastor has re.
ceived his salary - weekly, besides uncounte

AM.

NATIONAL

New

For the Sabbath School.

3m3l

RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENT.

More

A new Steam Job Printing Press
has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office. This Press is the

OTISFIELD Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Sweden church, Sept. 6 and 7.
E. D.
MARSHALL, Clerk.

the Rresehes of Rev. 8S. A. Currier, as Corresponding Messenger from the Genesee Q. M,, and
also Rev. G. W. Howard, of the same Q. M.,
who preached the Word to good acceptance.

ing 8.8. has raised one hundred dollars for

MAINE

St. Johnsbury,

the

and at

offices of publication

at the

sale

For

*

Please send to the STAR voffice for a
ookstores.
viibd
supply of these hooks.

Sears’ Building, Boston, Miss.
And all leading Banks and Brokers.

a work of the highest

AND

SUMMER

1t

the church in Hanover, the first Saturday and SabL. D. JEFFERS, Clerk.
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fostage is payable at the office of Gelavery,
hi e volume begins with the first numbe r

‘FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.,
In New Durham, Aug. 5th, by Rev. J. F. Joy: Mr.
118 Milk Street, Roston.
Winfield S. Roberts ana Miss Oceana T. Fall, both
of Farmington.
rFAIRBARKS & EWLNG,
In Charlestown Mass , July 9, by RéV. A. P. Tracy,
;
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5 715 Chestnut St, Phila.
Mr. Converse A. Babcock and Mrs. Abbie A. Batchelder. Also, in Boston, July 22d, Mr. James PartFINANCIAL
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At the last session of the Freeborn Q. M., held
with the Shellrock and London church, June 16
—18, Bro. J. M. Pease was publicly set apart to

by 8. A. Stow;

agent, they
places.

They

It wil do the same

the ufiernoon, sermon by Rev. G. E." Hopkins.

both encouragement and pecuniary gid. Any
expressions of practical sympathy with them in
their undertakings and efforts would be very
welcome.
The address of the pastor is Farmersetta, Grand Bassa Co., Liberia, West Africa.
‘We hope this beginning may be followed by a
steady growth and a true and large prosperity.

See advertiseO. E. BAKER.
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A sermon on Home Missions,
Tuesday evening, by
D. M. Graham, D. D. - Weanesday, 9, A. M., Prayermeeting; at 10, Business meeting; and at 11 an Address on Lapham Inst.,by Prof. G.H. Ricker. WednesRev. A. H Heath; Thursday, P, M., Sermon by
day,A. M., Sermon by Kev. G. E. Dame, of Lowell; in

Feb. last, and announces the steady growth of the

displayed not a little of that other essential
quality, goodwill. You are not unaware
that you have undertaken a great work, and
I hope from that the beginning you will plan
accordingly. What we want just now, immediately, is students.
"May we not commence the next term with one hundréd students from abroad ? Send us your sons and
daughters, and those of your neighbors.
Send them, cost what it may. We will endeavor to return them .with more.
. thai an
equivalent.
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following,

cate that one school in Wilton, on certain
conditions, which we are just now success-

‘

Col Unioniown,
Mergarficld,

Jt no: only beautifies the hair. but stimulates its
growih, and prevents it {..om falling out or tarning
433
gray. All Druggists keep these artigles.

We seem as

of the

enwood,

Brayman,

, Col Jefferson,

plexion, Lyon's Celebrated Kathairon is to the bai.

this condition, that

of Africa, giving an account
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P 8 Grover, miey,
!
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» Col by J 8 Manning.

It wi obliterate Sallowaess, Mothfor any ome.
patches, Ringmarks, Sunburn, &c., give a marblelike complexion, and perpetuate the bloom of youth
for years. What the Magnolia Balm is t.. the com-

A letter and a printed pamphlet have been
received from Rev. 8. H. G. Sharp, of Farmersetta, Republic of Liberia, on the western coast

means

QM,

Persons in Salem ch, Pa,

became her greatest attraction.

reviv-

is not capable of doing the best work,

Ld

your

Woods,

there is hardly a place,
not excepting the
.| western woods, where the best trained intellect

You have wise-

concentrate.

Bay

of well disciplined mental powers.

A Circular Letter.
BRETHREN OF

Green

been. engaged : in

dale” are fitting themselves for more important
centers, and that if they were even going to the
“Green Bay woods” there would be no less need

The

pleasant house of worship, congregation,
Sungay school, frequent conversions, all
‘bear evidences of industry, fidelity and sacrifice, withthe blessing of God on labors
well intended and well performed.
J. S, B.

from

al work there, and that he finds many Freewill
Baptists from the east. But his complaint is that
while ournninisters are “gettingready” at Hillsdale, these scattered Freewill Baptists are being
gathered in by other sects. Our correspondent
seems to forget that the ‘“young men at Hills

®

the ifuch loved pastor of this church.

correspondent

ft “ihe

Big Foot & Lawrence chhs, Ill,

Styled the

VERMONT DIVISION
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Col by I G Holmes.

York seciéty, last winter, was a rough-skinned,
frecklad-faced lady in Daytoa, O.. but one year ago.
She used Hagan’s Magnolia Balm upon her face and
hands with such persistency, that her complexion

No time spent in urging
A

rom D L Rice,

Col

The Prettiest Woman

of the Lord may have free course, and be glorified.”
Sor
I. HyaTT.

Wis.
, states that he has
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jernont ch, N Y, per Wm Whitfield,
Col 8t Lawrente ¥ M
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has used her Wheeler & Wilson Machine
1861. During the war he stitched foriy blouses a
SILAS CURTIS,
A
“day of eight hours, averaging about $16 a week;
Concord, N. H.
UR
Treas
since then she has stitched from thirty to thiviy-six
. Foreign
Mission.
linen coats a day. Last year, in three months, she
5.56
stitched 1274 "inen coats,earning $186.46,besides doing | Hinckley O, per G H Damon,
No Royalton, O,
**
¥
3.95
her own housework. She would use no other Ma» EW Page, New York, for support of children
50.00
iA
chine.
Ellen A Perkins, 8 8 Class, Lyndon, Vt, per L B.
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they

'

New Durham ch,N H, per
J ¥ Joy,’
Freéedman's Mission,

others as fast:
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Mrs Hibbard, Mc Henry, I'l,

to that of any other paper of its class.

1 communications intended for publication should be addressed to * THE MygrTLE,”
Dover,
N. H.
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is

. FREE FROM GOVERNMENT TAX.
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oe

Park.
Dayton VN ¥, per D Brown.
sof 1
Charleston .a,
Mass i A Randett,

Mis. ELIZABETH A. MONAGAN, of Brook'yn, N. Y.,

couraged our hearts and made life more desirable. We praise the Lord for what He has done

the members to do their" duty. Prompt,
short, and earnest; working together for
Christ, At the word of command all fire
J, their guns, whether of large or small caliber.
The reportis one, and the effect one; the
work is done, the sinner saved, and God
honored. Bro. Gould has been some years

Ilydecided

one

our additions

ance and good attention will make any
pulpit enthusiastic, if not electrifying. Inconstancy and inattention would exhaust the
. courage and fire of angels.
3. Ready at the prayer-meeting, to ging,

speak or pray.

George 8 Morrill,

“Quaker’s Guns,”

FOR

dat Vi

1869. It is printed on paper of a very
superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

Principal
and, Interest Payable in Gold.

5

ak

Artificial teeth are of little use and easily detected.
Take cire of the real ones. All you need is fragrany
SOZODONT; use it daily and your teeth will be
the last of Nature’s gifts to fail you.

were filled by cheerful and attentive hearers,
and the inspiration of the pew was quite

H,

Home Mission.
Col Union Q M, P Q; per 1, B.Tasker

Seth

!

Cen, Vt,

‘EXPRESS.
:

ag there is a demand for them.

0. E. BAKER,
N.W. DixsY,
C. DUDLEY,

ON

Lewis Degter, dhbattusville, Maine.

promising as the work in the South; and that
“no plan of operations is so feasible, or will be so

heed

webs and
tobacco-jpice remain undisturbed year in and year out. The pews

equal to that of the pulpit. Dullness
sleep were strangers in’ both places.

:

At the last meeting of the Iowa State F. B..
‘fruitful of immediate and permanent results, as
Ed. Soc. a call was issued and signed by a large
number, for a meeting of the friends of Missions, the establishment and maintenance of ‘a system
in connection with that ofthe Ed. Society, for the of colleges and normal schools throughout those
states.” yDoubtless that judgment is sound; and
purpose of organizing a State Miss. Soc.
out giving here the long lst of names, we trust the Christiang'of the North will” amply
endow and support the institutions already in
we hereby give the notice, and express the hope

house renders neatness more easy, though
not very difficult any where. There was

care, taste, and

Rev 8 W Stiles, Newport

RG Callock. Dalton, N

“A J Bird, Rockland,
Ne.

of the American church, is so pressing and so

~ 3 Call fora Convention,

No delays here ; all ready at the minute.

New England Securities.
| First Joint Mortgage Bonds
Three New, England Railroads.

B
. Box 2817; New York.
rt
y
T
x
8 0 Wetherby,
Pine Valley, NY.
Doniel Ward, Freeport,
Me.

President Fairchild writes to the Advance that
effect’
it 4s his firm convictiondhat no part of the work

to take

|

, Me.

Stephen Wood, Norwich, N. Y.

Rev. W. M. Jenkins has resigned the pastorate

No interruptions by late comers,

or late beginnings, as in too many

Emma Russell, Farmi

it. The people are waiting with open arms to After this a brief address is made by a city cler-.
receive a pastor, and he may depend upon their gyman previously invited, the different denomiOpen-air
prayers, sympathy and support. They are a nations being represented in turn.
willing people and fully able todo it. They are "services, which were held during the summer of
crying to the Lord, * Oh Lord revive thy work 1869, with the Governor's promised protection, |
the summerof 1870, by the tacit per-,
that thy people may rejoice;” and to a pastor, and d
last May
“ Come over and hélp us.”
:
3 mission of the Mayor, were prohibited
by the police.
This prohibition has at lefigth
LEWIS MALVERN.
been canceled, and the out-door "mogyings. have
v
been resumed,
;
3

with

of imitation by other churches,
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- New Question Book,
3

BY

:

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and re dy for custom-* .
ers.

Itisadaptid to clases that-have

just comnleted “The 8°3-y of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Piinting Establishment, and is .ecommended to pas
tors, supe intendeuts and

lLeing in every way
piizonage.

teachers

worthy

as

of their

Orders may be sentat any

tune and they ‘will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
:

4 cents.
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false and
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| ries,” said Auntie.

~foolis ay, wet they with make-$ou-afraid-when-
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that her sick

daughter
that lately the child had spoken fmuch more cheerfully than before, that in the last few days

-drotig-- enough, they... drink. whiskey or | would recover. She

brandy.”
“ T'll never drink any of them,” cried
Johnnie.
“IN never drink any ' of the she had risen up in bed of her own accord,
Marguerite.
nasty
things.
I don’t wans to be changed in- .and had sat upright, looking with delighted
you.
»
———
‘to
something
worse
than a wolf or a black eyes atthe little garden in which only one
«What's the ors, Auntie?” said BlosThe robins sang’tin the orchard, the buds into | som, with a hug, and Johnny bought his bear.”
plant grew. A week afterward the invalid
,
blossoms grew ;
‘* But, Auntie does this bad spirit ever for the first time sat up for a whole hour.
chair
close
to
her
side.
:
Little of human sorrow thé buds and the robins
Quite happy, she sa there in the warm sun-’
“ This is'the story,” she said; ‘so now hurt girls ?” inquired little Blossom.
knew!
‘ Yes, my darling,” said Auntie. * It shine; the window
Was opened, and out| be quiet. One day Farmer Jones ‘brought
Sick, in an alien lrousehold, the poor French ' home a big black jug, which he took carehurts girls just as much as it hurts boys or side before it stood a pink pea blossom, ful:
neutral lay,
ly blown, The sick girl bent down and
fully from the wagon and seton the door- men, if they meddle with it.”
Into her lonesome garret fell the light of the | |
“Then I guess I'll join the Band of. gently kissed the delicate leaves. This day
step,
telling”
little
Susie
not
to
touch
it,
for
:
April day,
?
it contained spirit. If he had said nothing, Hope,” she said; “and Tl never give Dolly was like a festival.
Through the dusty window, curtained by the | Susie would not have cared about the jug,
any brandy for medicine, —not 5 bit; if she
“ The Heavenly Farther himself Has
spider's warp and woof,
fo prosper,
planted that pea, and caused
| but she had heard of spirits, and was very has-the worstest kind of fever.
On fhe loose-laid flor of hemlock, on oaken ribs
to be a joy to you, and to me also, my
curious to know what they were like. She
of roof,
7
blessed child!” said the glad mother; and
erept cautiously up ‘to the‘jug, and, taking
Five out of One Shell.
The bed-quilt’s faded patchwork, the teacups on
she smiled at the flower, as if it had been a
hold of the handle, tried to lift it, but she
v
the stand,
a
o—
good angel.
Fd
could
not.
|
from
dropped
it
as
The wheel with flaxen tangle
, There were five peas in one shell; they
But about the other peas ? Why, the one
¢¢ Oh! spirits are heavy, I hess,” she
her sick hand !
¥ said in a whisper.
Then she pulled out the were green, and the pod was green, and so who flew out intothe wide world and said,
What to her was the song of the robin, or warm
cork, and putting her eyes to the open- they thought all the world was green; ‘“ Catch me if you can,” fell into the gutter
morning light,
Ia
and that was just as it should be! The on the roof, and found a home in a pigeon’s
ing, tried fo look in.
As she lay in the trance of the dying, hheedless of |
{
“ Spirits are black,—I am pretty sure shell grew, and the peas grew they ac- crop ; the two lazy ones got just as far, for
| there’s nothing to. -fean;—afraid of things
that do not exist, when you ought to be
afraid of the real evils that are. all. around

gound

or sight?

they are black.”
Then she
put her
nose down, so as to take a good sniff; but
tumbled backward
| she started, so that she
and dead.
.
{ off the door-step.
* Oh my !” she said, jumping up, and
But her soul went back to its child-time : she saw
shaking off the dust. ¢ Spirits do smell
the sun o’erflow
With gold the Basin of Minas and set over Gas- | awful ; but I'll putin the stopper so they
Done was the work of her hands, she had eaten
her bitter bread;
The world ofthe alien people lay behind her dim

pereau.

| may not get out.”

The low, bare flats at ebb-tide, the

rush

of

v

While she was

the

trying

to

mamma opened the door.
sea at flood
“ O mamma !” she cried.
Through inlet and creek and river, from dike to |
upland wood ;
| spirits in this jug.
The gulls in the red of morning, the fish-hawk's | “Come in, my dear,” said
| sadly. “No good ever came
rise and fall,
The drift of the fog in moonshine over
coast wall.

She saw the face of her mother,
song she sang,
And far off, faintly, slowly, the
rang!

the

she

for

i
:
vespers |

iris inthe jug? I am sure they smell
dreadful.”
¢
Murs. Jones wiped the tears which were

“Yes, my
By her bed the hard-ficed mistress Kat smoothing | | beginning to flow over her face.
poor child,” she said. ‘The spirit in that jug
the wrinkled sheet, Peering into the face so helpless and feeling the | is destroying your father, body and soul,—

ice-cold feet.

|

‘With a vague reniorse atoning for her greed
long abuse,

By care no longer heeded and pity’ too
use,
;

and
:

late

for ||
|

Up the stairs of the garret softly the son of the |
mistress stepped,
Leaned over the head-board, covering his face |
swith his hands, and wept.
|
Outspake the mother who watched him, sharply,

with brow a-frown,

er

“What! love you the papist, the
charge of the town

beggar,

the

*‘Be she papist or beggar, who lies here, I know
and God knows
I love her, and fain would go with her wherever
she goes!
“ O mother, that sweet face
love so a-thirst:

.

came

out, and

pleading,

“All

Just then Mr. Jones came in, bringing
the heavy jug. His. eyes were red and
fiery, and he walked with unsteady steps.
The little girl ran in terror towards the
door, crying, —** Please, papa, don’t bring
“it in. The spirits are breaking mamma's
heart, and they are killing you.”
‘¢ What do you mean, little idiot ?” he
said, striking the child a heavy

blow"

his hand. The mother caught her in hei

fled from the house.

with

arms

and

Mr. Jonés gota tum-

about the house, and when it grew still, they

“My son, come away,”
cried the mother,
voice eruel grown,
‘She is joined to her idols like Ephraim; let
alone |”
“

her
‘her

But he knelt with bis hand on her forehead, his
. lips to her ear,
:
And he called back the soul that was passing:

‘Marguerite, do you hear?”
ven; love,

pity, surprise,
‘Wistful, tender, lit up for an instant

the cloud of

_ her eyes.
‘With his heart on his lips he kissed her, but nev-

er her cheek grew red,
And the words the living long for
the earof the dead.
And the robins gg

;
he

in. the orchard

spake

where

in

buds

to blossoms gre
Of the folded handsBd the still face, ‘never
‘robins knew !

Tw

went in, and the poor wife got a pillow and
placed it under the head of her stupid husband, and Susie gazed at him with fear and
wonder.
¢ Mamma,” she said in a whisper, *¢ did
-the spirits make papa so cross? and have

they made him so sick now ?

The spirits in

¢he jug, mamma?”

She paused on the threshold

the

“ Yes, my poor.child,” replied the mother.

‘All

black jug.

this

comes

Woe tous!

from

that terrible

Oh, woe and ruin

to us, for the destroying spirit has entered
our house !” Then she coverad her face
and wept aloud:
“This is my spirit story, and it is Call true.

to-

*“ Now, Auntie,” cried Jolinnle, “.] know

That black jug had

key or rum in it.

That was the

whis-

spirit that

did the mischief.”

“ Yes, my dear, that was the Spirit; and
Shun

i you will fear it, and hate it, and
n it. Bridget tells you about bad fairies that could destroy you, or change you
into birds or beasts. This evil spirit, which

The Spirit in the Jug.»
BY

MRS.

V. G. RAMSEY,

Johnnie had been

studying

till his head ached, and the

Geography

very

* ends of

the earth” seemed tangled in his brain;
‘ohnnie was

a

resolute

boy,

and

but
aver

thought of giving up till he had completed
" his lesson. When the last question had
bet his book with a sigh
been learned,
of relief.

“ Oh dear
be said.
“It is awful hard
:
work to learnso many things.”
dear,”

“Yes, my

replied Aunt

Fannie.

¢ It is hard work, but hard Work makes us
“strong.”
©“ Does it ” said Tittle Blossom, coming
from the corner where she had been trying
to fit Dolly with a new dress. * Johnnie's
plenty strong 'nough now.
He can a'most
tear the house down; mamma says.”
Aunt Fannie laughed, as the little "one

clambered into her:lap, and with her arms
about her

neck. whispéred,—*¢ Don’t

let

and thanked Heaven for it.—Hans

Mr. Jones brought into

his

house

in the"

black jug, was not only killing him slowly, |
but it was changing him into something |
worse than a wild beast: He was once a
handsome man, with

bright eyes,
ion ; now he
ate red, and
beef that is

strong, elastic limbs,

and a clear, healthy
is weak and crooked,
his face looks like a
beginning to spoil.

not the worst change.

complexhis eyes
piece of
But this is

He was once a

good

neighbor, and a kind, affectionate husband
and father ; now, when the evil spirit is in
him, he is a terror anda curse

to

all

who

are near him. If he were changed into a
wolf or a bear, his poor wife could have
him put into a cage, and he would not hurt
her ; but now she does not know

to save herself and her poor

what to do

litle girl from

man

went

of

across

shoes,

v

story of his outward and inward

_in understanding the man who

“ Where is Duck?"

“Crack ! ” the pod
peas rolled

out

There they

lay

into

had

bright

the

A little

boy was clutching them, and said they were

|’ fine peas for his pea-shooter;
one in directly and shot it out.

and

“Willie ! Duck!

significant contribution to our popular literature,

THE DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH SYNONYMES,
prepared by Richard Soule,
Little, Brown & Co., Boston,

which writers and speakers will readily find room
and use,

Dumpling!”

she call-

which was

soft mold ;

filled up with

Literary Review,

the Highlanders, commonly

The phases of unbelief constantly change.

vj

Y

sight.

such

teachings,

have

effects; but,

in its sim-

whole,

these

overcome

are the

exceptions,

and

failure

rests with

himself,—

the theology of the Sgriptures.

12mo.

pp. 277.

called the

second

Boston:

A. K.

Sold
by E. J. Lane &

Co.

| ZERUB

THROOP'S

D. T. Whitney.

EXPERIMENT.

Same

Publisher,

By

&e.

Mrs, A.
16mo.

pp. 146,
Mr. Loring knows books and their readers, and
he understands
the art of bringing the two together.
Taking care that nothing goes abroad
with his endorsement whose moral character is
doubtful, it is still plain that he publishes books
with a' view of selling them and of creating a
market for more.
And his books do sell, gratify. and, on the whole, elevate.
These Jater issues of his are characteristic. George Macdonald
has now sucha reputation that almost anything
bearing his name as author, wil win a liberal
patronage.
The Portent exhibits and illustrates

position to quarrel with the claims of the gospel
and the doctrines of evangelical religion, presents
many phases; and each generation is compelled
their | to fight the good fight of faith with new Weapons
{ and on a fresh field. There are. two grounds on
with which the skeptics of the . present. age ‘object to
|

as compared

By George Macdonald.

Loring.

Our

One is the more

recent diftoveries in natural science; the other |
is the testimony drawn from the field of histori- ||
{ eal and literary criticism.
And so the Christian | | his literary genius and art, though it does no:
apologists of today have no choice but to accept | show him in his highest moods,
But, besides
the challenge as it is given, and meet the objec- | this, it gives us a very clear and striking view ot
tions where they are brought forward.
| some of the peculiar phases of Scottish character,
The gentlemen who have arranged for what are
and takes the reader on to that border land where
known as the “ Boston Lectures” have recog- || the natural and the supernatural meet and minnized the need of some fresh words to meet the |

arrive,”

recognizes,

therefore,

that

within ‘himself; and this
a restraint upon immoral

he

1s a power

knowledge puts
tendencies, and

prompts to habits of active industry and
prudent economy. Who that has been the
architect of his own fortune can not recall
the pride of the moment when he found
himself the possessor of the first thousand,
or the proprietor of the workshop, factory,
store, or office in which the foundation of
his wealth was laid? There may have been

just into a

moss and

happier

there he lay a prisoner indeed, but not forgotten by provident Nature.
“What is to happen will happen,” said

moments

carried with
fect

he.

them

satisfaction.

to rely upon

of his life, but none that

more genuine and perParents, teach

themselves.

your boys

Teach

them

to

stand alone in early life. Implant in them
a feeling of confidence in their own ability

. Within, in the little garret, liveda poor
went Dut in the day to clean
wood small, ‘and to do other
|

and their own powers, coupled with a feeling of ersonzl responsibility, which will
steadyth 61 when they incline to vacillate
or waver, and_inspire them with the spirit
of self-“dependence Which” Farely ever fails
to win a triumph.
top

secured a wide hearing and put many minds upon |

wholesome

of thought.

They

challenged | acter drawing is admirable, her

‘1 had only the two chil-

insight is pecu-

liarly keen, her felicity of expression is oftey
a
joyful surprise, her wit is wonderfully subtle,
|
her humor is genial as it is quiet, her pathos is
spontaneous and masterful and never smacking
of cant, her humanity as broad as life, and her

| religion alike sweet, serviceable and noble.

Few

treatment.
ly to scholars and to readérs of studious habits. { Dr. Plaice and the Comet. One lays down the litThey are meant
ous audience,
which ordinary
and less logic

for a larger and more promiscuThey have more obvious facts
men can apprehend and verify,
and metaphysics such as . only

trained thinkers can appreciate.
so to speak, independent and

Each lecture is,

complete in

itself;

and yet the orderof the topics is such that the
volume presents something like a contiruous line
of thought. The argumentis cumulative, and the

volume has a sort of unity in plan, character and
impression, while

preserving the variety,

fresh-

ness and interest which a number of independent

minds, each expressing itself in its own way,
cculd hardly fail to give.

The names of the lec-

turers are a pledge of ability.

Rev. Drs. Mead,

Tyler, Bacon, Cheever, Fisher, Hopkins, &c/, are
who

always

speak

to some

purpose, hd

their words which appear on these pages are
weighty and appropriate. The topi® chosen are.
- suggestive: The
eval Revelation; Moses;

Duck.

On

even
lure
who
have once begun it will be inclined to lay down
till the last leaf has been turned.
Mrs. Whitney's last volume is one of her very,
keenest and best, and that means
something
more than a mere formal compliment, Her char-

| finer things in their way have been doye than ber
| account of the lesson in astronomy, and hey indiThey are notaddressed so extensive- | rect treatment of gossip in the interview between

men

we

ways

the respect of the most skeptical thinke rs hy their
ability, fairness, skill and effect.
If they provoked surprise and awakened resentment, they
called out very few sneers.
This year another
course appears, having the same general aim,
dealing with very similar problems, lending their
support to the same system of evangelical belief.
But they are more popular in both topic and

tle volume at the end of the reading wishing it
were a big one,and hoping that the coming of the
next may not be delayed.
Mrs. Whitney writes
with a high moral aim, and preaches very sound
and effective sermons to those who W ould not
listen to the pulpit.
——

GUIDE BOOK FOR THE BALE RN COAST OF NEW
ENGLAND.
Concord, N
: E. C. Eastman
& Co., 1871. -16mo. pp. a.

This little volume is especially interesting to
tourists, who seek places for rest and recreation
along the New England coast, from Newport to
Mount Desert.
It sets forth, attractively, but

very

fairly,

the

numerous

places, cities, towns, and
which mark

the Atlantic

words for the lines of

beaches,

watering

places of public resort
shore,

and has a few

el and the points of in-

terest that are found in the interior. A large
fund of information has been drawn on in the
completion of this little work, legends are re-

Duck was one of Willie Graham's pet The Heroic Age of Israel; The Hebrew Theocnames. His father gave it to him because racy ; The Gospel of the Hebrew Prophets; Crit- hearsed, historical facts presented, the less obvihe was always dabbling in water. Plash icism confirmatory of the Gospels; Exclusive ous attractionsof the points described are brought
of them by taking her home to himself; went his little fat hand into . every pan. Traits of Christianity, &e.
forward and set in the sunshine, and the reThe volume is one of real value, and richly denow I should be glad to keep the other that and bucket of water within his reach.
sources on which the tourist is allowed to draw
serving careful study.
It will do nota little to
for satisfaction and enjoyment are enlarged and
wasleft me; but I suppose they are not to. After a rain, he would often elude watchful
retissure minds that have been made anxious by
remain separated, and my sick girl will go mamma, and slipping out doors, would ex- the assaults and the audacity of hostile critics, made more readily accessib!é'by this tle pocket
volume,
The accompanying maps help to make
to her sister in heaven.”
:
plore every puddle, making his dress apd furnishan answer to ‘many questions that are
But the sick girl remained where she apron dripping wet, and®gattering his face asked both by willful unbelief and a disturbed everything plain,
tm
was. She lay quiet and patient all day long and thin white hair with mud. Water was faith, and add to the reverent confidence which
ThE
TRON
HEAD;
or
an Old Soldier's Story of
to the ‘Bible as the inspired and blessed
while her ‘mother went to earn money out exceedingly delightful except when mam- turns
Charles XI1., King of Sweden. From the Gerof doors. It was spring, and early in the ma wanted to wash the dirty streaks from word of God. Mr. J, N. Denison, of Boston, is .man of Franz Hoffman. By M. A. Manderson,
Philadelphia: Lutheran Board of Publispending money wiselyin distributing the volmorning, just as the mother was about to his face ; and then kicks and screams did ume among those who are almost sure to profit |. cation, 1871. 16mo. pp. 239. «Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
go out to work, the sun shone mildly and not half express his dislike.
by its perusal, and the Congregational Publishing
KINGS.
Translated from the Gerpleasantly through the" little window. and
One day mamma took him to the village Society has honored itself in putting its imprint TaxmanTHREE
of Gustav Nieritz. By Rebecca H. Schivethrew its rays across the floor; and the sick store to buy him a pair of shoes. A red upon such g work as. this,
ly.. Same Publishers, eo, 16mo. pp. 228.
girl fixed her eyes on the lowesgspane in the pair, with blue bindings and strings, pleas‘THR LITTLE CLOISTER RUIN,
A narrative by
MOUNT WASHINGTON IN WINTER, published
William Redenbacher,
Translated from the
windo¥y.
ed his faney ; ang he coaxed for them with
German by Rev. J. Oswald, D. D. Same Pub“What may that green thing be that all the enticing baby Ways he could invent. by Chick & Andrews, Boston, . is a volume thit
lishers, &e. 16mo. pp. 130.
will
win
general
attention
and
reward
it.
The
looksin at the window ? It is moving in the
Mamma laughed, and called him a little Scientific Expedition that chose the summit of * ‘We haye heretofore called attention to the juwind.”. ©
Indian, and sid he would look * outland- Mount Washington as a winter home, that its venile works in course of publication by this
And the mother stepped to the window ish,” but finally bought them.
members might observe and report the various House, under the general title of *‘ The Fatherand half opened it. ‘“Oh!” said she, ‘on
“Now, Duck,” she said, putting them on phenomena that presented themselves va the land Series.” They are very largely reprints
my word, that isa little pea ‘which has tak- him at home, * you must not go in the wa- | highest point in New England, was a novelty in from the German, and most of them deal with
en root here, and is. putting out its little ter. Ifyou do, your pretty shoes will be its way, such as. drew the attention of the coun- portions of German “history, 01 get.forth phases of
character and life that have appedted in the heart
try. The partial reports made during the winter
leaves. How.ean it have got here into the ugly,—real ugly. Will you remember ?”
by telegraph whetted the public appetite and of Europe, They are both entertaining and incrack? Thatis
s little garden with which
Duck nodded his funny, almost bald head prepared
structive, distinguiphed by that minuteness of dethe way for this fuller account. The
you can aise yourself?
three times,
emphatically, and - going volume is very interesting. The story of the so- tail which marks this species of German lteradren, and it was not an easy thing to provide
for both; but the good God provided for one

And the sick gir! I's bed was moved near-

around

to

every

member

eof the

family

er to the window, so that sheieould always stuck out his feet, saying, ¢‘ Da, da !” which

his violence,”

see the growing pea be od the mother went

“ Oh,” said Johnnie, ‘I do believe this
is the worst spirit that ever was. But I'm

forth to her

« Mother, I ‘tink 1 hall get well,” said
the sick child in the evening. A] The sun

wis his language for look there.
Then he showed ‘‘ dammnia” how he
|

was

going to have his picture taken, standing

journ is pleasantly and vivaciously

told. ® There

is enough of detail to gratify the curious, make
the pictures vivid and give an air ‘of reality to the

whole, and yet there is not so ‘much as to be tedious or invite the charge of egotism. Tle phenomena described are often unique and striking.

Johnny study any more to make
him strong not afraid. I shall never drink whiskey or shone in upon me to-day delightfully warm. posits a chair, and placing his elbow upon The real value'to science of the work done “and
runf.”
» and resting his chubby cheek in his the facts collected will be variously estimated,
but tell us a story.”
The little pea is prospering famously, and I
but respecting the attractive quali ies of the book
;
;
* Oh yes, Auntie,” said Johnnie, ‘please | “ But this is a very sly spjrit, and it may |shall prosper too, and get up, and go out 44
which the several members of the party have
Aunt
Nell
caught
him
up
in
her
arms,
dedo. Tell us a story about
, or fairies. get into your mouth before you think of it.
unitedin making, there seems roony for only a
claring that “ he was the prettiest, sweetest
Bridget tells stories that makes a fellow 1t creeps into cider, and beer, - and wine, into the warm sunshine.”
opinion, The reading of the volume
God grant it!” said the mother, but baby that ever breathed ;” but he squirmed common
seems almost to send the mercury down the tube
feel queer all over, ‘most afraid to go to and it pretends to be very innocent, and
it would be so; but she away, despite remoustratices, and went to of the thermometer towards the bulb, and make
sleep; but I like’ them,”
you will find a great many people who will she did not believe
_ "Has Bridget been telling you stories pr tell you that it will do you good. If you ‘took care to prop with a little stick the green driving horses; and this was the way he one shiver amid the fierce and sultry . heat of
plant which bad given her daughter the | drove. He tied strings all over his little August, The mechanical excellences of the work
asked Aunt Fannie, with surprise.
are sick, they will persuade you that it will
u
of
life, so that it might chair, and shoved it across the kitchen and Bre every way sreifable.
4 Yes, ma'am,” replied little Blossom; make you well ; if you are cold, that it will
a
Sint,
A
\
wind
; she tied a piece porch. floors, shouting at the top of his
“she tells us about good little people that Warm you;. and if you are warm, that it will
and
to
thepTae
Laxps
OF
8corT.
BY
James
Fi
Hunnevoice, ‘Dit boo, dit boo, which was to be
dance in the fields when the moon shines, cool you, Many persons become drunkards
Boston: James R. Jegood &
1871,
ell.
atthe pea might interpreted as, ¢¢ Get up, horse I"
12mo. pp. 508. Sold by BE. J. Lane & Co.
and bad fairies that can go through key- who ‘begin with beer, cider and wine.
h
ich
‘it
could
twine,
Mr, Hunnewell has given us a volume that is
That chair underwent wonderful transholes, and change into wolves and bearsif They think they can not harm them, but |
di J shoot, up indeed formations during a day. It could be a, made up on a somewhat unique model. It is not
| this
this evil spirit
of alcohol is in them, and
they please. They are. dreadful wicked,
y every. day.
horse, a wagon, a train of cars, a house,a exactly a book of travels, a biography, an epitsnd they eat children up, or change them | when it gets into the brain, it makes them
ome of Scott's literary work, or a critique with
Really,
~ into cats or Birds sometimes.”
feel as if they must have more, and the |
barn, a dinner table, a piano, and a cradle: passages for illustration, It isa piece of literary
the
woman
one
day
;
and
now
she
bogan
to
for hisdoll-baby.
. * You must not listen to Bridget's sto- | more they drink, the more they wank and
mosaic into which all these" things are harmoni-

are found

J them in proportion as it becomes known? It will
help to accuracy and force of ex| pression, and especially deserves the attention of

|

and the moss clesed round him;

woman who
stoves, chop

merits

but she | prove a great

he may have the support and influence oi a They arrested the public attention and took a |
|
They were
parent to assist, still upon his own energies | stoug hold of the public )
the
strong
utterances
of
very
able
men,
and
they
and efforts will depend his success. He |
|

said the two next, *‘ but we shall roll on all
the samex?
Ard they certainly rolled and
tumbled down on the ground before they
got into the pea-shooter ; but they were put
in for all that. *¢ We shall go farthest,”
.
said they.
“What is to Pps will happen” said the
last, as he was shot forth out of the peashooter; and he flew up against the old
crack

Its chief

will find that a good work has been wrought,
the effects of which will be seen only when
the boy enters upon the grand struggle
| gle like sunshine and shadow at twilight.
which is to result in triumphant . victory or ‘| latest phases of skepticism, and have done a fit- | this account also it will be attractive and
ting and timely thing in providing for their ut- |
lamentable defeat. A boy thus taught feels terance. Last year a course of lectures was pro- || fascinating to many readersgand whet and
that he has a duty to perform,—that while vided for, delivered, published and circulated. | the éuriosity of more, It is abdok that few

“ Now I'm flying out into the wide world,

board under the garret window,

and published by
thotigh not enter-

ing & new department of study, is yet a work for

a

asked mamma.

not that he had ever answered,

Christian

|

his ruccess or

he put

catch me if you can!” and he was gone.
“I,” said the second, *‘ I shall fly straight
into the sun. That's a shell worth looking
at, and one that exactly suits me.” And.
away he went.
rs
* We'll go to sleep wherever we'

of the

man and his writings, or be used as an introduction to the thorough reading and careful study of
his works in detail. However considered, it is

‘* In mischief, you may be sure,” replied plicity, fullness, and such a natural and orderly
grandma ; “he always is when. all is] arrangement of its ample materials as makes
them eminently available for use. It-combines
quiet,”
all the excellences which ard found in its half
Aunt Nell started in search,
1 score of predecessors, and is likely to supplant
ed;

not the rule. The parent who thorough-:
ly impresses upon the mind of his boy the
idea that he will ‘be dependent upon his
own exertions,—that the responsibility of

sunshine.

in a child’s hand.

such

has become

either suffice as an exhibition

which may

than to give him So understand in ear- { literature that springs from doubt or from the dis-

pernicious

burst, and all the five
the

He has

life,

a wide-spread power in literature, and assists in
properly gstimating the character and, value of
his service in the world of letters, Itisa book

barn-

f

him

done his wdrk con amore and well, and given us
a book which abounds in information that noth.
ing savera wide observation and an extended and
critical study could gather, which yields real help

dirt, tar,

the

with

more clearly the qualities of Scott’s mind and the

ly life that his future success will not deper:d upon his own individual efforts. There |
are cases in which young men, who have |

““ What is to be will be,” said the biggest.

woman said.

more

what you mean.

He

reader

illustrating and giving emphasis to the work wf
the great romancer and poet, and of bringing out

yard, and peeped throdgh the bars, How
brightly the water sparkled in the brook!
Why-could he not’go there ? It would be so
nice! Nota thought about the gay new

into the sun, fell into the sink, and lay there

said !

the cellars, has done a million

in jugs,

times

and hdy seed.

takes his

man’s stories and poems, explains these lands
somewhat in detail, but always with a view of

barn, with its piles of hay, its bins of wheat,
and eggs,—why, there might be a hundred
of them, and nobody to get them. How the
little feet flew, and what adventures he had
when he got there, slipping into holes in
the hay nearly out of sight, and clambering
out again, almost tumbling into the wheat
bin, making the red rooster. run, and pelting the turkeys with grandpa's seed pota‘toes? Fortunately, the stock were all in
the fields; so he met with no accidents beyond tearing his dress upon nails, and. covering himself with & compound

He

in the dirty water for weeks and weeks, and hoped he would learn sometime,
She looked the house over, the wood- | young and inexperienced writers. Mr. Soule
swelled progdiously.
has heretofore proved his large and accurate achouse, the corn-crib,
and’ phe
barn, | quaintance with the English language, and his last
‘ How beautifully fat I'm - growing!”
but no Dick.
She beghnp to be frightened? | work will help to make him an authority in the
said the Pea. I shall burst at last; and I
don’t think any pea can do more than that. but as she was leaving the barn she heard | | department of philological study to which he has
a ripple of Jaughter, and
after looking i «devoted himself. The typography of this new
I'm the most remarkable of all the five that
+ around for several minutes, saw him in the | volume is something peculiarly beautiful and alwere in the shell.”
.
shallow brook, jumping up and down on most faultless, and the whole mechanical appearance of the boek is worthy of a House that allows
Afid the Sink said he was right.
the limestone bottom, laughing and shout- nothing of the slip-shod and slovenly to go abroad
But thie young girl at the garret window
ing in the greatest glee.
But alas! those | with its imprint. The work done in that quatstood there with gleaming eyes, with the
ter always interprets the word solidity.
new
shoes
'—Merry's
Museunt.
roseate bue of health on her cheeks, and
Tue PORTENT:
A Story of the inner vision of
folded her thin hands over the pea blossom,

also.

the world’s turning yellow,”

and which they keep in taverns and saloons,
in bottles on the shelves, or in barrels in

. This spirit that comes int¥ houses

gether.”

The family Cirtle.

and the rain

strong and industri ious too. "But she always"
remained poor; and at home in the garret
lay her half-grown only daughter, who was
very delicate and weak; for a whole year
she had kept her bed, and it seemed as if
she could neither live nor die.
“She is going to her little sister,” the

harm than all the ghosts and fairies put

—dtlantic Monthly.

husk,

ously wrought,

nothingto keep him from that wonderful

they, too, were eaten-up by pigeons, and
thus, at any rate, they were of some real
use; but the fourth who wanted to go up

shone with-

pods.
;
“Now we shall soon be opened!" they
it is breaking my heart with an untold sogsaid; and that is just what they were w aitrow and making beggars of us all.”
| ing for.
¢ O mamma,” cried Susie, - beginning to |
“I should like to know who of us will
ery, - “* put the cork in tight, and send it
get farthest!” said the smallest of the five.
away; don’t let it come into the house.”
““ Yes, now it will soon show itself.”

for

A

the

sun

While he was on the Pores he saw the
yard gate open a little way, Talk about
temptation ! © That big, hard gate open,—

they; and they hada right to say it.
|
Andersen.
2
Suddenly they felt a tug at the shell. |
|
| BOSTON LECTURES, 1871. Uhristianity and SkepThe shell was torn off, passed through hu- | ~
|
ticism; comprising a treatment of questions in
Hoe your own Row.
man hands, and glided down into the pock- |
{
Biblical Criticism. - Boston:
Congregational
24
Publishing Society.
1871, 12mo. pp. 4%.
et of a jacke!, in company with other full
There is no better way to ruin a young |

bler and filled it from the jug, sat down and
drank. At first his eyes glared like the
You saw but the town charge; I knew her God's
eyes of an angry wild beast, and he talked :
angel at first.”
to himself, sometimes laughing and hicShaking her gray head, the mistress hushed down
coughing, and sometimes muttering cursa bitter ery ;
After drinking several times, his . eyes
And, awed by the silence and shadow of death | es,
grew heavy, and he tumbled from his chair
.
drawing nigh,
to the floor, where he lay all in a heap,
She murmured a Psalm of the Bible, but closgr
breathing very heavily.
the young girl pressed,
Mrs. Jones and little Susie had watched
‘With the last of her life in her fingers, the cross |
to her breast.

warmed

to circumstances,

The

yellow, and the pod

|

heard

bell

gitting all in a row.

made it- clear and transparent; it was mild
and agreeable in the bright day and in the
.dark night, just as it should be, and the
peas as they sat there became bigger and
bigger, and more and more thoughtful, for
something the vy must do.
do this, her
“Are we to sit here everlastingly py
asked one. ‘I'm afraid we shall become
‘* papa’s . got
hard by long sitting. It seems to me there
a
must be something outside; I have a kind
the mother,
of inkling of it.”
of the spirits
And weeks went by. The: peas became

in that jug.”
Susie followed her mother into the Kkitch¢« Mamma,” she said, ‘“ are they bad
the | n

dark

it

commodated. themselves

\

SS

_

Pl

git

—

ture,and lacking the nervous energy of style, the _

dash

and frequent verbal extravagance

peculiar to more or Tess of American

the young.

that are

writers

for

Their galmness is a positive merit,and

the historical facts ind pictures which they supreproduce the actual life of other daysfh a
ply, re

way that $enders them worthy of careful

study.

These last additions to the Series are worthy of

their place. ‘The account of that notable chifracter
in history, Charles XII,is givenin a very unique
and familiar style, and it very fairly exhibits both
the man and his military career, and quietly but
skillfully brings out the lessons which his life has
to teach. The Three Kings takes us back to the
dawn of the ‘Christian era, 8¢ us Tace to face :
with the wild life and idolatrous rites of the an-

cient Germans, and sets forth he ways in which
the better faith supplanted the superstitions that
opposed it,
The Little Cloister Ruin

i a pleasant story of

the seventeenth century, having the paturglness,

the vivacity and tie pathos which are almost sure

to win their way to the hearts of young readers.

|- We heartily comménd the fssues of this House
to the attention of our readers. They are furnishing an element to our literature peculiar and
Yaluinle enough to merit rand,
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Most of our readers are . more or less familiar with the character of the Roman.
Emperor Nero, and with the persecution
graphic

description

of the . sufferings

A

to

which#the Christians were exposed by this
merciless despot would but) harrow the

feelings of the reader.

Demoniac ingenuity

‘was employed if inflicting the most revolt
ing and terrible torture, The victims were

so disguised, by being sewed up in the skins
of wild beasts, -or wrapped up in tarred

sheets to be set on fire as torches to illumine
the gardens of Nero, that they were deprived of all sympathy; and exposed only to

the derision of the

hratal ‘mob.

Tender

Christian maidens passed thrquigh ordeals
af exposure, sufferings and death, too

dreadful for us, in these modern days, even
to contemplate.
That
Divine
support
fvhich Christ promised his disciples in these
predicted hours of persecution, sustained
- them,
ono
One night Nero, dressed in woman's
clothes, was in one of the palaces of Rome;
surrounded by his

‘boon

companions,

male

and female, indulging
some orgies,
hen a

inthe most loath
great uproar was

heard

A

in the

streets.

messenger

was

sent to ascertain the cause.
He returned
with the Sppalling tidings that Galba, at
the head of an avenging army, was march-

:

“Comfort is a man’s besetting weakness,
A partiality for ease, quiet and. repose, is inherent in all of us, and we are not slow to

Plutarch—1I only know of this gentleman
by reputation, He is always spoken of in

see,

a common expression, but how many there

meng

“however loth

to

acknowledge,

any

of approximatingto so celestial an

end,

:

~~

:

Some women seem to have an afflatus of
eomfort, which, ‘like the fragrance of the
musk, instils itself into every particle of the
domestic atmosphere.
Happy . women!
Happier home!
The blissful gift they have
received they are ever ready to lavish; and
as the senseless clay assumes form, color,
beauty, almost: life itself from the artist's
hands, so, under their. management, the,
household is molded into ‘shape, order
springs from chaos, and thé wheels of home
aw,
A comforting

glance,

woman is disternible

at a

She is not -

:

S

were

surging

toward

the

pal-

ace,

The wretched
- was

infamous,

tyrant,
was

as “cowardly

struck

with

as he
dismay.

He sprang from the table so suddenly as to

overturn it, dashing

in fragments upon

the

the

most

costly vases

floor.

Beating his

he

eried out, *¢ I

forehead like a madman,

am ruined, I am ruined,” and called fora
cup of poison, Suicide was the common
resort, in those days, of the cowardly in
their hours® of wretchedness, . Nero took’
the poisoned cup, but dared not drink it.
He called fora dagger, and examined its
polished point, but had not sufficient nerve
to press that to his heart.
He then rushed
from the palace in his woman's gar), and
with his long

hair”

fluttering in

the wind.

Thus disguised, he almost flew through the
dark

and

narrow

streets,

intending

to

piunge into the Tiber.
Ashe reached the
bank, and gazed upon its gloomy waves,
again his courage failed.
Several of his companions

had

accom-

panied him. One of them suggested that
he should flee to a country-seat, about three
miles from Rome, and there conceal himself.

Insane

with

terror,

bareheaded,

in

his shameful garb, he covered his face with

mean, both vertically and horizontally,
Nor must she necessarily be in graceful
proportion or hideous outline. She is neither a Venus nor a Harpy. Must she bg
Joung or old? She way be either. We
1ave no Procrustean rule by which to measure the comforting ‘woman, But thgre is a
certain something which stamps her at once
as peculiar. Just as fair Cytherea in Virgil
is disclosed by her gait,

succeeded,

leaped

through a

upon

a’

thousand

horse,

perils,

and

in

gaining his retreat. Just before he reached
the villa, some alarm so frightened- him.
that he leaped from his horse, and plunged
into a thicket by the roadside.
hrough
briers and

thorns,

with

torn

clothes and

lacerated flesh, he reached the insecure asylum-he sought.
in the meantime the

Roman

senate had

hurriedly assembled., Emboldened by the
insurrection, and by the approach of Galba,
they passed a decree, declaring Nero to be
the enenty of his country, and dooming him
to

death,

more

-majorum,

to-ancient custom.

Some

companions brought him the

i. ¢.,

one

according

of Nero's

tidings in his

nized by the air of comfort she dispenses,
whether her form be fair or foul; or her
features

graceful or ugly.

Inher

the ordinary criteria by

case, all

which we judge

women are thrown to the winds. In fact,
were she surpassingly pretty, with the culture of a De Stael and the
ce of a Recamier, possessing ull the qualifications which
generally make women objects of love and
admiration,

definition

she would not come. under our

of a comforting

woman.

Her

other more dazzling qualities would eclipse
her

humble

virtue=-comfortableness:

and

men would-be entranced with her beauty,
wit, and grace, rarely constant qualities,
when it is comfort- alone which is undying,
like the sun, warming and regulating life.
Who has met a comforting woman and
was insensible to her presence ? If you are
sick, she does not alarm with gloomy prognostications, and stifle help by useless bustle and noise.

Her orders,

however

quiet,

soothes the

aching

brow, and medi-

cine from such a hand is doubly efficacious.
She calculates, to a wonderful nicety, the
sufferer’s wants, and supplies his food and
drink with a grace that is perfectly irresistible. Her sweet ee
off the hot
fever, and a kiss from her lips thrills the
whole frame with dreamy happiness. Her |
look of sympathy is a world of comfort; |
while

her

hand,

like a

fairy

wand,

Principal

oints, usually denominated

Five

’oints, He lived to a ripe old age ‘and
died,
J
Julius Ceesar—Son of old man Cesar,
He was born at Rome in his infancy, and
upon arriving at the state of manhood be-

came a Roman.

He was a fighter and a

and restored,

awake

refreshed,

all through

glorified,

power of the comforting woman !

Nor is it’in ®ickness only that the ecomforting
woman
displays herself. In the

broken hump of dark

left, she is in her proper sphere; and,
father

Neptune,

who

could

like

calm

the

have beef told so often.

re

called a brute,

dead,

h

and

stabbed

Mahomet—author of the Koran, an exciting

no rest, but beats

and tried to get 4 a broil in Greece, but
failed, Many of his early followers suffered great persecutions. Some of them were
burnt, at the stake. He had three temples
—one at Mecca and one on each side of his
head.
Abul
+
:
Guy Fawkes—A warm-hearted, impulsive

Englishman who believed the Parliament
too good for this earth, and devised an expeditious method of elevatifg the members

to a better sphere. He was’ interrupted in
his good intentions, but for which circumstanceshe would,

doubtless,

reat noise in the world,

have

made

a

Tle was executed

or his disinterested benevolence,

and

was

subsequently burnt in a place called Effigy.
Bonaparte I.—A harem-scarem sort of a
fellow, who occupied a position of considerable responsibility in the French nation.
The
impression went abroad that he was
ambitions, which damaged his reputation

materially. ~ He - gained the

respect and

admiration of the French natien because,
happily, he was not a Frenchman.
When

hooms in its clefts with a sound ef terror,

¢

/

up the broken sides, lifting strange,

complain

are called.
in the way

the seals—#he

hatefu

sea-lions as they

who

of ‘their motion.

their overgrown,

under-organized

hairy hides when

dry, and

are like a coarser

pitiless enough

buffalo

to human

creatures

often,

in

be. our better self or a later comer. But oh!
the bitterness of the failures! Mogal: Man-

talini’s: ¢‘ Life is a demnition grigf.”
They say that these seals hage beautiful eyes. I hope they have, por things.
In the tales of enchantment, it is

The

beautiful

of the

must

soul;

be

somne-

pra

:

reveal

seal-world is a very

ronged

the

prgph-

creatures

are so

fashionable

circle,

no

these things, for the

inane,

and

do

the

same

thing over and over with such idiotic persistency. They flounder up their rock to

Wednesday, Au

ot 40,17].

Any who may

will ‘open on

silege

pen

desire information, either by

way of

correspondenge i catalogue, will please ad

Hillsdale, Mieh., July 20, 1870,
PIKE
Pike,

8,

0" 4, 7rens,

SEMINARY,

Wyoming County,

N.Y.,

will open

A

at

fever,

Hampton,

aged

64

years,

85 years a;

She

reared

a

large

family

by

lle Will
be opened oon:
In

nection with it, in which will
be taught, by competent practical teachers, those branches which are
usual ¥ taught in such Colleges.
|
Aa For particulars see Circulars.
’
A
[]
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.
of Board.

WILTON SEMINARY,

term.

A Commercial department has

Spensq

in conn
with this institution and will com menee at the same date, Inst uction will be given
in music, instrumental and vocal.
“
Boarding and rooms for self-boarding, will be furnished at low rates. Moderate revi
vd
t.
Address,

Rev. O. E. BAKER.

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy will com -

Me.,

lie in the sun awhile and bark and

crest of some incoming
they eat and swim and

quarrel,

wave, and there
drift till they are

ELIZABETH, wife of Rev. M.

—

just to amuse

died

in

Calmly

enly rest, leaving our dear brother

alonéy

MRS. Lucy BusaERr died
Me., July 28, aged 33 years.

E. K.

ears, compared with
of a frog.”

the constant

WHITESTOWN

TU. TION

First class

PARTICULAR NOTICE! . Persons wishing obituaries published in the Moraing - Star,

who

do

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line;to insure an insertion,

‘Verses ateinadmissible.
:

MABEL, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. A. P. Tracy, died in Charlestown, Mass., Aug. 2d, -aged, 7
weeks.
.
Com.

JOSEPH A., youngest

child

of Dea.

Joseph

Richardson, died of scarlet fever, at Sutton,

aged about 14 years.

Joseph was

Vt.,

obedient

and

kind to his parents, a favorite with ‘his school
fellows, constant in his attendance at church
and Sunday school,and for several months previ-

ous to his death he daily sought the Lord in
rayer. Though his friends deeply feel - their

GEORGE

088, 1% they hope to meet
ones in heaven.
Su

Dea. LL. W. MoseLEY

him with otherloved
F. L. WiLey.

died in Rockdale, Pa.,

July 22d, of dropsy, aged 69 years and 5 months.
He was born inthe state of Connecticut,experienced religion when young and joined the C. Baptist
church.
A number of years since, he moved to
the above named place, where he buried his.
first wife. After marrying his second, they both
becoming dissatisfied with Close Communion,left
the C. B. church and joined the F, B. church of
Rockdale, of which he was ap pointed to the office of desncon, which he fai fully filled until
death. Bro. Moseley was always at-his postin
the covenant meeting,
prayer-meetings and we
might say all the meetings of the church,
until

health failed.

He suffered much for months

fore his death, being unable to lie down.

be-

He at{

tended the June term of the Q. M., held with the

‘Rockdale church, and there witnessed for God
for the last time in public.
Our brother was a
good counselordn the church and comunity,
We feel his déath is a great loss to the church.
In disposing of his property he willed one hundred
dollars to the church fo assist in building a
moeHing house.
He leaves a companion,
brothers and sisters, to mourn their loss. May God
sustain our sister in her affliction. Tis
funeral

re-

NORTHWOOD

pal, or
KE,

peaceful and cheerful death of this) sister

most harmonious close to her gentle’ and hi
Christian life. Cordially
acquiescing in the
of God concerning her, merging all Hs
a

gave

wnin-

35

$a
6.00
.00

Use of Instrument

for $3.00.

00

Wood

and lights extra.

Any

further

.

Instrumental

Princ

LASELL

FEMALE

SEMINARY,

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS,

School raised to full coll

grade ‘including

Greek.

Prices reduced one wr
nited with N.
Conservatory of Music, Music under direction of
Mr.
Eben Tourjee. Facilities for
#5
, and
painting, unsurpassed. Fall
SEPTEMBER 14th. For Catalogue address REV.CHAS, W. .

, RIDGEVILLE

6t24

COLLEGE.

ALL TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
weeks. Tuition,
$6.00; Incidentals, $1 00; Penmanship, $1.50 for twenty lessons; Instrumental Music,
with use of instrum
$11.00; Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs,
$2.00 or less; Rooms for selfboarding at resonable rates.
N. B. Special instructions during this term to students preparing for teaching.
WM. REED, Sec.
29
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

FAIR HAVEN SEMINARY,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
A Home School for young Ladies and Gentlemen,

where a paternal interest is taken

in each

and in teaching no

until

mastered.

subject

is

left

scholar,

thoroughl

The Seminary occupies’an elevated posi-

tion, commanding

a view of the city and harbor, and

the surrounding country. It has ample accommodations for boarding scholars, and an able corps of
teachers.

Fall

Term

O.

|.

PP.

2132

POND,

Sept.

commences

logues sent on application,

Cata-

4th,

Address

Principal, Fair Haven, Conn,

J

First Letter Foundry

in New

England.

COMMENCED IN 181%.

THE BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

|

ALWAYS

NOTED

FOR ITS

' HARD AND TOUGH

METAL,

And its large varieties ot

BOOK AND JOB TYPE
and lately for its~unrivaled

July 10, 1871.
:

NEWSPAPER

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.

THE FALL TERM of fhis Institution begins August
20, under the charge of C. A. Moores, A.B. Princi
pal, assisted by.
a full board of competent Teachers.
Complete courses of study for both sexes. Classes

Waterbury Center, Vt., August 2, 1871,

N

FACES,

“Electrotyping in all its Branches,
:

formed in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Painting
and Penmanship. Board in good fimilies, including

wood and lights, $3.00. ‘Suitable rooms oan be obtained for self-boarding. Address for circular, catalogue or further information, the Principal.

in-

formation furnished on pplication © H e Prmcipal.
WEAT, Sec,
N. Parsonsfleld, June 26, 1871.

mear

« THOMAS TUrrLE, M.D.) President,
Seow

weeks.

Common English
High English
L
ages
Music

school

one of the

8. TASKER,

Associate.

‘Terms Primar:

Penecilling and Penmanship, if desired.

Northwood, N. H.,
ul

|}

63 years. She became a follower of Christ
in early life and was admitted to membership in
our church during the pastorate of Rev. J. Emery. This relation she held till death. The

SEMENARY

Trustees aim to make this scheol
The
best.
for circulars or information, the
Address,

Remarks from John 11: na,

REBECCA, wife of Martin Blaisdell, died in
Tamworth,
of consumption,
July 17th, aged

The

school so

in Vocal and

Preceptress.

FERNALD,

CUSHING.

horough instruction will be given in all branches.

Classes will be formed

M.

M. K. MABREY, Principal.
i
who will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have -had experience in the Duy
ment assigned
them. A course of lectures of general interest “will
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on
:
my and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M. D.

Principal,
!

August 23, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks, under
continued charge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. B., Principal, assisted by other efficient Instructors.

Music,

KNOWLTON,

and continue eleven

pre

The FALL TERM of this Insttution will commence

26, 26, by the writer.

Ww, JOHNSON.

of the

Principal.

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
. The Fall term will commence on Tuesday, Aug. 22

the College and Theological School, affords advant?
ages of association with ‘students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, July 2, 1871.
:

was attended July 28d,
.

location

|

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
¥
MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Wiiting and Book-Keeping.
.
4
.
Length of Term, ten weeks.
Fall Term Commences August 24, 1871.
Winter Term commences
ovember 9,1871.
For further particulars, address G. B. Giles. Unity,
Me., during the Tnonth of July, and afterward, E. Eugene Wade, Pittsfield, Me.
C. A. FARRELL, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., June 27, 1871.

being sompouyd of bnly one ‘department, a thorough
ness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in English Grammar, Arithmetic.
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
pecial attention is given to reading,
declamaftion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
The

XEnstitatte.

See,

Miss $DDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

he!

seanhing, &c.

open

Board aj the Boardiag house and in good families.

students

sexes.

be

E. EUGENE WADE A. B., Prin, of. Normal Dep’t.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.

22.

open for both

ricultural

will

commencement

B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor,

‘Miss AROLINE

The special work of this school is to fit students for
and it is

and

each, which

of etudents at the

CENTRAL
INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.

Miss NELLIE

SUMMER TEBM begins Monday, April1, and closes
:
ity
Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.
\
L.G. JORDAN, A. B. Princjpal,with three AssistCoNege,

years

courses of study for both sexes.

MAINE

LATIN SCHOOL.

ants.

to add .a Scientific

two

Several

a Commercial Desuccessful.
It is

G. H. RICKER,

FALL TERM begins Monday, August 21st, and
closes Tuesday, November 28.
SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March

per term.

No. Scituate, R. I.. Aug. 10, 1857.

Terms moderatt.

NICHOLS

of

Be

plete departments.
’
¢
The Ladiés’ English and collegiate courses are specially recommended.
J

Whitestown,

.

to $6.50

Lapham

- Dec. 11

Send for circular.
J. 8. GARDINER,
N. Y., July 25, 1871...

$5.00

Tug FALL TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.

- March'27, 1872

facilities are furnished

and<tashing,

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
E.C. LEWIS,

paring for college, teaching, or business, in six com-

Brevity is'specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary,
2

-

from

for the admission
of the fall term.

3
-

Board, including room

now proposed

Course,

SEMINARY.

-

Miss Alice J. Libby,
Miss L. D. Moore,

years ago the Trustees introduced
partment, which has been very

Aug. 28

SPRING TERM,

Miss T. A, R, Dow,

Penmanship
$1.50.
Suitable rooms ean be obtained by those who wish
to board themselves.

Institution is as follows:

Obituaries.

and

W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,,
A. P. Shattuck,

pillow-coses and towels,

The calendar
of the 31st Academical year of this
FALL TERM,
WINTER TERM,

150
« 8,00
2,00

=

J. N. Rand, A. M.,

EXPENSES,

Academies. &c.

croaking

=
-

from $2.75 to #3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operotion,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find “convenient
opportunity.
Students will provide their own sheets,

“ And those grasshoppers,.they can’t go light shone constantly. In all the duties of life as
home without grinding and chirping; why wife, mother, neighbor and church-member,
she gave satisfaction. Hor truly useful life is
do thay do that?”
|
¢« Oh," they're so happy they can’t help worthy of imitation, and her death is a ‘sad loss
to the family, community and the Hollis church,
it,” said the mouse.
:
of which she was a on
member.
:
You find excuses for all; I believe you
‘
LP. SMITH.
don’t understand music, so you like the
hideous noises.”
“ Well, friend, to be honest with you,”
said the mouse, *‘1I don’t greatly admire
any of them; but they are a 1 sweet in my

4,60
00
H00

ei

Also a competent Music Teacher will be engaged before the term begins.

RHODA, wife of Ezra Fluent, died in’ Waterborough, Me., June 9th, aged 71
years and 9
months. ‘Sister Fluent was a Christian, whose

the mouse.

gu

H. M. Willward.

in No. Searsmont,
She was an amiable

flects honor upon her womanhood.

wf

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

nay,

earth in circumstances that, though painful,

ail

$400

The Fall Term begins Monday, August 21,
continues ten week.
A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal.

woman, greatly beloved but suddenly called from

ed a little field motse.
:
‘Presently we shall have the owls hooting; what is that for?”
“Tt'sthe music they like the best,” said

«

.

An excellent opportunity will be
given those desiringa complete course of music,” either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large
experience
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach
orough
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.
©
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.
.
EY
BOARD,
Good board may be obtained in rivate families at
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
rnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH.

not alone, for Christ is with him.

themselves,” answer-

-

.

Penmanship, {e lessons
le
Instrumental
Music (20 lessong)
: Use of Instrument, «
.

she bade adieu to earth, at the close of a faithful
Christian life. She was a ‘‘helpmeet” to. her
husband in his ministry, faithfully taking
care of
their home while he was absent preaching the
gospel.
The only son of our beloved brother
Ulmer, gave up his life to aid in putting down the
late rebellion; the only remaining daughter fell
asleep in Jesus about the_ same time; now the
devoted wife and mother has gone to her heav-

¢* What a noisy world this is!” croaked
an old frog, as he squatted on the ‘margin
of the .pool. “Do you: hear those geese,
how they scream and hiss? What do they
do it for?”
-#¢0h,

Ulmer,

Appleton, Me., June 27, aged 62 years.

A Hint to Grumblers.
iL

Asa Apamsdied in Laona, Ill., May 23, aged
47 years.
He was a native of Cambridge, N.
Y.;
came to [11. in 1845, was awakened under the labor of Elder Hiram Decker, joined the Laona
church at its organization in March,
1856, and
was an active member until death.
f1e was liberal with his means for the Supton ofthe gospel,

-

Common English,
Higher English,
Languages, sf.

KINDSMON HART died at West Rumney, N.
H.,
May 20, of cancer, aged 55 years.
He leaves
a wife and one brother, four sisters and. a father
90 years of age, and numerous other relatives to
mourn his death. Bro.Hart gave his heart to
God some 25 years ago, and was baptized and
joined the Kreewill
Baptist church at West
Campton, and lived for a while inthe enjoyment
of the Christian religion; but like many others,
he afterwards wandered from God and lost his
enjoyment.
In his last sickness he found peace
with God, we trust, and left a good evidence, the
comfort of his lonely widow and other friends,
that he had gone to rest with Jesus. —The funoral services were attended bythe writer,
.
S
F. MORISON.

chiireh tof which he was much attached. He leaves
a wife, three sons and one daughter to mourn
their loss. Sermon by Rev. Levi Davis, from
Psalms 12: 1.
D. I. R.

minded to try the rock once more—and that
is life day in and day out.
?
®

Christian,
and few have approgehéd nearer to a
erfeet life. He contributed of
his substance to
Beip every good cause and was not unmindful, in
this respect, of the heathen and poor freedmen
in his last sickness, His children have been bereaved of a kind and affectionate father; the
church has lost ogg of its pillars; and the community one of its best citizens. His faith in
Christ SuDHuted him to the last. May the Lord
raise up thousands who shall adorn the Christian
profession as well as he.
S. P.M.

Primary Course,

punctual in his attendance at the meetings of the

and when they are dry they lumber down
again to pitch heavily into the sea on the

perhaps no drawback, for it leaves the field
open for the absolute, pure invention of the

him

that

doubt, as they reckon

has sprung from a deep-lying need, has
shaped itself thus and no other way, and

given

eyes

and in the seals they no doubt

esy a bird of paradise existence in ti¥ next
sphere—or, better still, a human. It is
said,too,that they are wonderfully intelligent
and cunning ; but I hope they are not, because they must-all then find out at some
time how ugly they are, and bear a broken
heart thenceforth till death heals it. The

considered
as an erection, not a growth.
No street, no building, no statue in Berlin

because they had

COLLEGE.

in their

a deformity is the soul that fails to grow

——

Berlin

HILLSDALE

"The Fall Termof Hillsdale C

like a velvet ot-

teach us how repulsive, if we could but see
it, is an Pri
moral development, what

Berlin as a City.
and

died in New
more than

terof Marshall O. Spring, late of Montille,

but I never knew before how sardonic her
blackest mood can be. If she meant to

~4-

Unter den Linden

J. R.

and scream without encrgy, Even with
JOHN E., son of Prof. A. B. and Leanna 8.
their young, their care and tenderness Meservey, died in New Hampton, N. H., July
seems a dreadful travesty of a relation per- 6, aged one yeur.
E. H, PRESCOTT.
mitted only to higher orders. No living
Dra.
BeNJ.
Apams
died
Farmington,
creature ever made me so wholly miserable. April 2d, aged 69 years and 6 in months.
a.
as they did. They seem to have tried in so Adams bad long been a professed disciple ff
many ways to be a success and to have so Christ. Baptized by Rev. Elias Hutchins, he
utterly failed in all. It was sucha dread- united with the church in this town, of which he
ful éxhibition of arrested development. Tt remained a most worthy and valuable member
nearly half a century.
He possessed the
was such a heartless cruelty on the part of for
apostolic qualifications in
zh degree for the
Nature to put them in those bodies. She is office whichhe filled in the"church. He was a

creed they were intended to annihilate—a
false prophet.—The Fat Contributor,

>

W. was converted

'

whom she was much beloved, and who mourn
sincerely the 1oss of one of the kindest of- moths

bodies,

H. WILLARD, Troy, N.Y.

* This Taatitution, no Wilton, Muscatine Co, lows
commences
Term Tuesday,
t, b,
is
soon to be changed from a Seminary og College,
and additional teachers and facilities will be
ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next

bor to reward.

The

ih

died in Manchester, N. i., July 8, aged 24 years, - mence on Tuesday, August 20, and continue eleven
weeks under the following instructors :
Her remains werg brought to New Hampton,
where the funeral services and burial took place { AN.MARSTON, A.B, Principal.
M88. H. IL. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
ter in their shining fur when wet. They Among the friends of her husband. Her disease
Music.
.
.
fight without dignity, because they are so # was lingering consumption, which she bore with of Instrumental
Mis, E. J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
her deignoble in motion and attitude. They play great fortitude, frequently expressi
oh. T. A. STACY, heacher of Penmanship and
sire to recover her health that she e might enjoy
usie.,
without gamesomeness, because they
are the com anionship of ber dear friends. But she
Miss A.V, HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
such loutish blubber and bulk. They laugh mourned not when her Master called her to
TUITIONS.
without mirth, and moan without pathos, | cross over the. river to the evergreen shore.

They

ant lecturer, and had he lived in our day
would have turned his attention to humor,
author

m33

ing. They are like human, idiots in the ers.
matching of their’ little slanting heads to | EMMA J., wife of Orville C. Gordon and daugh-

years, resulting in numerous excursions by

of bloodshed.

A
a pro-cArA
a
4 education, he
hvgotion:
of a corps of more than 20 professcrs und teachers.
For circulars, w
to
:

membrance on her grave,

und joined the Meredith church, of which she
remained a worthy member till called from la-

Peter the Hermit—Pete was princifally all directions, it was not tlie less merciless
I suppose our
notorious for stirring up a little difficulty to the wretched example.
failures are always needed by the better:
between the Christians and the Mohammedans, which extended over a period of thirty man who 1s to profit by them, whether he

Crusades turned out like the

This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
of Over 50 yEars Of SUCCesErul Operation.
Evi
vided for a thorough
co
of

22, 1871. A Commercial

N. H., April 22, of Jug

clinging and wind-

FEMALE SEMINARY,"

their eminent charm.
A silent benedictio
beamed peacefully from her presence, Karly a
Christian,
she ever after adorned
her
profession

Sister

their short, wide, ugly, cartilag-

are like reptiles in their

but there was some of it in a<narrow comass, /
%

thereby saving a deal

sister presented
traits, which it

give a mournful satisfaction to dwell upon

Mrs, SALLY P. WARD

They are like huge mud-turfles

hd

\

a vindication

by a happy and faithful course. She will pftenest
re-appear, to those dearest to her, in the attitude
of an affectionate, loving disciple of Christ, a devoted wife and mother and, sister. She leaves a
husband and four children, with other relatives
and many friends, to shed the tear of grateful re-

Lying on the ledges of this rock, strugglin

asked if he thought he could govern France,
he replied ¢ Of Corsican.” The close of
his life was not as bright as jts beginning,

band's life!

'

and beats against it, and

ing awkwardness

ligious creed, with which he stuffed Turkey,

had them made
It may serve as a comfort tous in all our | thing to do? And his wife she valued more
which
calamities “and afflictions that he that loses up into a breast-pin,
‘saved her hysanything and gets wisdom by it, is a gainer than gold. , The pins had

by the loss.

him. in

and triumph-

It was

The character of our lamented
lovely and interesting

romance, which he wrote in the Mammoth inous paddles of legs are set on their big
Cave at Mecca. He was the author of a re- | bodies. They ave like cows in the lumber-

friends,

>

antly to her rest on high,

The sew gives it

wave, threatening each other in a horrible,
short, inarticulate, barking speech, bask and

hiding-place. Pallid and trembling, he in- raging sea by a look, she, by her very
quired: ** And what is death more major- presence, allays the fierce storm about her. artist, unshackled by a need to suit. himself
um?"
The appalling reply was: ¢ [tis A spoilt dinner, however vexatious, she ex- to surrounding conditions, whether of Nato be stripped naked, to have the head fast- cuses on the ground that it night be some- ture or Art. But his rules, though more
ened in the pillory, and to be scourged to “thing worse. . If her dress is adly ironed, symmetrical, more skillful perhaps, lie
much nearer the surface.
Therefore Berdeath.”
:
:
y she does not loudly condemn the awkward
The monster ‘who had amused himself in servant, but quietly admonishes her of her lin creeps to no place in the heart, fastens
witnessing the tortures of others recoiled fault, and instructs her as to its remedy. not its fingers on the imagination ; for one
with horror from this dreadful infliction. If her husband is out of temper with a burnt hears there no voice from the life of past
Seizing a dagger, he again endeavored to chop, she will herself broil another ; and, in ages, meets nothing crusted over with hunerve himself to plunge it into his heart. a few minutes, the crisp, juicy meat, an- man passion. Things found their places
A prick from its sharp point was all he noited with a sprig of parsley and radiant much like Wilhelmpstrasse—a principal
could summon
resolution to inflict. He with gravy, will amply satisfy her irate half, avenue intersecting the city, where all ‘the
threw the dagger aside, and groaned in and comfort will be his portion the rest of official people live, but a bog seventy years
ago—when Friedrich Wilhelm ILI. deterterror. He then strove to talk himself into the day.
a
mined to have a street there.
‘Build,
courage.
.
.40f course the comforting’ woman has les- build I” Ke said to all connected with the
“ Ought Nero,” said he, * to be afraid ? dar? virtues;
she
has tact, if ‘not talent.
Shall the Emperor be a coward? - No.
Let Idleness:is her abomination, for she is ever government, and they did though the Iar was hard and the piles had tp be driven
me die courageously.”
active,
though never meddlesome. She is deep. Carp were sometime¥ caught in
Again he grasped the dagger, anxiously fond of talk, not of gossip. She detests scan;
examined its keen edge, and again he threw dal, for she likes to think well of everybody.’ digging foundations.
e sympathetic aid of Mother Nature is
it aside, with a groan of despair,
and always looks on the bright side of entirely lacking—in no eity more. glaringJust then the clatter of horsemen was things. She is sympathizing,
but never inParis, to be sure, lies in a monotonous
heard, and a party of dragoons was seen qusitive. Unselfish, she never prates of her
plain,
but the Seine flashes a stream of
approaching.
His retreat was discovered, self-sacrifices. Her capping
virtue is her sparkles through it—in spring the pink
and in a few moments Nerq would be hel
good nature. Iu this she is a8 impregnable horse-chestnuts flushing its banks—while
less in the hands of his enemies. Then as a Gibraltar. Her common sense, too, is
the sluggish, leaden Spree only serves as
there woyld be no possible escape from the well developed. .These qualities, sprinkled
ignominious and agonizing death. In the witha good fund of humor, will fairly il- an excuse for bridges and” as "a canal to
delirium of despair, he ordered a freedman lustrate the character of your comforting bring produce into the city.
Considered as a voluntary human work,
to hold a sharp sword, so that he might |woman,
:
:
flower of human faculties and endeavthrow himself violently againstit. “He thus "The comforfing woman is not all sur- asor, a this
is the most brilliantly successful
succeeded in severing the jugular vein, and shine. She, too, has her little gusts of pashis life-blood spoutéd forth. As he sank’ up- sion—her little tempests of petulance. But city ir Europe, not excepting even Paris.—
on the ground, the soldiers came up.: He the sun is always shining in her storms, Lippincotl's Magazine.
looked at them with a malignant scowl, and
which, in truth, are necessary to a proper’
saying, *‘ You're too late,” died.
:
appreciation of her character; for, were the
Thus perished this monster of depravity. aspect of nature
The Value of Work.
perpetually fair, the grass
It'is said that this event took place on the for8ver greén, and ghe sky forever blue, we | 3
——e
19th of June, A. D. 68.
Mans Christians would become not only insensible to the
There is 8 Polish lady, the Countess .of
at the time supposed Nero to be the Anti- beauty of creation, but also weary of. fits K——, living in Paris. , She wears a very
Christ: The wretch had reigned thirteen dull monotony.
So, too, the clouds which singular brooch or breast-pin. Encircled by
years, and died in the thirty-second yéar of pow, and then ‘darken the comforting twenty precious stones, on the
ground of a
his age.
In view of his career, the onl
woman bring out, in clearer relief, her true dark blue stone, and covered by glass in
solution upon which the mind can repose is character, warning the unwary that there is front, is—what do you supppose? A por. found in the
declaration of Seripture, a limit even to her good nature, and estab- trait? No. A lock of Btn
No. What
¢ After death cometh the judgment.”
lishing, as it were, a firmer alliance hetween | then? Just four common pins, bent toThese events occurred eighteen hundred us, since we are both sensible of each gether like a star I" Why does she wear
years ago, During the lodg and weary other's short comings.
h such a singular thing as this? Her bhus!
centuries which have since elapsed, what a
The genus woman has already been. dif- band, a Polish nobleman, was put in prisspectacle has this world almost constantly ferentiated into numerous, species. Among on, because he was thought to be a secret
presented to the eye of God ? The billows these, the comforting won has certainly enemy of the government. He was put
of war have with searcely any intermission
a strong presumptive claim to pre-emi- into a dark, deep dungeon far down under
surged over the nations, consigning count- nence. Your pretty woman may be as the ground. Hehad no light. He could
less millions to bloody graves.
Pestilence sleek as the: dove and as soft as the dew; not tell when it was day, or when it was
and famine have ever followed in the train but the serpent is equally sleek and soft and
night. He had no one to speak to; for ne
of armies, ereating an ameunt of misery the faces of both are similarly fascinating one was allowed to go near him, but the
which no human arithmetic can guage. and alluring. Your charming woman, in keeper of the prison. [And he was not alSlavery, i ntemperance, domestic. discord; the spring-time of life, when beauty and lowed to speak to him. “le had nothing to
ungovernable passions,
the tyranny of kings, wit contrive to bathe her in prismatic col- do. - Days, and weeks and months Jrssed,
the oppression of the rich and powerful,and ors, is certainly not to be slighted. But as and he was still in his dungeon, He was
the countless forms in which man has age draws on, her stock in trade withers ;
brought to trial. Poor man! how
trampled upon his feebler brother man, the toothless crone is hardly charming. not
miserable he was! He thought he bogh.
have made thisayorld indeed a vale of tears. But the comforting woman holds a life-long lose his mind. He felt his reason be
0
The student of history is appalled in view of sway, spanned by birth and death alone.
to give way. Oh, if he only ha
~« the woes which, during century after century, Age hightens, not dims her power, for that ning
something to do!
man has visited upon his fellow-man.
For increases with years.
No quality so illamover his coat one day, he. found
all this.there is and there can be no remedy ines the aged woman as the feeling of com- fourFeeling
pins. © And he wept for joy. But you
but.in the: religion of Jesus. Here is the fort her face reflects, when.we see prattling
pins! -And what use were they?
fol
say,
panacea . for nearly every earthly woe. grandchildren on her knees, pulling her
just took them from his goat, and
he
Why,
Here, and here only, is there hope for the now white locks out of all propriety, while
on the floor of his dungeon,
them
threw
world,—Christéan Weekly.
the whole household throngs to her side to And thenhe got down on his’ hands and
pour into sympathizifig ears its pains and knees, and’ felt all over the floor till he
Perseverance.
pleasures.
found them. And as fast as he found them
~The true woman must posséss the magic he threw them on the floor again. And
‘of comfortableness, otherwise
her sway dies toulg you have gone into his dungeon, you
at her door by a charitable néighbor. A very with her beauty. To realize the aspirations would have found him on his hands and
of her own nature as well as to perform
groping in the darkness for his four
aright the sacred duties of mother, wife, sis- Knees It was: all ‘his work. And when,
pins!
ter, daughter, she must dispense comfort,
six years’ imprisonment, he was
after
and thus prove, in the poet's words,—
brought out and allowed to go home, they
found him grqping in the dark for his pins.
HA perfect woman, nobly plann’d
And he would not go out without taking
To wari, to comfort and command.”.
«Jewish Messenger.
his four pins with him. They were his best
DE

calmly

of the power of religion which the friends

rock, ‘with a smaller

had eaten for breakfast, nd
he replied,
“Etta Brute!” His friend became en-

eggs he

TROY

to departed worth, but proper
as wide as that sloop's fun, but I am’ prou Iia8 a justavilltribute
not permit, Gentleness blended with
of not knowing its cubic contents, because I dignity, mildnéss with firmness added to others

attracted to itself such and such ador nment
WN
and turmoil of home-life,in the skill- by reason of a spiritual law, with a fine
ful discipline of the thousand and one dis- | over-riding and appropriating of all inconcordant elements at her right hand and her gruities and uglinesses. - Yet this Iack is
old

had not given, she ascended

"New York Tribune, describing her first

heads and flabby chests above the water, to
flounder out on the shoulder of the rising

will’

the wondrous

and the anticipated gladness of meeting

His friend Brutus

one maruing asketl him how many

calm the wildest paroxysms, and dismiss |
one to balmy sleep and
pleasing dreams, |
whence he will

4

—

Mrs. Calhoun;
ih a recent letter to the

aré imperative ; her movements, seemingly | land and water, under the fascinating title
unconcerned, are cautious. Her gentle of the Crusades. The Hermit was an itinertouch

al

‘terests and hopes in the love of her Saviour,

hump or two reaching out like prongs, Tt many
means five, and he was the protector of five looks as high as a, sloop’s must, joi thrice: would

=

e

a handkerchief,

makes honorable mention’of hit" as the
** Warden of the Cinque Ports.”
(finque

Cesar quite

for she is neither tall nor short, stout nor
thin; but her form
partakes of the golden

7

thus eloquently stood beside her dging bed will never cease
most gratefully to remiember, The: sweet energives the seal a piece of hér mind: *
gy of
vine love beamed forthin the midst of
were of him 1 am not prepared to say,
.
physical
and the presence of Christ,
"General Duké of Wellin
n—An officer | A hundred yards out to sea rises, boldly who had wedkness,
to take her to himself, shed sa~
of the British
army
Mr, Longfellow and alone, a broad, jagged, slippery, credness, come
calmness, and sablimity on the scene.

raged at being

* A daughter of the gods Mivinely tall3»

LSS

¢ Plutarch’s Lives" is view of the Pacific Ocean,

aa smoothly, noiselessly, ‘and without a warrior of some note.

ing rapidly upon Rome; that insurrection
“ And showed the goddess us she stepped;
had broken out in the streets, and that a
countless mob, breathing threatening and | $0, too, your comforting woman is recogslaughter,

—

Trl
@ ———

the plural number,

A

Seals,”

Biography Boiled Down.

Comforting Women.

The Death of Nero.

the Christians suffered under his reign.
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N ews Summary.

|

The fecundity of the oyster is remarkable ; one,

| is believed to breed a million,

Bul ny Dist

3
MISCELLANEOUS,
| “Greenwood, Me., his a very large cave, in
Since the Staten Island Ferry boat explosion
| which is a constant supply of ice, tournyline,
|
compathe
of
one
anothér
Butter Soom.
fro) Devonthie Groans
in New York harbor,
| and other mineral curiosities. ny’s boats has been examined and condemned.
She
f—
.
Mr.
Harvey
of
Washington
says
that
he
recent- Over 100 deaths have already resulted from the
There
is
a
custom
of
scalding
cream
prevailing
ly saw an old ship anchor raised, which had two
explosion.
in Devonshire, England, which is worthy of a
bushels
and
a
half
of
fine
oysters
attached
to
it.
The hot ‘weather has caused a great increase
‘wider extension, The product, * clouted” cream,
in‘the number of drowning accidents .and sui® | ~The old whipping-post of Huntington, L. ) pi also called * Devonshire ” cream, is exceedingly
"which
was
used
before
the
Revolution,
and
at
cides,
which many Americans were tied while being rich, thick and‘palatable, and i8 accounted a lux$74,
ury wherever obtainable, The process is the
The 14,000 Chinese in San Francisco own
whipped during the gvar of independence for following: The milk is allowed to stand in the
000 in real estate and $1,188,000 in personal prop- their
rébel sentiments, has been cut down. The
datry, which must be too cool to allow 1t to sour,
erty.
post was situated near the First Presbyteridn
The republicans will have about twenty mem- church, and was an old locust tree, cut off about from twelve to twenty-four hours,~that is, the
legislamilk of one-day is attended to on the follow ink
bers in the lower house of the Kentucky
x eight feet from the ground and trimmed up.
sy.
40,000.

' ture, and Leslie’s majority iw

A'band of 250 armed

out of jail

* Oysters sometimes form beds which risé to the
surface, obstruct navigation, and cliange tidal
currents,
Three or four layess are found on the

took two “Hegroes’

men

hanged

at Frankfort, Ky., and

them,

Bills amounting to $19,008 for refreshments
furnished - the troops in New York on the 12th
of July were presented at the supervisor's last
week,
Mr.
doubt . concerning
and
suspense
The

stranded on ‘them.
The “oyster bars” of the Pctomac cause ripples where there is water 20 feet

deep within a hundred yards,

The State of” Michigan contains five “thousand
of his ap- | one hundred and eleven inland lakes,covering an

Charles Francis Adams’s acceptance
pointment af arbitrator has been satisfactorily

area of eleven hundred and fourteen miles, besides a water front on the great'lakes of more
than eighteen hundred miles.

removed by his acceptance.

The army in Texas is going on a war of extermination ‘this week against the Camanches and
s ‘Wachitas,

’

The discovery of an ancient outlet to Lake Superior is mentioned by Professor Winchell, the
director. of the State zeolozical survey of Michigan, in his last report.
Itis a deep valley, bordered with high bluffs, and runs from Lake Su-

There are 40,000 pensioners of the war of 1812,

who will draw from

the

four millions

Treasury

a year.

perior to Green Bay, in Lake Michigan, stizgest-

The national labor convention to nominate a
candidate for President will be held at Columbus, Ohio, on the third Wednesday of January.

ing the practicability’ of

a

ship

canal

along the

same route, with a view to shortening the voyage between the ports of the two lakes.

By a willul obstruction of the Houston and |
Great Northern Railroad near Houston, Texas,

A new game called the **dot” game, has been
introduced, and is said to afford considerable
amusement.
Each player must be provided
with pencil and paper.
Let one of the porty

the prevident and civil engineer of the company
were killed and the superintendent and chief

engincer sei iously injured.

;

read aloud—distinctly

undisturbed

Maine ‘Central Y. M.

It is set in tin pans about sevén inch-

es deep; these have

a good

handle at each side

as a help to careful moving.

Most of the cream

and

in gently boiling water, -'T'he heat must be kept
up until the milk
cream thoroughly

becomes very ‘hot, and the
* crinkled” or clotted. The

pan should be removed carefully to a cool place,
and allowed to} stand undisturbed for twentyfour hours. The. cream may then be removed,
and, either fresh or salted, it is an excelient substitute for, and many think a great improvement
upon, butter, It is especially
important
that

The Tribune has

began a war on

chan, the Tammany. health

officer of New

Yoik

city.

Opium

has

been

very

suleessfully

Produeed

at several places in Tennesdsce.
Last winter's ciop of ice in New England was
superabundant.
Over 300,000 tons are reporicd
to be stored on the banks of the Keénnebee river
alone.

Of the large numbers of rebel flags captured by
the Union armies
heen collected in
War Department
are State flags.
The case of Dr.

River Railroad
.ries

received

during the late war, 542 have
a sort of ‘ museum” at the
at Wash*ngton. 9 these, 386
Breck

against the Connoeticut

for damages on account of injuin

an

accident in June, 1870,

has

been on trial at Sprinzfield, resultin; in a verlict

for the plaintiff of $100,20.

The defense souzht

quickly dug out.
Tt was quite h.t, and broken,
however, and could only be removed in jiéces.
Its color was grey, cxcept the outside, which
was black, and showed plainly the effect of melt
ing heat. i

A

correspondent,

who

rece fly

traveled

through that region, says that'the Colorado )lesert has evidently been, in some remote age, the
bed of a vast inland sea, the ancient w:ter-mark

being yet visible on the sides of the hounlary
mountains, with the hieroglyphics left there by

waingy his case, though he brought suit fof $40-

the Indians ages ago. . A terrible eaj.hquake reft
its barriers and ‘lischarged its waters into the
Gulf of California, at the same time -permeating
the soil with alkali, which impregnates the little

000.

water that ean be obtained,

to prove thai the Doctor had suffered more from
interaperanee

“Union

A

than

from

any

League of United

accident,

he

Sons of Ameri-

: is said to be fofming in Cincinnati,
pose Romanism in all its forms.
The majority against the

but

convention in

te opNorth

Carolina is 13,000, and the republican gain is very
large.
Mrs. Vallandigham,widow of the late Clement

L. Vallandighan, died in Cumberland Maryland.

Mauch alarmis felt in New York cobeerning
the

cholera since

its appearance in Germany,

and the leading papers speakof the pestilenceas
only two weeks from our shores.

- General Hancock thinks that the Santee, Yankton and ofher Sioux Indians in Montana
are determined fo make trouble, and recommends feeding them at any rate until spring, as there
is not
s suflicient force in that Territory
to cope with
them. Genefal Sheridan concurs in this opinfon. The campaign against the Apaches promises well.
The Alleghany City council broke up the othSF Wight In
Fought
sumbie SAN’.

and in some places
Surprise has

even. saturates
the vegetables.
been experienced by travelers on
brilliant whiteness of the teeth of
of all ages and sexes.
This i due

n
ti
to

much

cleaner,~that

is, there

is

much

i

less milk taken, which enables it to give up its
butter with remarkable ease. Indeed, it is only

as large under a good

almost

entirely with

do ag many handy
ean with his, but

fail
to get good

annoyance in a small

the labor of chern-

the

he

scalded;

point

and

to

which

practice

the

milk

to settle the question

talk with

an

English

lady

have

who has

Warren

sf.,

of Singing, compiled

a kitten,

and his poison as

strong in proportion,

a bite from him would kill us.

says the knack of the thing is easily learned by
a careful person; but that it should¢not be left

The Iowa Style.

There

are

few plants the

secds of which will

not grow in the second year after maturity, it
kept in a cool place, neither too dry nor too
damp. The seeds of most of the grains and
grasses will keep their vitality for very many
years. Instances have occurred of wheat having

been

grown

from

buried 2,000 years.

Parsnip and onion
on to grow the year

seed

supposed
to have been

seed can only be depended
after
it matures.

Deans are

safe only for two years, as also are carrot, egg

boilers, then the milk is strained immediately in-

plant,

and

several

of the

Rolls,

pot

herbs.

lected

in the United

“The

census of Great Britain

shows that out of

about 81,690,000 pedple, only 30,000 are landholders.
Extensive experiments with slooms amines for
common roads are now being prosecuted near

Paris.

.

¢

d

0

|

The presents sent to the Pope, on the occasioh
of his 26th anniversary, are reported to amount
toover $5,000,000, of which sum $260,000 was
from one Ameriean.
The census of Japan, recently taken, gives that

one-half of the money paid for it; and a

te

h lines have had a model of a galvan-

ized iron pole

subtiitted

to them

Which come

lands for rdftlemcat already exeeods the ability of
the Government, to compleio the surveys. This

ty-four hours.

bines
$he useful and ornamental.
The new invention
is designed more especially for country
lings, but has so many

advantages

wooden pole that managers of the leading city

immense Sinking Fund will undoubtedly cancel

Texas.

over fhe old

re-

| es,

|

fp

the principal of the Company’s bonded debt before if, falls duc,
Holders of U, 8. Five-Twenties, who wish to

,

Tjudge that half the"soil of Texas is this day
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one and- a

Jeg

fomth, by ¢ collangging them for

Novibern ici

fie 7, 30's. :
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aries, No ght ing-re
are requived with
mote "eligi bly located. to-day than the] cd ia oxchane, frce of ex rss chuiges, at flee
a haneuiior of Germany, has de- |,the irom pe
new poles. have been and ogo
put up in:
felphia and tested by an electri~ best wis twenty years ago.’ Hailfoads are bring- I shest coerce pries. Fal information, mans,
to every man’s door.
cian, who says that they always ‘imsure a perfect ing markets and coniforts
pamplilois, ete., will be furnished on epplicy joi
Bir Alexander James current, aid strongly ré commends them for both Milk sells for one. dollar per gallon in the city ;
to any agent for ihe*LOAN,_or to JAY Cookr &
" im Lord Chief Justiceof
there
is
not
a
quart'of”
it
to
every
thousand
cows
city and ecoumtryslines.
In Prussia and of her
inted arbitra| partsof Europe iron telegriph poles are used ex- throughout the State; and. you whiten your tea Co., New Yoik, Phils idelphigy or Washington,
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lines have decidedto use it. The new pole is
in market at prices ranging from fifty cents to
constructed so that it can be packed, section
two dollars per acre, and that one dollar per
within section, telescope-fashion, and can he
shipped to distant points, with great facility, and acre in cash’would buy the greater portion of it.
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price.
great deal ofit never finds its way to the table
The proceeds of all salesof lands ave reqoiced
as butter, butis manufactured into articles that
require grease. The making of good butter is 8 to be devated to the repurchase and eaneellaiion
consummate art, and most earnestly do we wish of the First Morigzge Bonds of the Company.
that our farmers’ wives and daughters, would The Land Graut ¢f the Load exceeds Fiiy Mil
all they need for safety and comfort is a weg
perfect themselves therein. No wonder that the
handkerchief fn the crown of the hat.”
lion Acres in the most
fo wile pore vion of the
town lady expressed her astonishment - when
directors of some of the principal railroad informed that butter could be kept sweet twen- Northwest, and the demand for the Company’s

| Moss, Lost 15 00 #18 00

Hal 8» @'8 00 Hogs, dressed. ..6

Shelled ......

ETNA

The elections for councils general in France decomposing, and. keeps it: ‘pure and sweet. Jt.
wiil take place early in September. The tax bill | will even preserve the water from growing unis under discussion in the Assembly. The party wholesome and offensive on long sea voyages.
of the right demands that Thiers’s term of office People are constantly rushing about in the hot
sun complaining of headaches and giddiness,when
. be prolongetl only two years.
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sweet crocks, made so by thorBy H.
R. PALMER,
him and them as their pastor and dear friend— to well—cleansed
lettuce, spinach, parsley and asparagus are good
talented and sing Compo. er and Conductor, Author
27th April, 1868.” It was the wish of President ough scalding aud rinsing with lime water. The for three years. Celery, cabbage, caulifi wer The
of the ** Soug (aeea: ’ * Normal Colicetions. &e. &c.
in a cool, clean, dry cellar in sumKY SG cons is oschunded Bud nincly-iua
Lincoln that, on the death of Dr. Smith the staff milk is kept
and turnip seeds may be tolerably relied on for sa
Les a. Sime
08 dae LATE
han in popuiar
mer;
a
warm
room
in
winter.
The
skimming
is
should go to Mr. Bright and, in accordance with
four years after maturity.
Beet, mangels, toma- though it: JBI
LY PAGESLARGER than
cea,” li is sold at the some
aos
that desire, the following is mseiied in Dr. done in warm weather as soon as the milk be- to, squash, pumpkin, cucumber and melon are predecessor, Lie “bo.
“rice, §9,50 per doz RA : 8 agle, Bouad only in
Smith’s will : “1 give, devise and bequeath unto comes souf, not curdled,~in the winter never al- good for fiveor ten years, and the four last,
ee omits of the * So
»
by the
Jonn Bright, esq.; memberof the Brii'sh house lowed to stynd more than twenty-four hours,~the which are bi-cexual, generally produce the larg. fae.
tthattt vd
vd an
a
Ex SEVENTYcream erock covered with a fine sieve,and‘y/cloth est proportion of female blossoms, and, conseof
commons,
and
to
his
heirs,
the
gold-mounted
‘ FOREIGN.
staff or cane which belonged to the deceased lightly thrown over, never covered closely. The quently, fruit, when grown from seed that iq
Mr, Pal
the Cuban general, has been execut- “President Lincoln of the United States, and pre- churning is done everyday, slowly and carefully,
Pp:
and the SONGBEE
ai
been kept from three to six years.
EEL
py
ed at Santiago de Cuba.
sented to me by the déceased’s widow and family that the butter may ‘ come” in minute solid
Slasses,
Urcrivomm
end
2h
You
Anmciations.
os.
A aisha daa hsichs and his "old wounds 8s a mark of the President’s respeet, which staff grains; still more carefully gathered and washFvery farmer shoald have a compost heap.
<5 Bncelmen luges sett [ct on applica
ed
until
freefrom
every
trace
of
buttermilk,—
is to be kept and used as an heirloom in the famCollect every kind of fer.lizer, and to prevent
67 Washington Street, Chicago, m.
General Lallemand reports a brillant victory ily of the said John Bright, as a token of the es- salted by weight, one ounce of salt to a pound any from liberating
the gases, keep the whole
over the Algerine iusurgents.
teem which the late President felt for him; be- of butter. After standing five or six hours it is covered with earth and muck.
Quebecis cast down again atthe receipt of cause of his unwearied zeal and defense of the again worked carefully, pressing out the moistorders for the withdrawal
of the British troops.
United States in suppressing the civil rebellion of ure until nearly dry. If to be made in rolls, it
Hnvestment Sechurities.
The Prussians are evacuating Troyes; and will the Southern States.
_AS IMPROVED IN
is done and stamped with a péculiar brand, each
vi
soon be out of France except Champagn and the
JAY COOKE & Co. are now selling and recomroll wrapped in a clean cloth, wet with weak
1=71,
The
N.
Y.
Tribune
siys
dt
“a
little
very
simFrench portions of Alsace and Lorraine.
brine. 'If
to be packed im jars for present use, mend as a preltarle gud exe imvesimont fir alk
ple knowledge would go to great way in warm
£XC
ELS
ALL
OTHERS
The reported discovery of some valuable new
it is kept cool and solid, and taken to town be- ¢'roscy, the Foro Mesivage 750 Geld Bonds of
weather.
Here are a Digty of amateur sportsgold
fields
in the South Pacific has caused much
94 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON, MASS, |
fore the heat of the day spoils its fine appearmen coming home in ‘disgust.on’
account of
H. 8. WILLIAMS, General Agent
excitement in London.
ance. If packed for winter, when the jars are the Noviliein Pacific Railroad Company. They
The court-martial for the trial of the commun- moskitoes, and thousands of stay-at-homes who filled to within one ineh of’ the top,a pwce of havo 20 years io run, bere Saven and Yn ce- A AGRNTS WANTED. TERMS LIBERAL.
1m
—nte...
ist prisoners opened Monday, the 7th. The anti- find life almost unendurablé’ on any terms for muslin, cut to fit the jar,is placed next the but- Teaths per cent. gold tarest (more than 8jer
Prussian feelingin France is as strong as ever flies. If either party knew it, earbolic acid is the ter, then one inch of fine salt, and the whole cent. currivey, and are secnrcdby fast and only
A few
and often breaks out.
io sovereign remedy for all their troubles.
secured by another cloth tied over all, and kept
mortgage on the ENTIRE EOAD AND ITS 1010drops evaporated in a room or poured upon the
Count von Moltke is dangerously ill.
The advertiser, having
cured o
in the cool dry eellar.
All this is no more troubclothes
will
keep
the
winged
pests
ata
safe
disthat dread mt
8yo
remedy
A newspaper is to be established in London to
le than the first method und pays infinitely bet- MENTS, und also, as fast as the Road is comp'eiis anxious to make kno
owmn
the
give
to persons contemplating emi- tanee; and if the pure erystalizéd acid is used, mo ter. - We have seen farmers’ wives, whose intel- ed, on 23,000 Acres of Land to every mile of menns
of
cure.
To
all
who.
desire
it,
he
will
send a
great annoyance will result to human beings.
gration to Ameriea.
copy of the proumiptiss Bred
i
(free of charge), with
ligence would lead us to hope for at least good
teack,
or
,00
acres
ofench
$1,000
Bond.
They
the direction for Jronark
and using the same,
Taglioni, the once famous danseuse, died at Restaurant keepers ought to know this, and butter, who yet are very careless in its manufactare exenopl from U, 8. tax; principal and inter.
which they will find a ure cure for CONSUMPTION.
keep the swarms of flies away from their winher villa on Lake Como, recently, aged 102.
ASTHMA,
Tsing
the
pr
?
ure, We know that dairyingis not profitable
Pardes wishing he J
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boiling water, and watched until the cream begins to" contract so as to leave ihe sides of the
pan; then the center of the cream should be
punctured by a sharp stick (woodis better than
metal for this purpose;) if the hole made becomes larger, showing a contraction of the eream
in the center as well as at the sides, then itis
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make a meal off of us, he first buzzes around
with those beautiful wings and sings a pleasant
little song. If we let him quietly settle down,
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riencein the matter.
things to be guarded against are (1) agitation of
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has no teeth. The microseope.reveals the fact that

We have merely sketched out a process that is
in successful use in many parts of England and
Scotland, and that promises advantages for us,
and we must leave the details of manipulation
to be learned by experience. ' It is an exceeding

ly simple
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The mosquito has a proboscis like an elephant,
only not so large.
It will, however, look nearly

which mingles so Wberully with their
drink.
»
A valuable gold-headed staff formerly belonsing to the late President Lincoln, has been beThe Towa Homestead gives an account of the
questhedto the Bou. John Bright, M. P., hy the
way in which a lady in lowa makes * gilt edged”
late Dr. Smith, the United States consul for Dunbutter. * It says:
dee. The staff bears the following inscription :
Her husband keeps but few eows, but always
“J. A. M. Clernand to the Hon. A. Limtoln—
June, 1857;” and on a gold ferule, “Presented to in good order, for, that: their food may not only
the Rev. James Smith, D. D., ’ late pastor of yield them support, but make rich milk. The
First Presbyterian church, Springfield, Ill., by milking is done rapidly and quietly, esch milker
the family of the late President Lincoln,in memo- having a bucket and stool, no tin cups and eoffee
riam of ‘the high esteem in which he was held by

We
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Marion.
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Switzerland.

Edgecomb
Penobscot. Y. M.
Pros

Union 0).

for a century;

CANDLAS.

Central Ohio

How Mosquitoes Bite.

it such a consistency that skimymnitig is much easier and

~

Who will send them along?— Horace Grelley.

process for American farmers lies in the fact
that it is an excellent preparatory step in the
making of butter, It secures all the cream, gives

away

dropped with such foreo that it sank two feet into the ground, but was seen i» fall, and was

annually

Anson.

be picked at fifteen dollars per head, and they
there should be no smoke in the apartment would’soon sell"hay enough at two hundred per
where the scalding is done.~This is Devonshire, cent. profit to defray the cost of feeding and.
cream, a delicious article for home consumption, shedding their stock. This is but one of a hunbut one for which there exists no market de- dred equally promising enterprises now impamand in this country.
The chief value of the tiently awaiting the right men to direct them.

not very fast—and as

The recent fall of a twelve-pound meteoric
stone at Searspoi., Mass., was preceded by an
explusion, like the report of a heavy gun, {\llowed by a rushing sound, like the escape of steam
from a boiler. The 8 ‘und seeme-1 tv come from
the south, and to move 1 rthwardly.
The stone

enough

aritots.

"BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending, Ava. 9, 1871,

Taylor, (W. yas. o.
Marion (Ohio)
Armony.
Richland. & Licking

I.
&
Mass. Y. M.
E I Athosiasion. ¢
covered stone. She has more land good for Western
AT, A Y.M.
wheat, than Minnesota, yet imports nearly all Holland
Erie.
ra
her flour; she has millions of acres of excellent French Creek.
Genesee Y. M.
timber, yet builds mainly of pine from Louisiana
and Florida; she sends to Ohio for her hams Wayne.
Suequehannah Y. M.
;
and to New York for her butter, and would im- ‘Walton.
New
York & Pa YM,
port berries and fruits®if her people had not Bradford
& Tioga.
learned, while they weré unattainable, to do St. Lawrence Y. M.,
| without them. If ten thousand Northern farmers ‘Lawrence.
Union Y. M.
would settle just below Houston and devote Chenango Union.
themselves te supplying that city and this with McDonough
Central N. Y, Y M.
fresh milk butter,strawberries,raspberries,peach- Qtaego.
es, grapes, and so forth, they might charge doub-. Whitestown.
Y. MN
le prices and get rich faster than so many culti- 1 Fennaylvaia
arper's
Ferry.
vators ever did before. They would have to Harrisburg.
Lawrence (Pa.)
make their own ice, but that is not difficult; Somerset.
they might have to teach the Texas Central how Westmoreland.
Winchester.
to run a milk train fifty miles, but that need not
Ohio Northern Y. M.
exhaust their energies,
Their pasture
land,
Huron.
fenced, might cost them ten dollars per acre just Ohio Rivér Y. M.
Little Seioto.
around a depot and a junction; their cows might
-

i

Dr. Carno- |

She has iron

Shire Y. M.

but it lies inert and valueless,—a waste of earths

A young man recently called upon the editor ing, and with the handling of an immense
of apaver in an Oregon town
“snd asked to cee bulk of buttermilk. and its difficult removal from
the butter by# washing or otherwise. When
gun by the railways having their terminiin D.- | his file for 1869, which reque~f\
was ranted.
“lath.
3
| While the cditor
stopped out %moment he properly made, the quality of the butter is excelmarched out with the file, and used
iT hgainst the lent; and there is the advantage, that the skimEight steamers ply da‘ly between Cincinnati
| owner in a libel suit for $5,000 damages.
The med milk remains sweet and fit.for use, or for
and St. Louis.
he mahufacture of ‘ lean’ cheese.
The postal money order convention between | iplaintiff recovered six and a quarter cents, when
We do not preiend that the foregoing is a comhis
persecuted
victim
turned
upon
him,
and
had
this country and Great Britain will take effect
plete
deseription of this mode of making butter;
|
him
senicneed
to
seven
years
in
the
penitentiary
|
1
on October 2, at 570 offices in this eountry.
The
and we warn all readers not to blame us if they
| for stealing hooks.
4
rate will be two and one-half per cent.

Extensive harbor improvements are to Le he-

useless,

to plaster the continent

he or she reads, let the rest each ;make a dot for

been expended in Texas, west f ihe Colorado,
for beevyes, stock cattle and hoises.
Professor Watson, of the observatory at Ann | time.”

and

to divide the earth by railroads into squares ten
miles across ; but no tun of it was ever smelted.
She has at least five thousand square miles of |
coal (probably much more), but no tun of it
was ever dug for sale. She has gypsum enough

necessary to rub, the eream with the hand for a
few moments in a smooth wooden bowl to sepevery word read. Wnen the page is reud, count arate - the butter entirely, ready for washing.
the words, and then let each player conn his For each pouad of butter there remains not to
This does
dots, and see who has heen accutntely ‘up to exceed a half-pint of buttermilk.

It is estimated that within the phat hundred
days not less than one million dv llars in gold has

Arbor, Michigan, has discovered a new planef.

Now Ham
Wentw

kr The M

The following are the
have not as yet sent in their reports, viz:

SEWING

3

York, or youdot vhiten_ it at all, even. at petty hamletsin the interior, where a likely cow
and calf will bring not more than ten dollars.
As yet, the mineral wealth'of this State sleeps

will haye risen at the time of the preparation,
top of each other, and live and dead oysters, t which consists in scalding simply, care being
shells and sand rise like coral reefs to the thick-[ taken not. to allow the milk to reach the boiling
ness of ten or more feet; vessels are sometimes point. The best way would be to set the pan

are very

The returns from Kentucky, which
incomplete, indicate republican gains.

morning.

16, 1871.
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CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by
the author, has been clothéd in an en| tirely new dress; and presents a very

comely appearance.

It should be in

The New. Treatise, just revised by order every Baptist family, « Let every pasof the General Conference; can now be had tor and .church-member have a copy of
on application, for 25 cents for each odpy this newly revised and useful book. —
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one,or Price, in cloth, on ly 25 cts. ; in paper
2 cents each for twd or. more copies. Or-| overs, 15 cts.” Postage extra jon the
ormer, 4 ots. on the latter, 2 cents
ders are solicited.

